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ABSTRACT

One important example of transboundary environmental disruption is the damage that

acidification (or acid rain as it is commonly known) causes to forests, lakes, groundwater,

soils and human health. While, for years scientific research had indicated the seriousness of

this problem, and abatement strategies were initiated both at the national and regional levels

in Europe and North America, only recently it is recognized as an emerging environmental

problem in parts of Asia. Economists have long advocated the use of economic instruments

for controlling such transboundary air pollution reflecting their perceived superiority over

command and control regulations. One of such instruments, tradable permits approach is

gaining popularity because of recent evidence confirming both the environmental

effectiveness and the economic efficiency in environmental policy debate. This dissertation

analyzed the cost effective abatement strategies and investigated whether a system of

tradable permits approach contribute to a cost effective acid rain emissions reduction in

Northeast Asia. This research study is divided into three essays and each of these essays is

written as self explained research papers.

The first essay develops a simple analytical model of cost-effectiveness of

transboundary air pollution reduction of multiple pollutants and multiple deposition targets

under multi-jurisdictional setting. This issue arises because the published literature usually

focus either on single pollutant or typically in terms of reduction in emissions, not in terms of

multiple pollutants or attained deposition conditions. Neglecting these issues may result in

sub-optimal policies. We then used this model for determining the cost-effective strategies to
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reduce acid rain causing emissions from electricity generating utilities and industries in

Northeast Asia. This approach thus offers an opportunity to investigate the pursuit of

efficiently implemented deposition targets in a multi-source, multi-receptor, and multi

jurisdictional setting.

In the second essay, we present a theoretical model of tradable permit system for non

uniformly dispersed pollutants using deposition permit system as an attractive alternative to

commonly use emission permit system. The model deals explicitly with spatial dimension

using transfer matrix and also guarantees that the imposed environmental quality standards

are met through the initial allocation of permits. We then extent our basic model with

transaction costs and potential market power because they may decrease performance

efficiency of the permit market. This is especially important in the case of deposition permit

system due to distribution of initial allocation ofpermits.

Finally, the third essay presents an optimization model of modified guided bilateral

and sequential tradable permit system to examine what extent such system contribute to a

cost-effective acid rain emissions reduction in Northeast Asia. Both national (Northeast

China) and regional (Northeast Asia) case studies are presented. In both cases, the results

suggest that permit trading steers the trade process towards the cost-effective allocation of

emission abatement but it may not be reached fully by profitable trade transactions. Full

cooperation is therefore necessary to realize cost savings from such system. This study may

benefit for a better insight into tradable permit systems for reaching cost-effective acid rain

emission reductions in emerging economies like Northeast Asia.
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CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

In 1972, at the United Nations Conference on Human Environment, Sweden

presented a study that scientifically assessed the growing public concern with

transboundary air pollution. Since then the problem of transboundary air pollution has

been widely discussed among the environmental policy makers around the world, in

particular, Europe and North America (Cowling, 1982). One important example of

transboundary environmental disruption is the damage that acidification (or "acid rain" as

it is commonly known) causes to forests, lakes, groundwater, soils and human health.

While, for years scientific research had indicated the seriousness of this problem, and

abatement strategies were initiated both at the national and regional levels in Europe and

North America, only recently it is recognized as an emerging environmental problem in

parts of Asia. Despite this potential threat, however, limited action has been taken and

further reduction of acid rain in Asia seems necessary.

Acid rain mainly results from the discharge of sulfur dioxide (S02), nitrogen oxides

(NOx) and ammonia (NH3) into the air. These acidifying emissions of S02 and NOx

mainly caused by burning fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas), and emission ofNH3 is largely

due to agricultural production. Acid rain usually forms high in the clouds where S02 and

NOx react with water, oxygen and oxidants to form various acidic compounds (such as

sulfuric acid and nitric acid). These compounds then fall to the earth as acid rain in either

dry form (such as gas and particles) or wet form (such as rainwater, snow and fog).
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Prevailing winds transport these compounds, sometimes hundreds of kilometers, within

the country and across the national borders. As a result, a country's deposition partly

originates outside its geographical area. The extent to which this occurs differs between

countries, because countries differ in size, wind patterns are not uniform and emission

sources are not uniformly spread over countries. This non-uniformity is a main

characteristic of acidifying emissions. Damage caused by acid rain not only depends on

the amount of emission but also on the location of emissions. Figure 1.1 illustrates the

mechanism of acid rain formation and its impact on the environment.

Figure 1.1: Acid rain formation and its impact on the environment.

The Asian region comprises many of the fastest growing economies in the world.

Table 1.1 presents an overview of GDP, population and land area of Asia and the global

economy. Between 1990 and 1997 (before the Asian financial crisis), GDP in developing

Asia as a whole grew by an annual average of 7.4 % and estimated to grow 5.9 % in

1999-2020, much higher than the world average of3.2 %. In 1998, more than half of the

world's population (3.2 billion) lived in Asia and expected to grow much more quickly
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than that of Europe and the United States. While Asia covers only one forth of the

world's total land areas, its population density, however, is almost three times higher than

the world average of 45.3 person per square kilometer.

Table l.l: Gross domestic product, population and land area in Asia and the global economy.

Region/Country Gross domestic nroduct Ponulation Land area and use
Annual Annual average percent Total Annual Percent Population
average change average sharec density

(%) (millions) (%) (%) (per sq.

1998b
km)'

1990- 1998' 1999' b 1999- 1999- 1998 1998
1997' 2020b 2020b

Developing Asia 7.4 0.2 6.3 5.9 3,166 1.1 23.4 -
South Korea 7.3 (6.7) 10.9 4.9 46 0.5 0.1 470.3
China 10.3 7.1 6.9 1,255 0.7 7.1 138.8
Southeast Asia 7.2 7.9 3.2 5.2" 503' 1.5" - 618.7
South Asia 5.4 (9.0) 5.8 5.7' 1,305' 1.2' - 272.9

Industrialized Asia 6.0
Japan 2.4 (2.7) 0.7 1.5 126 0.0 0.3 335.7

Western Europe - - 2.1 2.3 387 0.0 17.3 19.9
U.S.A. . . 4.2 3.0 271 0.8 7.0 29.5
World - - 2.8 3.2 5,903 1.1 100.0 45.3

• Data based on GDP (ADB, 2001) except for Japan, WhICh is based on GNP (World Bank, 2000); and the
figures in the parenthesis represent negative number. b Data based on (ElA, 2001). ' Data based on (WRI,
1998). 'Based on (World Bank, 2000). "Based on the definition of other Asia in (EIA, 2001). ' Based on
India in (ElA, 2001). 'Based on (World Bank, 2000).
Technical Note: Developing Asia includes Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Cambodia, PR of
China, Fiji, French Polynesia, Hong Kong (China), India, Indonesia, Kiribati, Laos, Malaysia, Macau
(China), Maldives, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nauru, Nepal, New Caledonia, Niue, North Korea, Pakistan,
Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Samoa, Singapore, Solomon Islands, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Taiwan,
Thailand, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, and Vietnam. Southeast Asia includes Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos,
Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. South Asia includes Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Western Europe excludes Former Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe.

The total primary energyl demand in Asia currently doubles every twelve years

compared with a world average of every twenty-eight years. Fossil fuels (coal, oil and

gas) supply more than 80 % of the total energy demand in Asia, and biomass (fuel wood,

I Primary energy is the energy available from energy sources extracted from a stock of reserves under the
ground (for e.g., coal, crude oil, natural gas) or captured from a flow ofresources on or above the ground
(for e.g., water, wind or solar power), before such energy sources have undergone any process other than
separation and cleaning (ADB, 1994).
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agricultural residues and animal wastes) supplies an additional IS % (ADB, 1997). Asia

is also expected to dominate in the world's growth in coal consumption, accounting for

3.4 % compared to the world average of 1.5 %, and more that three times that of the

United States during 1999-2020 period (EIA, 2001). Coal consumption in Asia is mainly

concentrated in four countries, i.e., China, India, Japan and South Korea. Together, these

countries accounted for 90 % of the region's coal consumption and 36 % of the total

world consumption in 1999 (EIA, 2001).

If current trends in economic development and energy use (in particular, coal)

continue, emissions of S02 in Asia will more than triple within the next thirty years (See

Figures 1.2-1.4). Many ecosystems will be unable to continue to absorb these increased

levels of pollution without harmful effects, thus creating a potential danger for

irreversible environmental damage in many areas. Indeed, environmental quality has

deteriorated rapidly, to the extent that Asia is now one of the world's most polluted

regions. Of the world's IS most polluted cities, 13 are in Asia, and its natural resources

are declining fast. During the last three decades, Asia has lost 50 % of its forest cover and

50 % of its fish stock (ADB, 1997). S02 concentrations in most of the Asia's cities

regularly exceed the World Health Organization (WHO) recommended limits. Rainfall in

some countries, including China, Japan and Thailand, has been measured to be teu times

more acidic than unpolluted rain. Increasing evidence of acidification damage to surface

waters, soils, and economically important crops is beginning to appear. For recent studies

on acid rain and its impact on specific Asian countries and Asia as a whole, see (Larssen
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et aI., 1999), (Streets et aI., 2000), (Park et aI., 2000, Wang et aI., 2000) and (Garg et aI.,

2001).
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Figure 1.2: Total energy consumption by region during 1990-2020 (Quadrillion Btu) (EIA, 2001).
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Figure 1.4: Sulfur dioxide emissions by region during 1990-2020 (Million tons).

Sources: For Europe (Cofala and Schopp, 1995), United States (NAPAP, 1991), and for Asia, Reference
Scenario from RAINS-ASIA model.
Note: It is assumed that emissions are stabilized in Europe and the United States by 2010.

There are striking parallels between the challenges that Asian countries currently face

and the development of coordinated international responses to similar enviromnental

threats in Europe and North America. Acidification was first noticed in Scandinavia in

the 1960s (aden, 1968). It was observed that acid rain was acidifying the lakes and other

ecosystems at such a rate that species died and biodiversity decreased. It was also

discovered that emitted acidifying pollutants are transported through the air over many

hundreds of kilometers, and that acid deposition in a country is, to a certain extent

(depending on the location and size of the country), caused by emissions in other

European countries (OEeD, 1978). By the mid-1980s, Germany observed that more than

half of its forest showed some effects from air pollution, furthering the impetus toward a

coordinated international response to the worsening issue. Increasing concern about air

pollution being transported over long distances led to the signing of an international
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agreement in the Convention of Long Range Transport ofAir Pollution (LRTAP) in 1979

(UN, 1979). This agreement committed European and North American countries to

attempt to limit their transboundary emissions of air pollutants. In the last two decades,

the Convention on LRTAP has been extended by multiple protocols in which parties

agree upon defined emission reduction targets. Convention on LRTAP (Sulfur Protocol)

in 1985, Convention on LRTAP (Nitrogen Protocol) in 1988, and New Sulfur Protocol to

the United Nations Economic Council of Europe (UN ECE) Convention on LRTAP in

1998 are some examples.

Unlike Europe and North America, there is no conventions or protocols on

transboundary air pollution in Asia because of lack of initiative to reduce these pollutants

and limited scientific research on air pollution control strategies. Recently, however, the

acidification problem in Asia received political attention which resulted in the initiation

of Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) Cooperative Plan on

Transboundary Air Pollution for Southeast Asia (1994); Male Declaration on Control and

Prevention of Air Pollution and its Likely Transboundary Effects for South Asia (1998);

establishment of Acid Deposition Monitoring Network in East Asia (1999); and Seoul

Declaration on Environmental Ethics (1998). These initiatives at different national and

regional levels in Asia, supported by bilateral and multilateral international organizations

such as the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), the World Bank and the

Asian Development Bank, together with scientific research and policy analysis (the main

aim of this research study) may help reduce the impacts of acid rain in many parts of

Asia.
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1.2. Problem Description

In recent years market-based instruments (MBIs) for controlling transboundary air

pollutants have played an ever-increasing role in environmental policy making, reflecting

their perceived superiority over command and control (CAC) regulations. One of such

MBIs, "Tradable Permits" (TPs) approach is gaining popularity because of recent

evidence, particularly, in North America and Europe, confirming both the environmental

effectiveness and the economic efficiency in environmental policy debate. The most

recent example of international interest is the explicit inclusion ofthe TPs approach in the

1997 Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

(UNFCCC). At the national level, some interesting opportunities to expand the use of

TPs are emerging, especially in the United States and Europe and interesting pilot

programs are initiated in Asia (See Table 1.2).

It is, however, argued that some problems exist with TPs approach if the market

conditions are not met. Circumstances when these conditions may not be right include the

presence of high transaction costs, the possibility of market power, and insufficient

monitoring and enforcement. Also, presence of un-internalized externalities (for e.g.,

controlling one type of pollutant could increase emissions of another unregulated

pollutants by switching inputs and technology) may not minimize the social costs.

Because TPs involve an aggregate limit on access, however, the consequences of

transaction costs and/or market power affects only costs but not the environmental

quality. And effective monitoring and enforcement ofpollution control may reduce social
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costs. Furthermore, even while these imperfections, TPs approach can be designed to

lower social costs maintaining sustainable environmental quality.

Table 1.2: Summary ofselected tradable permits application for air protection around the world.

T e ofMBls
Air Protection

Emission Trading
Program (SO,AIIowance)

RECLAIM

Emission Trading Permits

Air Fees

Water Charges

Solid Waste Charges

Input Taxes

Tax Differentiation

Resource Pricing

Ex lanation

Starting in the mid-1970s, the US Environmental Protection Agency and the
United States developed several programs designed to increase flexibility
and reduce the costs of achieving the national ambient air quality standards.

Regional Clean Air Incentives Market (RECLAIM) was designed to
implement provisions of the air quality management plans developed by the
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) to bring the Los
Angeles Basin into compliance with federal air quality standards by 20IO.

Permits for Particulates (Santiago, Chile) and auction permits for the import
and use of ozone-depleting substances (Singapore).

Air pollution prevention fees (Taiwan and China) or emissions charges
above a threshold (South Korea). Greenhouse taxes on carbon, sulfur, and
volatile organic compounds (Sweden and the United States).

Charges for discharge above specified levels (China and Malaysia).

Charges on disposal of household wastes (OECD countries and the United
States).

Taxes on the sulfur content of coal (China).

Taxes for leaded vs unleaded gasoline (Thailand) and gasoline vs diesel fuel
(OECD countries).

Marginal cost pricing of water supply and sewage collection (Chile), energy
pricing (China), and auctioning of certificates of vehicle entitlement
(Singapore).

Sources: (OECD, 2000) and (ADB, 2000).

The use of MBIs in Asia remains quite modest. Interesting pilot programs are being

initiated to test innovative MBIs for air and water quality. So far, much of the emphasis

has been on industrial pollution control. However, MBIs for natural resource

management such as performance bonds for forestry and transferable development rights

for coastal resources are being tested in the region (see Table 1.2). To date, China and
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South Korea are the only countries in East and Southeast Asia that have implemented air

emissions charges. Several countries have introduced differential pricing of unleaded and

leaded gasoline to promote the use of unleaded gasoline. In the Philippines and Thailand

(which phased out leaded gasoline in 1996), this has been the only use of MBIs for air

pollution control until recently. In East and Southeast Asia, the most widely used MBI is

the effluent charges on wastewater emissions. China, Indonesia, South Korea, Malaysia,

Philippines, and Thailand all impose effluent charges on some form of industrial

wastewater emissions. Singapore has created markets to address its Chlorofluorocarbons

(CFC) pollution quota (which is defined by the Montreal Protocol) through a sealed bid

auction. To our knowledge, however, we are not aware of any existing TPs approaches

for transboundary air pollution control and management in Asia.

In Northeast Asia (NEAi, the level of environmental protection desired has

historically been the level needed to achieve a previously specified environmental

standard. MBIs have typically been used to induce compliance with existing standards.

Besides, NEA is one of the most dynamic and diverse regions of the world. Fueled by

high population growth and vibrant economies, energy consumption is currently 12 % of

the world's total and projected to increase by a factor of 2 to 3 by 2030 (Streets et aI.,

2000). Because fossil fuels, in particular, coal will provide much of this energy,

emissions of S02 and NO, are projected to increase by about the same amount. Northeast

2 Broadly, Northeast Asia is defmed to include Japan, South Korea, North Korea and Northeast China.
Northeast China includes eleven provinces (Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, Anhui, Hebei, Henen, Tianjin,
Shanxi, Shandong, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang), two autonomous regions (Nei Mongol and Ningxia), and t1rree
municipalities (Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai). For our study purpose, we exclude North Korea because of
data limitations.
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China is the main emitting region, and sulfur is transported across the Korean peninsula

to Japan and beyond. Acid deposition is evident today [see e.g., (Streets et aI., 2000) and

(Park et a1., 2000)], and expected to increase dramatically in the future. It is projected that

severe damage to ecosystems will occur throughout the region without the introduction of

emission controls.

In summary, it is therefore, necessary for national and/or regional cooperation to

reduce the impact of acid rain in the region. In addition, considerable potential seems to

exist for implementation of MBIs such as TPs approach for environmental protection

both at national, sub-regional and regional levels in Asia. We focus primarily on NEA

because of the severity of acid rain damage in this sub-region.

1.3. Objectives

To improve the cost effectiveness of transboundary air pollution reduction, the 1997

Kyoto Protocol in the UNFCC included the use of MBIs. In principle, this offers

opportunity for introducing a system of TPs in Asia. In the United States, such a system

has already been introduced for S02 emission control for electricity producing utilities. In

this research studY,first, we illustrate cost effectiveness and joint implementations of acid

rain abatement strategies. Second, we develop a model of marketable deposition permits

for non-uniformly dispersed pollutants. And, finally, we discuss the possibility and the

implications of guided bilateral marketable S02 permits in NEA countries both at

national as well as regional levels. This research study is an interdisciplinary in nature
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that integrates an economic analysis with knowledge, methods and models from the

natural science. We believe this study may be a useful reference source to understand the

present status and the possible future mitigation options for reducing the impact of

emerging acid rain problems in Asia. We also believe that this study may help create the

background information necessary for initiating an agreement on sulfur protocol in NEA

in specific, and Asia, in generaL The main objectives of this research is:

"To illustrate the cost-effectiveness and joint abatement strategies to reduce

the impact of acidification, and to investigate whether a system of tradable

permits approach can contribute to a cost-effective reduction of non-uniformly

dispersed SOz emissions in Northeast Asia, taking into account pre-specified

deposition targets, and the conditions under which this is likely to happen."

This leads to the following research questions:

1. What would be the cost effectiveness and joint abatement strategies under

different policy scenarios to reduce the impact of acidification in Northeast Asia?

2. What are the economic aspects and policy implications of modeling tradable

permits for non-uniformly dispersed pollutants as a solution to acidification?

3. What should a system of tradable permits for SOz looks like in Northeast Asia in

order to take deposition target into account?

The first research question illustrates a simple model of cost-effectiveness and joint

abatement strategies to reduce the impact of acidification under multiple pollutants with

simulation exercise specific to NEA. The second of these questions, on modeling TPs for
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non-unifonnly dispersed pollutants, consists of three sub topics: (i) a basic general

framework for modeling TPs in a national and regional context; (ii) the need for

cooperation and the difficulties in achieving this and (iii) a lesson to be learnt on

implementing future TPs approach in Asian region. Elaborating on the first and the

second research questions, the third research question focuses in detail on (i) cost

effectiveness of TPs approach in NEA highlighting the difference between emissions

pennits and deposition pennits, the need to restrict trading of non-unifonnly dispersed

pollutants, and the initial pennit distribution, (ii) advantages and disadvantages of

implementing different TP approaches in NEA and (iii) empirical/simulation exercise of

applicable TPs approach in NEA both at national as well as regional levels.

To answer the central question of reducing acidification in NEA we make use of both

a literature study and simulation exercise. First, by means of literature study, economic

aspects and the theory of cost effective strategies; and different TPs approaches are

examined. Next, taking the results from these into account, a specific TPs approach

suitable for NEA is fonnulated and analyzed by means ofsimulation study.

1.4. Outline of the Study

The central theme of this study, the analysis of cost effectiveness abatement strategies

and the applicability ofTPs for cost effective S02 reduction in NEA is divided into "three

essays" fonnat. Each of these three essays is written as self explained research papers for

the possibility of publishing in international refereed journals. The first essay (Chapter II)
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illustrates the cost effectiveness and joint implementation strategies under multiple

pollutants with the case of acidification in NEA. The second essay (Chapter III) discusses

some general market based (i.e., economic) aspects ofpollution control. Attention is paid

to the cost effectiveness of pollution control, to the regional dimension of acid rain policy

and to the need for cooperation. In addition, issues related TPs approach such as

transaction costs, market power, and monitoring and enforcement are also discussed.

Finally, a model of TPs approach for non-uniformly dispersed pollutants is highlighted.

Given this general economic background, the possible implementation of TPs approach

specific to NEA is presented in third essay (Chapter IV). In this essay, the results of

simulated guided bilateral trade for reducing SOz in NEA both at national as well as

regional levels are thoroughly reviewed and possible future research works are discussed.
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CHAPTER II

COST-EFFECTIVENESS AND JOINT ABATEMENT STRATEGIES FOR NON
UNIFORMLY DISPERSED MULTIPLE POLLUTANTS: THE CASE OF ACID

RAIN IN NORTHEAST ASIA §

Abstract

Transboundary air pollution abatement policies usually focus either on single pollutant or typically in

terms of reduction in emissions, not in terms of multiple pollutants or attained ambient (deposition)

conditions. Neglecting these issues may result in sub-optimal policies. When objectives are formulated in

terms of deposition targets, transboundary character may become an important feature of both the problem

and its solution. Efforts to achieve autarkic (domestic) objectives are likely to be inefficient compared to

joint (regional) objectives to multi-jurisdictional efforts of solving transboundary air pollution problems. In

this paper, we develop a simple model of multiple pollutants and multiple deposition targets under multi

jurisdictional setting.

We then present an integrated optimization approach for determining the cost-effective strategies to

reduce acid rain causing emissions (sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides) from electricity generating utilities

and industries in Northeast Asia (i.e., Northeast China, Japan and South Korea) allowing for interrelations

between sources and abatement options. This approach thus offers an opportunity to investigate the pursuit

of efficiently implemented deposition targets in a multi-source, multi-receptor, and multi-jurisdictional

setting. Options to reduce acid deposition incorporated in the model are end-of-pipe technologies. The

results show that the costs of acid rain abatement of autarkic programs are higher compared to joint

abatement programs. The estimates suggest that all three countries would gain from cooperative abatement,

but that Japan and South Korea might gain by more than that of Northeast China. So, if cooperation were

the ouly alternative to autarky, both Japan and South Korea would appear to have powerful incentives to

participate in a joint program of abatement. It is important, however, that the degree of precision with

which the costs of abatement have been estimated is not the decisive consideration.

§ This chapter is a revised version of a paper that has been presented in a Spring 2002 seminar organized by
EWCPA at East West Center, Honolulu as Sunil Malia and Eric Iksoon 1m, Cost-effectiveness and joint
abatement strategies under multiple pollutants: The case of acid rain in Northeast Asia.
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2.1. Introduction

Since the United Nations Conference on Human Environment in 1972, globally there

has been growing concern about the transboundary air pollution problems, such as

acidification (or acid rain as it is commonly known), climate change and ozone

depletion, caused primarily by burning fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas). On regional basis,

which is the main focus of this paper, acid rain is one of the most important

transboundary environmental disruption that causes damage to aquatic and terrestrial

ecosystems, cultural properties, buildings, and human health. Several different

technologies and measures can be used to reduce the impact of acid rain from fossil fuel

use. These include but not limited to end-of-pipe technologies (such as scrubbers or

electrostatic precipitators) and fuel processing measures (such as fuel cleaning or

switching from high- to low-sulfur fuels). In the last two decades many countries in

Europe and North America reached significant reduction in acid rain through variety of

abatement measures. But only recently it is recognized as an emerging environmental

problem in parts of Asia. A joint study by the World Bank and the Asian Development

Bank suspected that acid rain affects Northeast Asia (NEA hereafter)! as badly (or worse)

than in Europe or North America (Downing et aI., 1997). Indeed, one study estimated that

if present energy and environmental policies remain unchanged, sulfur dioxide emissions

in this region will almost triple the 1990 level by 2020 (Foell et al., 1995). With

increasing energy use, primarily fossil fuels, due to rapid urbanization, and weak

! Broadly, NEA is defmed to include Japan, South Korea, North Korea and Northeast China. Northeast
China includes eleven provinces (Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, Anhui, Hebei, Henan, Tianjin, Shanxi,
Shandong, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang), two autonomous regions (Nei Mongol and Ningxia), and three
municipalities (Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai). For our study purpose, we exclude North Korea due to data
limitations.
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environmental institutions, the problem of acid rain in NEA may further deteriorate in

foreseeable future.2

Cost-effectiveness studies of acid ram abatement options show that the results,

conclusions, and policy recommendations depend on interrelations between several

environmental issues. For example, whether pollutants that are studied simultaneously or

separately may have several environmental problems. Also, whether the spatial nature of

pollutants considered is uniformly- or non-uniformly- dispersed in the atmosphere may

have different policy implications.3 Furthermore, the technologies for abatement of one

pollutant may also affect emissions of other pollutants, either beneficially or adversely.

And, emissions ofpollutants may originate from the same anthropogenic sources. Several

cost-effective strategies for energy related transboundary air pollution studies either

focused mainly on the restriction ofjust single pollutant or in emissions reduction and not

in terms of attained ambient concentrations (e.g., deposition targets); and often the spatial

nature ofpollutants are ignored.4 Hahn (1989) and Tietenberg (1995) state that it is useful

for purposes of modeling and analysis to break down a complex problem into separate

parts. The disadvantage of this approach, however, is that problems are studied in

isolation, potentially leading to undesired consequences. From both modeling and policy

point of view, the challenge is to incorporate more information into the problem and to

2 For literature on transboundary air pollution problems in Northeast Asia, see (Hayes and Zarsky, 1995),
~Hippel, 1996), (Streets et aI., 1999), (Wang et aI., 2000), and (Shah et aI., 2000).

Uniformly dispersed pollutants depend on total amount of emissions but no on the distribution of these
emissions among the sources (e.g., greenhouse gases such as CO" methane, cWoroflurocarbons and other
halocarbons), while non-uniformly dispersed pollutants depend both on amount as well as distribution of
emissions among the sources (e.g., acidifying emissions such as SO" NO, and NH,).

4 See for example, Bui (1998) for SO, and Newell and Stavins (2000) for NO, in North America; Hutton
and Halkos (1995), Rodriguez (1999) and Krutiwagen et al. (2000) for SO, for Europe.
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formulate multiple objectives in such a way that better decisions can be made. Although a

limited number of studies look at multi-effect and multi-pollutant problems [see e.g.,

(Michaelis, 1992), (Burtraw et aI., 1999), (Amann et aI., 1995)], spatial nature of the

pollutants are not considered. Because of the interrelations between sources of emissions

and the central role of NO, in fossil fuel related acid rain problem, both S02 and NO.

should be analyzed in conjunction.5

In this paper we develop a simple analytical model of cost-effective acid rain

abatement strategies from fossil fuel use under multi-pollutant, multi-source, and multi-

jurisdictional setting. The model allows us to evaluate the potential gains from joint

action in a regional context and may help for the early stages of policy development in

NEA. We then solve the model for costs of abatement strategies for reducing the impact

of acid rain in NEA. We are not aware of any such analytical model that takes into

account these interrelations. The current paper is the first step towards filling this gap.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section develops a comparative static

optimization model to determine cost-effective polices for acid rain reduction with

multiple pollutants. In Section 2.3, methodology and data requirements are described.

Numerical results are presented in Section 2.4. Simulated results of cost of abatement

strategies are then discussed in Section 2.5. The last section provides conclusions and

some policy related issues.

5 We ignore NH, (also an acid rain precursor) due to its limited contribution in total acid deposition. In
addition, the primary source of NH, is from agricultural production which is beyond the scope of this
paper.
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2.2. Analytical model

hnagine a common situation in which a regulatory authority seeks to limit the

anthropogenic non-uniformly dispersed pollutants from fossil fuels combustion in a well-

defined jurisdiction (e.g., Northeast Asia). Emitting countries are indexed i (i=1,2, .."n)

and if a country is a receiver of air pollution, it is indexed} (j=1, 2, ... ,m).6 The pollutants

that are considered are indexed by k (k=1,2, ...,K), while fossil fuels are indexed by I

(/=1,2, ... ,L).

Following EPA (1999), the actual emissions of pollutant k from country i at year f,

denoted by e"k (f) in tons, can be calculated as:

(2.1) e"k(f) =LF;,i(f) EF;,k,,(t) {1-CEk,i(f) REk,(f) Rp'jf)l
I

where F is the consumption of fossil fuels; EF is the uncontrolled emission factor; CE is

the control efficiency; RE is the rule effectiveness; and RP is the rule penetration. We

suppress subscripts i, k and I to define variables in Equation 2.1 for clarity. CE, RE, and

RP are applied to an stationary source emission estimate if prevention or control

measures are in place or planned that affect any of the individual sources within a source

category. RE is an adjustment to the CE to account for failures and uncertainties that

affect the actual performance of the control. For example, control equipment performance

6 A country (or region) usually is both a receiver and emitter of pollutants. To make a clear distinction
between source and receptor countries, two indices are used. That is, i for an emitting country and j for a
receiving country. Moreover, if in the source-receptor matrix i=j then an emitting country receives (a part
of) its own emissions.
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may be adversely affected by age of the equipment, lack of maintenance, or improper

use. RP is the percentage of the area source category that is covered by the applicable

regulation or is expected to be complying with the regulation. If no emission controls are

applied (i.e., CE = 0) then the emission calculation is reduced to simple multiplication of

activity rate by the uncontrolled emission factor.

Let Dj ' denotes the target deposition in acid equivalent per hectare at receptor j. We

denote <k(r,.k) as the emission abatement costs faced by country i for pollutant k. We

assume these cost functions are strictly increasing and convex for each country i. We also

assume mxn source-receptor matrix H as given, where the non-negative element hjj

denotes the average deposition in receptor j from each unit of emission by source i.

Furthermore, we denote e;,k as initial unabated emissions of pollutant k and rj,k as the

abated emissions. Note that r"k =e;,k - ei,k for each pollutant k.

Cost efficiency will be achieved if the allocation of emission reductions among the

countries is chosen so that the costs of reaching the desired level of deposition are

minimized. If we assume a full cooperative solution and that the countries minimize total

abatement costs,7 the cost-effective emission allocation that does not violate deposition

targets follows from the optimization problem defined as follows:

7 We ignore asymmetric information about control and prevention measures that may lead to strategic
behavior between emitting countries. We also ignore insufficient monitoring and enforcement by the
environment authorities, Furthermore, presence of un-internalized externalities (e,g" controlling one type
of pollutants could increase or decrease of emissions of another unregulated pollutants by SWitching inputs
or technology) may not minimize total costs, See for example, Hahn (1984), Misiolek and Elder (1989),
and Maler and Zeeuw (1998) on asymmetric information; Armchair and Malik (1998), and Stranlund and
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Subject to:

(2.3) ei,k =ei,k - Ii,k

(2,5) (~>k 2,hji,k 'ei,k)1 ~ 5.D;
k i

The objective function [Equation (2.2)] is subject to a number of constraints

[Equations (2.3-2.5)], Equation (2.3) describes the relation between emissions, energy

sources and abatement, while Equation (2.4) ascertains that emission reduction never

exceeds emission levels. Constraints are imposed on acid deposition in Equation (2.5).

Equation (2.5) determines the acid deposition per unit area in a receiving country using

data on emission and the source receptor relations, the coefficient to calculate acid

equivalents for pollutant type k (Uk), and the area of source country i (A j).

2.3. Methodology and data

For simplicity, we assume only three countries in NEA, namely, parts of China (i.e.,

Northeast China), Japan and South Korea. These three countries are the major S02 and

NO, emitters in NEA. Also, we only consider electricity-generating utilities and

industries. Furthermore, we consider only coal use, The optimization method that we will

Dhanda (t999) on monitoring and enforcement. We leave these issues for further research.
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work on is intended to answer the cost-effectiveness and joint abatement strategies

between these countries.

Region Fossil fuel

u::=> use u::=>Step 1 Sector

(TechnOlogy]
Emission

nfactor

Base
emission

Step 2 Deposition u::=> Transfer u::=> Depositionsmodel matrix
Meteorologica ..0-fields

Critical
loads

Region .[]..

Step 3 Sector u::=> Control u::=> Optimizationcosts

[Technologyl Step 4

Fig. 2.1: Schematic overview of steps to simulate cost-effectiveness and joint abatement strategies

Figure 2.1 illustrates the schematic diagram of optimization approach of the model

presented in the previous section. This approach consists of four steps. The first step is

the calculation of sectoral emissions for S02 and NO, in each country considered in the

study. These emissions are calculated based on exogenous inputs of coal consumption

levels and emission factors, taking into account fuel characteristics. Using emissions

calculated in step 1 and exogenous transfer matrices, acid deposition is calculated in the
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second step. In this way, the effect of changes in emissions on depositions can be

estimated. The estimated depositions can be compared to the sensitivity of ecosystems

that is formulated in critical loads for acidity. By combining information related to

depositions and critical loads, one can construct target depositions. These target

depositions are used in the fourth step of optimization. In the third step, the emission

reduction costs for S02 and NOx are calculated. This step contains detailed data on

application potential, options and costs of end-of-pipe emission reduction technologies.

These data are pollutant, economic sector and country specific. Important country

specific factors that impact abatement costs are, for example, the characteristic sulfur

content ofcoal, plant capacity utilization regimes, boiler sizes and costs ofcoal.

Finally, in the fourth step, given defined deposition targets, the optimization through

simulation calculates the cost-effective allocation of emission reduction over countries in

NEA. It includes information about the costs of emissions reduction and corresponding

acid depositions. We make use of GAMS8 for simulating and optimizing cost-

effectiveness and joint abatement strategies. We provide summary of necessary data and

important assumptions below.

2.3.1. Overview ofcoal use in Northeast Asia

Coal is one of the most important commercial energy sources in NEA accounting for

ahnost half (43%) of the total commercial energy requirements in 2000. Over the past

8 General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) is a pc-based software package to solve system of
equations developed by GAMS Development Corporation. For details, see http://www.gams.com.
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decade, NEA dominated the growth in world coal consumption, accounting for 2.0% as

compared to the world average of 0.1 % and more than twice of North America. NEA

alone accounted for about 30% of total world coal consumption in 2000 (British

Petroleum, 2001).9 Table 2.1 summarizes the coal use patterns in NEA. As can be seen

from the table, the share of coal in total national commercial energy (Columns 10 and 11)

is declining in Northeast China and increasing in Japan and South Korea. Its consumption

in absolute value (columns 8 and 9) however is estimated to increase in all three countries

for decade to come. Within sectoral distribution of coal use, power plants and industries

are dominant sectors. Almost all coal are consumed in these two sectors in Japan and

South Korea, and more than two third are consumed in Northeast China. Much of the

data on coal consumption for 2000 and forecasts for the year 2010 used for the study

were taken from the database ofRAINS-Asia mode1.10

Table 2.1: Coal use patterns in Northeast Asia.

2000 2010 2000 2010 2000 2010 2000 2010
Northeast

China 40 41 38 38 22 11 18,244 20,378
Japan 80 89 20 11 0 0 2,225 3,259
South Korea 76 75 22 25 2 0 1,030 1,435
Source: (1IASA et aI., 2001)

Country/region _--=-S",e:::c",to",ra=l-"sha=re==-o",f",c",o=;al",c",on",s",u:::mp=ti",on",,("-,')1,,,0)'--_
Power Industries Olbers
plants

Total coal
consumption

(PJ)

Coal share
in total
national

commercial
energy (%)

2000 2010

72 60
11 15
17 18

9 Due to data limitations, we report coal consumption in NEA that includes China as a whole but not
Northeast China. But note lbat coal consumption in NEA presented in Table 2.1 is that of Northeast China
only.

10 The regional air pollution and information system in Asia (RAINS-Asia) model is developed at
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (1IASA), Austria and supported by lbe World Bank
and Asian Development Bank. Detailed data used in the study are available from lbe authors upon request.
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2.3.2. Emission/actor

Emission factors11 and emission inventories have long been used as a cost effective

tools for air pollution management (EPA, 1997). The country specific emission factor for

SOz from coal use is calculated taking into account the most important fuel

characteristics given by EF; =(SCi / hvi ) *(1- sr,). Where SCi is the sulfur content (per

weight) of coal in country i; hv; is the heat value of coal in country i; and sri is the sulfur

retained in ash (fraction) of coal in country i. The fuel quality parameters are taken from

IIASA (2001), while the emission factor for NOx using coal is taken from FIRE database

in EPA (1999). Due to data limitations, we assume the emissions factors of SOz and NOx

for both power plants and industries are same. The fuel quality parameters and the

unabated emission factors for SOz and NOx used in the study are presented in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Fuel quality parameters and S02 emission factor in Northeast Asia!

Country/region Fuel quality parameters
Average heat value Sulfur Sulfur retained in ash

(GJ/ton) content(%) (%/100)
Northeast China 18.73 1.04 0.05
Japan 24.11 0.50 0.05
South Korea 25.57 0.50 0.05
t Emission factor of 15.5 kg/ton for NO, is used in all three countries.

2.3.3. Transboundary source-receptor relationships

Unabated emission
factor

(kt SO,IPJ)
52.75
19.70
18.58

Several studies [see e.g., (Arndt et aI., 1998), (phadnis et aI., 1998), (Ichikawa et aI.,

1995) and (Huang et aI., 1995)] have investigated source-receptor relationships in NEA

I\ An emission factor is a representative value that attempts to relate the quantity of a pollutant released to
the atmosphere with an activity associated with the release of that pollutant.
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but the results are very different. According to Streets et al. (1999) the variations in

source-receptor relationships may be due to differences in assUmed rates of removal and

chemical conversion. Clearly, the uncertainty of source-receptor relationships in NEA

must be reduced for useful policy analysis. Besides, these relationships are only useful

for the design and analysis ofpollution control strategies that are based on average annual

deposition targets, not on short-term depositions.

For the purpose of this study, we use the source-receptor matrix H of transfer

coefficients, [hjiJ, in NEA from Arndt et aI., 1998. These coefficients indicate the

proportions of emissions from any source country ultimately deposited (in the form of

acid rain) in any receiving country. The regional source-receptor relationship in NEA is

presented in Table 2.3. In this table, each row represents deposition in percent on a

specific receptor region, while each colunm represents the percent contribution of

deposition due to emissions originating from the designated source regions. So, for

example, from the row Chugoku-Shikoku we see that 56% of deposition is due to

emissions from Japan, while 27% comes from Northeast China combined together, and

an additional 13% comes from South Korea. Note that the row sum may be less than 100

because of contribution from sources that are not covered in NEA (e.g., North Korea).

We aggregated these region-to-region transfer coefficients to yield country-to-country

coefficients. This is important for our purposes because it allows assessment of the effect

that an emission reduction strategy has on depositions by country even if the design of

the strategy is guided only by depositions in small number of target regions. We assume

the source-receptor relationships for NOx in NEA is same as that for SOz. In reality,
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however, this may not be true because of differences of nature and chemical

compositions ofthese two pollutants (Alcamo et a!., 1990).12

Table 2.3: Regional source-receptor relationships in Northeast Asia.

Source

Northeast China
6 ""~

Receptor ,~ "" 21 gp a " i ~ a ~
~ "" .S .~ ~" .S .g 00

li:: :; ::::;" 'is' a .; ] ~ a ~
§< -a

'il " " -" ....
6Ul Jj P:I ~ '" " ;::; -"z 1l -" I-<

'" '" '" '":I:
Northeast China

Northeast Plain 74 4 8 I I 2 I 5 I
Shenyang 66 17 7 I I 3 I 2 I
Hebei-Henan-Anhui I 61 5 4 5 6 3 3 11 I

Beijing 41 32 7 4 7 2 5 I
Tianjin I 38 24 26 5 3 I 2 I

Shandong 2 18 I I 35 2 I I 40 I

Shanxi 29 2 48 15 4 2

Taiyuan 15 2 44 35 2 I
Inner Mongolia 28 I 14 2 I I 9 I 45

Jiangsu 19 4 62 8 6
Shanghai 3 I 24 53 18

Zhejiang 7 2 19 11 61
Japan

Chugoku-Shikoku 10 I 6 I I 2 I 3 I 56 13
Chubu I I I 90 3
Kokkaido-Toboku 3 3 I 2 79 9
Kanto 2 3 I I 2 I I 78 9
Kinki 2 3 2 I 3 I I 66 18
Kyushu-Okinawa 4 7 I I 5 I I 8 2 2 37 29

South Korea
North 3 4 4 I 80
Seoul-Inchon 4 3 I 2 84
South I 2 3 88
Pusan I I I 93

12 The residence time of dry NO, in atmosphere is substantially shorter than SO" As a consequence it may
not be transported as far as SO,. Also, presence of ammonia complicates the relative transport and
deposition of SO, and NO, through its interactions with both molecules, and with water vapor and droplets,
To our knOWledge, there are no studies of source-receptor relationships for NO, in NEA.
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2.3.4. Emission abatement technologies and measures

There are several technologies and measures that can be used to reduce the impact of

acid rain from coal use in power plants and industries. These options can be classified

into five categories: end-of-pipe technologies (such as flue gas desulfurization for SOz

and selective catalytic reduction for NOx); burner modifications (such as atmospheric

fluidized-bed combustion, pressurized fluidized-bed combustion, coal gasification

technologies, and 10w-NOx burners); fuel processing technologies (such as coal

cleaning); fuel switching technologies (such as switching from coal to oil or gas and to

renewable sources); and energy efficiency technologies and measures (such as integrated

gasification combined cycle, fuel cells, cogeneration). We consider only end-of-pipe

technologies because this study focuses only on existing and new power plants and

industries without control. We also ignore any planned govermnent policies that may

promote fuel switching or processing measures. The choice of technology and

determination of country specific costs are based on engineering estimates and

methodology provided in Appendix A. The cost of each technology considered includes

the costs of installing the basic control equipment (e.g., scrubber or selective catalytic

reduction together with auxiliary equipment such as fans, hoods, and ductwork),

annualized over the equipment's operating life; operation and maintenance costs; raw

materials inputs and electricity. In estimating the cost per unit of SOz and NOx emissions

reduction, eight different technologies were considered.
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2.4. Numerical results

2.4.1. Emissions ofso] and NOxfrom coal use in Northeast Asia

The sectoral emissions of SOz and NO, from coal use is estimated by taking into

account sulfur content and heat value of fuels as well as the efficiency of emission

control (whenever applicable) and sulfur retained in ash. These estimated sectoral

pollutants are presented in Table 2.4 for 2000 and 2010 in NEA. As seen from the table,

Northeast China alone accounted for more than 85% of total SOz emissions in NEA both

for 2000 and 2010. A similar picture emerges for NO", although with slightly lower share

(82%), followed by Japan (9%) and South Korea (6%). Among source categories, power

plants accounted for about 55% oftotal SOz and NO, emissions and the remaining (45%)

was by industries in 2000 as well as in 2010. However, it is interesting to note that both

SOz and NO. emissions from industries in Japan are declining overtime (year 2010), in

contrast with Northeast China and South Korea. This is due to declining share of coal use

in industries in Japan. Overall, the total emissions of both SOz and NO, from coal use are

expected to increase in future.

Table 2.4: Estimated emissions of SO, and NOx from coal use in power plants and industries in Northeast
Asia in 2000 and 2010 (million tons)!

Country/region so,
Power plants Industries
2000 2010 2000 2010

Power plants
2000 2010

NOx

Industries
2000 2010
5.8 6.5
0.3 0.2
0.1 0.2
6.2 6.9

6.0 6.8
1.2 1.9
0.5 0.7
7.6 9.3

§ Detail data on these emissions are provided in Appendix B.

Northeast China 5.9 6.6 5.4 6.2
Japan 0.9 1.5 0.2 0.1
South Korea 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.4
Total (Northeast Asia) 7.2 8.6 5.8 6.7
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2.4.2. Acid depositions and critical loads

The calculated acid depositions in NEA are presented in Table 2.5. As can be seen

from the table, the acid deposition per hectare in Northeast China is relatively lower

compared to Japan and South Korea. This is because the area of Northeast China is much

bigger than that of Japan and South Korea, and the fact that about 20% of pollutants are

transported to Japan and South Korea are from Northeast China.

Table 2.5: Base case acid deposition in Northeast Asia (kilo acid equivalent per hectare)

Country/region

Northeast China
Japan
South Korea

2000
1.688
1.543
2.897

Base case acid deposition
2010
1.900
2.299
4.181

Acidification of soil is a dynamic process. 13 However, the static critical loads 14

concept that does not fully take into account the dynamic soil acidification processes, is

now widely used and accepted to analyze acidifying pollution in many parts of Europe. A

critical load can be considered as a threshold. If acid depositions are below the critical

load no environmental damage is expected. If depositions exceed the threshold it is

believed that the environment is negatively affected. Critical loads are also intended to

represent an ecosystem's long-term absorption capacity of acidifying pollutants. The

13 Acidification of soil is a natural process resulting from weak acids, humus production, and nitrification
and accumulation of cations by vegetation. These processes are neutralized by weathering of minerals and
immobilization of sulfur and nitrogen. Anthropogenic inputs of acidifying compounds from atmospheric
depositiou may overwhelm the natural capacity of soil to neutralize acidity. Potential deleterious effects of
anthropogenic soil acidification to forest ecosystems include nutrient deficiencies, imbalance of and high
concentrations ofaluminum and other toxic metals (Nilsson and Grennfelt, 1988).
14 According to Nilsson and Grennfelt (1988), critical load is dermed as a quantitative estimate of an
exposure to one or more pollutants below which significant harmful effects on specified elements of the
environments do not occur according to the present knowledge.
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United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UN-ECE) has decided to use the

critical loads concept as the basis for decision-making. In addition, a large portion of the

environmental economics literature dealing with acidification is based on the critical

loads approach. Hordijk and Kroeze (1997) review 20 acid rain models and state that "an

increasing number of models limit their effect modules to the calculation of critical loads

exceedance". Some of the reasons why the critical loads approach has been accepted so

widely are listed here. Critical loads are considered to be an effect based approach and

are attractive to policy makers because they provide an objective measure in policy

formulation (Bull, 1995). Critical loads have been proven to be useful in determining

environmental targets using complex integrated assessment model such as RAINS-Asia.

Process oriented methods were too complex to model, and knowledge about the

processes and availability of database were limited. The comparison of critical loads and

calculated depositions results directly in a number that represents the exceedance of the

critical load. This can be used to formulate clear policy targets. Using RAINS-Asia

model we calculated the total sulfur depositions and exceedance of the critical load in

2010 in Northeast Asia represented graphically in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.
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Figure 2.2: Estimated sulfur deposition for the year 2010 in Northeast Asia.
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Figure 2.3: Estimated exceedance of critical loads of sulfur deposition for the year 20 lOin Northeast Asia.
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1.4.3. Estimated abatement costs ofend-of-pipe technologies

Table 2.6 presents the results of estimated costs of abatement technologies in 2010

assessed in terms of reduction of S02 and NOx emissions. For each measure, the table

describes the type of abatement technique applied together with its emissions reduction

potential and associated costs. The starting point is the total emissions estimated for the

business as usual (i.e., no control) with no associated costs. For example, to reduce S02

emissions by 60% (i.e., from 12.7 million tons to 4.9 million tons) in Northeast China, it

would costs about US $ 30 billion. Note that the same relative reduction in Japan and

South Korea would costs much lower due to smaller share in total emissions. As stressed

previously, only end-of-pipe technologies of the many different options theoretically

available are considered.

Table 2.6: Estimated costs ofabatement technologies for SO, and NOxemissions for 2010 in Northeast
Asia

Abatement technologies Remaining emission (klons) Total cumulative costs
(million US$)

Northeast Japan South Northeast Japan South
China Korea China Korea

SO, abatement technologies
No control 12,733 1,657 926 0 0 0
Post-ESP sorbent injection 11,001 1,432 800 1,612 210 210
Pre-ESP sorbent injection 9,983 1,299 726 2,608 267 267
Dry-scrubbers 8,353 1,087 607 8,773 610 610
West-scrubbers 6,621 862 482 16,772 1,031 1,031
Combined NOx/SO, control 4,869 634 354 29,961 1,611 1,611

NOxabatement technologies
No control 13,277 2,088 890 0 0 0
Selective non-catalytic reduction 11,579 1,821 776 1,581 249 249
Selective catalytic reduction 8,750 1,376 587 12,371 578 578
Combined NO,jSO, control 5,743 903 385 41,827 1,456 1,456

These initial results are subject to a high degree of uncertainty and should be viewed

as a preliminary assessment because of lack of country specific data and source receptor
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relationships. Besides, it is more efficient, in terms of cost-effectiveness to adopt

abatement technologies for each power plants and industries as long as each of these

source is reasonably large, rather than routing all emissions from these sources in a given

installation through a centralized pollution abatement facility. This is especially true of

pre-existing sources of emissions, to which pollution abatement equipment must be

retrofitted.

Abatement cost functions will vary between countries depending on existing

technologies, on the local cost of implementing best practice abatement techniques. In

addition, differences in plant location, size, age, and production technology makes

pollution control costs heterogeneous. Full details of the abatement costs functions used

in this study are provided in Appendix C. These control cost functions are based on more

aggregated data. The basic idea behind deriving abatement cost functions is to find the

least-cost abatement technologies for each country. A brief summary of necessary

procedures and assumptions for deriving abatement cost functions are discussed below.

The heterogeneity in abatement costs (e.g., per ton of S02 or NOx removed) among

countries are as a result of country specific factors such as sulfur content of fuel used,

capacity utilization, size of the plants, and labor, electricity, construction and fuel cost

factors. Therefore, the optimal abatement technologies may not be same between

countries. The resulting national cost functions therefore consists of a large nunlher of

very small steps. It should be noted that in a decentralized economy, the achievement of

such minima may he prevented by several factors such as existence of taxes or various
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forms of market failure, and intervention by the government may be required to induce

the private sector to minimize real resource costs.

For transparent analytical purposes, it is necessary to approximate the national cost

curve by a functional form. We found that a second-order approximation of these costs

around the baseline emissions yield satisfactory results for all the countries analyzed in

this paper. The functional form is given by: <k = /li,k + ri,k r"k +0i,k r,~k' where p, y, and /)

are country specific parameters of the emissions cost functions <k (r"k) .15 The estimated

cost function parameters for each country are summarized in Table 2:7.

Table 2.7: Estimated cost function parameters.

so,Country/region

Northeast China
Japan

South Korea

1.578
0.106
0.054

y
-1.108
0.063
0.306

0.598
1.380
0.920

2.992
0.284
0.111

NO,
y

-2.572
-0.455
-0.182

1.026
1.219
1.183

2.5. Model results and analysis

The analytical model described in Section 2.2 has been used to analyze a number of

cases successively using simulations on pc-based GAMS software. These results are

summarized in Table 2.8 for the base case deposition and the total costs of acid rain

15 Limited studies focused mainly in Europe and North America, however, use different functional forms
of abatement cost functions, such as quadratic (Kruitwagen et a!., 2000) and piece-wise linear (Bui, 1998)
approximations. Unfortunately, we are not aware of any such estimates for comparison purposes in NEA.
Equations we use are fitted across the range of 16-62% of maximum feasible abatement; constraining i> to
zero helped avoid negative abatement solutions.
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abatement in NEA. The simulation model fonnulated in GAMS software is provided in

Appendix D. The base case deposition is the reference case that includes no emission or

deposition restrictions resulting zero total abatement costs. As seen from the table, the

increase in acid deposition in 2010 from 2000 is due to increase in coal demand and

associated emissions of S02 and NOx in all three countries. In Table 2.8, we report the

results of two sets of simulations. In the first set, the costs of autarkic programs of acid

rain abatement to Northeast China, Japan and South Korea are estimated assuming that

the other country's deposition is fixed at 2010 levels for three different deposition targets

(i.e., critical loads of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.2 kilo acid equivalent per hectare) represented by

cases I, II and III, respectively. Next, the costs of a cooperative joint action that

internalizes the externalities induced by the transboundary flow of pollutants are

estimated represented by cases IV, V and VI, respectively. In both simulations, the

exogenously imposed program objectives are to limit acid depositions to a maximum

annual average of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.2 kilo ac eq per hectare in each ofthese three countries.

Table 2.8, Acid deposition and totat costs of acid rain abatement strategies in Northeast Asia

Country/region Base case acid deposition Total annuat costs under each policy in 2010
(kilo acid eqnivalent/ha) (billion US $)

Autarky Joint action
2000 2010 I II III IV V VI

Northeast China 1.688 1.900 5.1 8.3 24.8 4.6 7.8 24.3
Japan 1.543 2.299 5.7 8.4 10.8 4.3 5.1 7.0
South Korea 2.897 4.181 4.1 4.4 4.7 1.4 1.6 1.8
Northeast Asia 14.9 21.1 40.3 10.3 14.5 33.1
Cost savings 4.6 6.6 7.2

The first set of simulations yields estimates ofthe costs to each country of an autarkic

program to reduce acid deposition in each of its own country, assuming the other

country's depositions remains fixed as that of2010 base case. The results are summarized
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in columns in 4-6 of Table 2.8. The annualized total costs to the NEA of achieving the

program objectives of 1.0, 0.5 and 0.2 kilo acid equivalents per hectare are $14.9, 21.1

and 40.3 billion, respectively. However, these program objectives do violate deposition

targets in countries other than the autarkic country. The resulting acid depositions under

autarkic programs are summarized in Appendix E. To meet autarkic objectives, both

Japan and South Korea must reduce their domestic as well as Northeast China's

emissions significantly. Hence, relatively clean (and therefore, more expensive) Japan

and South Korea must be forced to abate for Northeast China's emissions to achieve its

objectives. This has several policy implications. First, if both Japan and South Korea

decide to reduce acid deposition unilaterally, it must do so by reducing acid deposition in

Northeast China. Second, the costs of acid deposition abatement under autarkic programs

in these two countries are relatively much higher than Northeast China although their

shares in total emissions are much lower. Third, these two countries' autarkic abatement

produces substantial spillover reductions in Northeast China's acid deposition. Those

spillovers have important implications. They suggest, for one thing, that substantial gains

might indeed be achieved through cooperative abatement. But they suggest also the

presence of incentives to party to free ride off abatement by the others (between Japan

and South Korea).

In the second set of simulation, the costs of joint programs with the objectives of

achieving three target depositions of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.2 kilo acid equivalents per hectare in

all three countries. Combined together, the aggregated annualized costs of these

programs, reported in columns 7-9 of Table 2.8, are only $10.3, 14.5, and 33.1 billion in
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all three countries. The estimates suggest that all three countries would gain from

cooperative abatement, but that Japan and South Korea might gain by more than that of

Northeast China. So, if cooperation were the only alternative to autarky, both Japan and

South Korea would appear to have powerful incentives to participate in a joint program

of abatement.

2.6. Conclusion and implications

In this paper, we have studied interrelations between policies of multi pollutants for

acid rain problem. These interrelations may largely affect cost-effectiveness of abatement

strategies, but are usually neglected in designing environmental policies for acid rain

mitigation options. We presented a simple comparative static optimization model to

analyze cost-effectiveness of environmental policies with respect to acid rain problem

taking into account the interrelations between these policies. A large number of technical

measures to reduce acid deposition can be considered based on their costs and effects on

emissions of pollutants included. The model applies second order approximation

approach to calculate emissions, emission reductions and abatement costs and minimizes

the total costs to meet specified deposition targets.

The model is then applied for a case study of cost-effective abatement strategies to

reduce acidification in Northeast Asia (NEA). We limit this case study to two pollutants

(S02 and NOx), two sectors (power plants and industries) and one fuel type (coal). The
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model is used to estimate S02 and NOx in power plants and industries from burning coal

for three countries in 2000 and 2010. For 2010, we compared various scenarios assuming

different restrictions on deposition targets and determined cost-effective strategies to

meet these targets. Several end-of-pipe technologies for reducing both S02 and NOx are

considered, including estimates of their costs for each of these three countries. It is

important, however, to bear in mind that the degree of precision with which the costs of

abatement have been estimated is not the decisive consideration. The rationale behind

this study is not so much in obtaining precise estimates of actual costs, but in studying the

qualitative nature of the gains to be achieved from using techniques geared to efficient

attainment of environmental objectives in a multi jurisdictional setting, and in shedding

light on the incentives to cooperative conduct that may exist. The results presented may

vary substantially if the relationship between emissions and depositions (captured by

source-receptor coefficients), and heterogeneity in abatement costs changed between the

countries. Hence, as long as abatement costs of these countries have been reasonably

estimated, and the source-receptor coefficients remain relatively stable in the face of

advances in long-range transport modeling, the qualitative insights obtained from the

estimates above should remain robust in the face of improvements in data.

The model and its application to NEA presented in this paper may help as a reference

guide in expanding scientific and technical knowledge and capacity to mitigate acid rain

in the region. The results presented suggest that joint action would indeed generate

substantial reductions in abatement costs, for China as well as for Japan and South Korea.

In relative terms, the study suggests that China would bear the lion's share of the costs of
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any joint program of abatement. At the same time, such program is best for Japan and

South Korea as weIl even if they must subsidize China's abatement efforts.

Northeast Asia including Taiwan, North Korea, Mongolia, and the Russian Far East

together with China, Japan and South Korea, is one of the least institutionalized regions

of the world, with few institutions for cooperation and dialogue encompassing the entire

region. From environmental point of view, this is ofgreat concern. Currently, the primary

atmospheric air poIlution problems in the region include acid deposition, climate change,

stratospheric ozone depletion, and urban air poIlution, driven largely by rapid economic

development and increasing use of fossil fuels. Despite the current financial crisis, rapid

economic growth in NEA wi11likely drive a massive increase in energy demand that may

lead to further deterioration of environment in foreseeable future. In fact, according to

Nautilus Institute (2001) report, the problem of transboundary air poIlution may pose a

real danger to harmony in the region because they can undermine incentives for broader

other regional cooperation issues such as military and security concerns. In response,

Japan's Environment Agency in 2000 initiated the Acid Deposition Monitoring Network

in East Asia (EANET), which is expected to offer a common base of understanding and

to enhance regional coIlective efforts. It is, therefore, important that such efforts should

explore the processes to be considered and possible institutional arrangements in NEA.

However, first, a scientific cooperation needs to be initiated on the interface between

transboundary air poIlution problems in NEA. We believe this study wiIl complement for

such scientific cooperation to reduce acid rain between the countries in NEA.
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There are some obvious future works and extensions for research. First and most

important, as in Europe and North America, comprehensive database on energy,

emissions and source-receptor relationships needs to be build for any policy oriented

analysis. Establishing NEA institution may help create such database make them

available on-line for easy access to interested institutions and researchers. Second, the

model we presented could be extended that includes strategic behavior and issues related

to monitoring and enforcement. Third, even though this study focuses on emissions of

acid rain related pollutants and its abatement measures, the approach is general enough to

be adapted to any other transboundary air pollution issues such as global warming and

ozone depletion. Besides, most measures for control of acid rain causing emissions have

consequences for these pollutants. This is quite important because these pollutants are

likely to become significant in future. Finally, effective market-based mechanisms (such

as permit trading) for solving transboundary air pollution issues in the region should be

explored.
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CHAPTER III

MODEL OF MARKETABLE PERMITS SYSTEMS FOR NON-UNIFORMLY
DISPERSED POLLUTANTS §

Abstract

In recent years, market-based instruments such as tradable permit system for controlling

transboundary air pollution problem have played an increasingly important role in environmental

policymaking, reflecting their perceived superiority over traditional command and control regulatious. In

the literature, several alternative tradable permit systems for uniformly dispersed pollutants are suggested

focusing primarily on emission permit system (EPS). However, when pollutants are non-uniformly

dispersed (such as acid rain), the transboundary character and deposition permit system (DPS) may become

important features of both the problem and the solution. These issues are often neglected in acid rain

related policy debate that may result in sub-optimal policies.

In this paper, first, we develop a basic model of tradable permit system for non-unifonnly dispersed

pollutants using DPS as an attractive alternative to commonly use EPS. The model deals explicitly with

spatial dimension using transfer matrix and also guarantees that the imposed environmental quality

standards are met through the initial allocation of liceuses. Second, we extent our basic model with

transaction costs because it may decrease performance efficiency of the permit market. This is especially

important in the case of DPS due to distribution of initial allocation of pennits. Third, we model thin

markets, with just few buyers (sellers) leading to strategic behavior and market power. Finally, we provide

a cursory discussion on some of the important issues of designing and implementing tradable permit

systems.

Keywords: Tradable permits; Non-unifonnly dispersed pollutants; Deposition permits; Transaction costs;

Market power.

§ This chapter is a revised version of working paper that has been presented as Sunil Malia, Eric 1m and
Hyuncheol Kim at Asian Institute ofTecbnology, Bangkok, Thailand on December 06, 2001.
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3.1. Introduction

There has been growing concern about the transboundary air pollution problems, such

as acid rain, global wanning and ozone depletion, caused primarily by burning fossil

fuels (coal, oil and gas). In recent years, market-based instmments (MBIs) for controlling

these air pollutants have played an increasingly important role in environmental

policymaking, reflecting their perceived superiority over command and control (CAC)

regulations. l One such MBls, the "Tradable Permits (TPs)" system, is gaining popularity

because of recent evidence, particularly in the United States and Europe, confirming both

its environmental effectiveness and economic efficiency in environmental policy debate?

In general, the TPs system is a particular form of assigning property rights to carry

out actions which may have hannful environmental consequences first noted by Coase

(1960). The concept behind TPs as a cost-efficient means of reducing pollution is

originated by Dales (1968) on water pollution permits, and by Crocker (1966) on air

pollution permits. Under some specific market conditions, an appropriately defined TPs

system can maximize the value received from the resource, given the sustainability

I MEls might involve charges, subsidies, deposit-refund systems, tradable permits, and financial
enforcement incentives, while CAC regulations might be uniform emission standards, uniform technology
mandates or other traditional regulatory instruments (Klaassen, 1996). For detail on experiences with
market-based environmental policy instruments, see (Stavins, 1999).
, For example, TP system under US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)'s Acid Rain Program led to
cost savings of $ 225 - $ 375 millions, and 5.5 percent reduction of targeted SO, emissions in 1995
(Ellerman et a!., 1999). Carlson et aI. (2000) projected cost savings of $ 700 • $ 800 millions per year for
allowance trading market for SO, emissions from electric utilities in the United States compared to CAC
program characterized by uniform emission rate standard. For the popularity of MEls in environmental
policy in the United States political circles, see (Keohane et a!., 1998). A summary of recent survey on
tradable permit applications in air pollution contrul around the world is provided in Appendix F.
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constraint (Baumol and Oates, 1971) and (Eaumol and Oates, 1988).3 In his seminal

theoretical paper, Montgomery (1972) provides the proof for the existence ofcompetitive

equilibrium in TPs market. In particular, the author presents two systems of marketable

pollution permits: a system of pollution licenses that defines allowable pollution

concentrations (or deposition) at set of receptor points, and a system ofemission licenses

that confers the right to emit pollutants at a certain rate. The former, referred to as the

deposition-based permits system (DPS), satisfies the important condition that for any pre-

determined level of environmental quality set by the regulatory authority, the initial

allocation of licenses is only dependent on the sum of the licenses for each receptor

point.4 Hence, it makes minimal demands on the regulatory authority and environmental

goals are always met. Since all property rights are distributed, free-rider problem is also

avoided. The latter, referred to as the emissions-based permit system (EPS), on the other

hand, may yield infeasible initial license allocation and places major demands on the

regulatory authority. EPS may also increase the threat of "hot spots" creating

unacceptable high local concentrations near sources and may allow the long-range

transport of emissions to increase. For further discussions on these systems, see

(McGartland and Oates, 1985), (Tietenberg, 1985), (Tietenberg, 1999) and (McGartland,

1988).

3 In a perfectly competitive market for permits it is optimal for all sources to buy (sell) permits as long as
the market price of permits is lower (higher) than their own marginal abatement costs by adjustiog
emissions. In equilibrium, marginal abatement costs are equalized across all sources for given period of
time. The trade benefits both parties (buyers and seHers) in cost-effective manner regardless of initial
distribution of permits (whether permits are distributed through auction or grand-fathering).
4 The term "deposition permit" is often used interchangeably with "ambient permit" to describe the permit
system for managing the environment when location matters. Such permits (or licenses) would aHow each
polluter to emit specific amount ofa pollutant at certain receptor.
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We now distinguish between two classes of air pollutants: uniformly and non-

uniformly dispersed pollutants. Uniformly dispersed pollutants depend on total amount of

emissions but not on the distribution of these emissions among the sources (e.g.,

greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxides, chlorofluorocarbons

and other halocarbons), while non-uniformly dispersed pollutants depend both on amount

as well as distribution of emissions among the sources (e.g., acidifying emissions such as

S02, NOx and NH3). For uniformly dispersed pollutants, a cost-effective solution may be

achieved by EPS that allows for one-to-one trades among any sources. However, for non-

uniformly dispersed pollutants, a DPS is preferable because the location of sources

matters [(Tietenberg, 1985), (Tietenberg, 1995) and (Tietenberg, 1999)]. Both of these

permit systems are quantity-based approach whereby the marginal costs of abatement are

equalized across sources, and the resulting level of pollution can be reached in a cost-

minimizing manner (Montgomery, 1972). An alternative approach is to have the sources

pay a price equal to the marginal external cost of their polluting activities. These price

incentives, which take the form of Pigouvian taxes (Pigou, 1920), induce the sources to

internalize the full social costs of their contribution to pollution (Cropper and Oates,

1992). In principle, both TPs (quantity-based) and price-based (environmental tax)

approaches are similar. In practice, however, striking differences between these two

exist.5

, Under quantity-based approach, the regulatory authority has no responsibility for fmding the right price in
TPs system; the market defines the price and users typically retain the resource rent. With price-based
approach the regulatory authority must find the appropriate tax rate and resource rents are nonnally
channeled to the authority (Svendsen, 1999). Other drawbacks of price-based approach is the presence of
inflation and technological progress over time.
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Several authors, however, have pointed out towards some problems with TPs system

if the market conditions are not met. Circumstances when these conditions may not be

right include the presence of high transaction costs [(Stavins, 1995), (Montero, 1997) and

(Gangadharan, 2000)], the possibility of market power [(Hahn, 1984), (VanEgteren and

Weber, 1996) and (Godby and Mestelman, 1999)J, and insufficient monitoring and

enforcement [(Malik, 1990), (Keeler, 1991) and (Stranlund and Dhanda, 1999)]. Also,

presence of un-internalized externalities (e.g., controlling one type of pollutants could

increase emissions of another unregulated pollutants by switching inputs or technology)

may not minimize the social costs. Because TPs involve an aggregate limit on access,

however, the consequences of transaction costs and/or market power affects only costs

but not the environmental quality. And effective monitoring and enforcement of pollution

control may reduce social costs (Stranlund and Dhanda, 1999), (Amacher and Malik,

1998) and (Harford, 2000). Furthennore, even with these imperfections, TPs approach

can be designed to lower social costs maintaining sustainable environmental quality.6 To

our knowledge, existing literature on different TP systems analyzed only for uniformly

dispersed pollutants focusing primarily on BPS. These studies often ignore the spatial or

transboundary dimension ofnon-unifonnly dispersed pollutants.

In this paper, first we develop a model of IP for non-unifonnly dispersed pollutants

using DPS as an attractive alternative to commonly used BPS since these permits

• For example, in the case of transaction costs, it is possible to design and develop central electronic
bulletin board systems (such as Chicago Board of Trade) that reduce the search costs incurred by sources
and increase information dissemination. The regulatory authority could play an active role in these markets
to reduce transaction costs by analyzing the transaction data and circulating sunnnary statistics to
participants. In the case of market power, the maximum number of permits held by any sources or group of
sources could be routinely limited by regulatory authority.
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instantaneously allow for the difference in the acid potential and difference in the

atmospheric transport of pollutants. We assume that the sources are perfectly competitive

in the permit markets. More specifically, the price of permits is given because each

source in a region is small relative to the entire economy. However, policy instruments

must be analyzed within the context of the market structure. Second, we extent the model

with transaction costs because it may decrease performance efficiency of the permit

market. This is especially important in the case of DPS due to distribution of initial

allocation of permits. Third, we then, model thin markets, with just few buyers (sellers)

leading to strategic behavior and market power. The model we present deals explicitly

with spatial dimension using transfer matrix for multiple source-receptor mapping. This

is especially important because studies show that it may not be cost savings employing

market-based approach without spatial dimension (Mendlesohn, 1986). Nevertheless,

Carlson et al. (2000) showed that considerable cost savings were achieved under EPS for

S02 pollutant in the United States not from trading in permit market per se but from

switching to low sulfur content coal by regulated utilities. Finally, we provide a cursory

discussion on some of the important issues in designing and implementing TPs system in

practice. To our knowledge, no model exists that provide a more general framework for

modeling TPs using the concept of deposition targets for non-uniformly dispersed

pollutants.

In the next section, we develop a theoretical model for non-uniformly dispersed

pollutants by introducing transaction costs and market power. Section 3.3 presents the
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issues to be considered for design and implementation of TPs system in practice. Finally,

Section 3.4 is concluding remarks and possible future research directions.

3.2. Model

3.2.1. A basic theoretical model

In this section we will briefly discuss previously establish results upon which our

model is built, define the most important variables, and introduce our main assumptions.

Imagine a common situation in which a regulatory authority seeks to limit the

anthropogenic non-uniformly dispersed pollutants in a well-defined regional jurisdiction.

Consider a market for TPs consisting of n (n:2: 1) fixed, heterogeneous in abatement costs,

risk-neutral and identical sources with each source denoted by i, and m (m;:: 1) distinct

receptors with each receptor denoted by j. Let ei (ei :2: 0) denote homogeneous emission

(e.g., acid equivalents in the case of acid rain) by source i, and EeR+ be vector of

emissions from all sources. We assume mx n source-receptor (transfer) matrix Has

given, where the non-negative element (coefficient) hji denotes the average deposition in

receptor j from each unit of emission by source i. The network depiction of the spatial

dispersion of pollution is given in Figure 3.1. From this figure, one can see that although

a source i emits ei, the amount that actually reach the receptor points j,

j = 1,2, , m, are respectively, h..iei' h,;e;, , hmie,.
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Sources

Receptors

Figure 3.1: Network structure of spatial pollution dispersion.

Let Dj and Bj denote the level ofdeposition and the background deposition at receptor

j, respectively. The deposition at specific receptor is a function of the background

deposition plus the sum of emissions from all sources multiplied by the transfer

coefficients:

(3.1) D j = B j + Lhji • ei for everyj and

(3.2) Dj ~ DJ .

Where DJ is the desired level of deposition (the target load set by regulatory authority) at

receptor j. Let each source i is faced with a cost Gi(e,) of reducing emission at each
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receptor}. The cost-efficient solution requires that the total costs of emissions minimized

subject to the constrain defined in Equation (3.1) is then given by:

(3.3)

Subject to

(3.4) Di = B j + L hi' .e, ::; Dy for every}.

The most relevant of the necessary and sufficient first order Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)

conditions for the cost minimum are the following:

(3.5) for every i

(3.6) Ai [DY - Bj - ~hj' .e,] =0 for every}.

Equation (3.5) states that for a cost-efficient solution, either the emission has to be

zero (ei = 0) or the marginal cost of emission for each source have to be equal the

weighted sum of shadow prices (A.j) for each receptor. Equation (3.6) shows that either

the required target deposition is met exactly or the shadow price is zero (Ai =0). The

latter means the receptor is non-binding. Hence, for a cost-efficient solution, the marginal

costs per deposition must be equalized. The important conclusion here is that, generally,

for a cost-efficient solution the marginal costs per ton of emission reduction will be

different.
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If the objective of environmental policy is the attainment of air quality goals or

deposition targets at certain locations, a system of TPs would require the creation of

"deposition permits". Such permit would allow each polluter to deposit a specific amount

of pollutant at certain receptors. The target level of deposition would be specified for

each receptor. After subtracting background deposition, the remaining deposition at each

receptor would then be distributed to each polluter as deposition permits. The only

information required would be source-receptor matrices describing the atmospheric

dispersion of pollutants. However, for every receptor a separate market would have to be

established. In order to emit one unit, each source would have to keep the appropriate

number of deposition permits (according to source-receptor matrix) for each receptor it

affects. If a source wants to increase emissions it must obtain additional deposition

permits for each of the receptors its emission reaches.

The TPs system designs license markets in order to achieve environmental goals in a

cost-effective manner. And a cost-effective solution requires the total costs of emission

reductions to be minimized subject to the constraint that the desired deposition levels are

met at each receptor point. Let lij represents the quantity of licenses allowing source i to

pollute at receptor j. Each source minimizes costs of controlling emissions [ci (eJ] plus

the cost of purchasing licenses, with the condition that no source is allowed to pollute

more at any receptor than its portfolio of permits allows.7 Given that I~ is the initial

, Typically, a polluting source may pursue a number of strategies to control its emissions including
reducing its output, fuel substitution, adopting cleaner production technologies, as well as installing end-of-
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distribution of licenses, and following Montgomery (1972), the competitive source's

problem is to minimize

(3.7)

Subject to

(3.8) lij - hi' .e, ~ 0 Vj

and the non-negative constraints are

(3.9) lij ~ 0; e, ~ 0; Pi ~ O.

Where Pi is the price at the jth permit market and P~ is the market equilibrium price.

The second term in Equation (3.7) [i.e., LP; (lij -l~)] is the net cost oflicense purchase
i

that affects receptor point j by source i. We assume initial license totals equal or greater

than the desired deposition target at each receptor.

Equation (3.8) states that each source is allowed to have an average emission that

produces no more pollution at any receptor than the amount that the source is licensed to

cause at that point. The rational here is that each source selects its emissions and licenses

so that its total costs are minimized. The market clearing conditions for licenses for each

receptor is given by:

pipe emission control devices. Therefore, emission control costs depend on nnmber of exogenons factors
such as prices of outputs and inputs, and parametric characteristics of its production and emission control
technologies. We, however, focus on aggregate emission control cost in this model.
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(3.10) ~[O oJ {=o,'7' lij -lij ;:: 0,
if P; > 0

if p; =0

Equation (3.10) states that excess demand for licenses is non-positive and excess

supply drives the price to zero. In order words, market clearing conditions hold. The first

order KKT necessary and sufficient conditions (for given p;) is given by:

(3.11 )

where the two terms within the parenthesis represent marginal cost of emission abatement

and the weighted sum of license prices of each receptor j the source i affects,

respectively. Thus, either the source's emission is zero or the marginal costs of emission

abatement have to equal the weighted sum of license prices of each receptor the source

effects (weights are the transfer coefficients). Clearly, if the license prices for each source

at each receptor market (Pj) equal the shadow price (Il), the competitive market solution

coincides with the cost minimum [see Equation (3.5»). If the license total equals

deposition target for each receptor (i.e., L;lij =D~ for every j), the equivalence of

demand and supply ensures P; =Aj in each market.

RESULT 1: Equilibrium Pattern Independence from Initial License Allocation.
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If l~ <: 0, for all i and), and 'LJ~ <: D~ , for every), with each D~ fixed and positive, then

the equilibrium pattern (e', t', p') is independent of l~.

Proof of Result 1. Equation (3.11) is independent of l~ ; and Equation (3.10) on the other

hand, depends only on the sum LJ~ for every j. Hence, the proof is complete. 0
i

RESULT 2: Achievement of Enviromnental Standards.

An equilibrium vector achieves enviromnental quality standards represented by the vector

DO =(D~,D; , ,D~), provided that L)~ =D~ ,for all).

Proof of Result 2. From Equation (3.8), for each source, we have, hji • e, ~ lij V). Further,

it follows from market clearing conditions [Equation (3.10)] that

LA, 'ei ~lij ~ 'LJ: =D; Vi·
i

Result 1 shows that any initial allocation of licenses that adheres to the imposed sum

D; for each pollutant and receptor point will not affect the equilibrium pattern. And

Result 2 shows that any initial allocation of licenses is independent of enviromnental

standards. In surmnary, the deposition permit system has some desirable properties. It

minimizes pollution control costs for any initial distribution of permits, the enviromnent
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authority does not require knowledge of costs, and the environmental standards are

always met.

3.2.2. Tradable permits modelfor non-uniformly dispersedpollutant with transaction

costs

One aspect that has affected the effectiveness of TPs system involves transaction

costs. These costs include the costs of finding an appropriate trading partner, establishing

terms of trade, and completing the arrangements. As shown earlier, it is clear that in the

absence of transaction costs TPs system can allocate permits in an infinite number of

ways without disturbing the ability of the system to achieve a cost effective allocation of

pollution control. Any initial deviations from the least cost allocation can be corrected by

trading. Several authors, however, have commented on the potential importance of

transaction costs in marketable pollution permits, in partiCUlar, TPs system for uniformly

dispersed pollutants [(Stavins, 1995), (Montero, 1997) and (Gangadharan, 2000)]. When

transaction costs become significant, TPs may not be fully cost-effective and affects the

ability of regulatory authority to use TPs to simultaneously pursue efficiency and equity

goals (Stavins, 1995). In particular, Stavins (1995) showed that for uniformly dispersed

pollutants, the degree of cost effectiveness becomes fimctionally related to initial

allocation when transaction costs are present.
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We extend our model presented in Section 3.2.1 by incorporating transaction costs for

non-uniformly dispersed pollutants using deposition permit. We assume a polluting

source faces transaction costs to participate in the permit market. We denote by lij(lij) the

total transaction costs that a source i incurs to trade deposition permits at receptor j in the

market. We assume this transaction cost depends only on number oflicenses (lij) held by

source i to each receptor j.8 Adding transaction costs in Equation (3.7), a competitive

source's cost minimization problem is then expressed as:

(3.12) ¥.!r c,(e,) + ~>; (lij -I~) + L>ij(lij)
J J

Subject to the same constraints of Equations (3.8 and 3.9).

The first order KKT necessary and sufficient conditions (for given p;) is given by:

(3.13)

where the three terms within the parenthesis represent marginal cost of emission

abatement, the weighted sum of license prices of each receptor j the source i affects, and

the weighted marginal transaction costs (acts like wedge between buyer and seller in

8 For other different types of transaction costs (specific transaction costs related to before and after the trade
approval such as techuical, administrative and legal work costs) refer to (Montero, t997) and
(Gangadharan, 2000).
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license market), respectively. Thus, either the source's emission is zero or the marginal

costs of emission abatement have to equal the weighted sum of license prices (weights

are the transfer coefficients) and marginal transaction costs.

We now examine the effects of transaction costs on the performance of markets for

pollution control. In particular, we consider whether the initial allocation of permits affect

the outcome of trading. To examine this, without loss of generality, we modify our

previous model [represented by objective Equation (3.12) and constraint Equations (3.8

and 3.9)] by assuming e, = e; -r,where, e; is the uncontrolled emissions of source i and

r, is the amount of emission reduction by source i. We also assume e,(r,) is strictly

increasing and convex for each source. Rewriting these equations in terms of r,:

(3.14)

Subject to

(3.15)

and the non-negative constraints are

(3.16)

The first order KKT necessary and sufficient conditions (for given p;) is then given by:

(3.17)
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where the three terms within the parenthesis have the same meanings explained in the

previous section. To see the effect of initial allocation ofpermits on equilibrium outcome,

fIrst we modify our constraint Equation (3.15) as lij =hj , .(e. -r,)-/~ for every j. we

differentiate Equation (3.13) with respect to the primary variables, r, and I~:

(3.18)

For simplicity, we further assume 2x 2 model with source I is a potential seller and

source 2 is a potential buyer, and without loss of generality, only seller faces transaction

costs. Holding total quantity of permits constant, aggregate emission reductions must be

unchanged, i.e., dr, =-dr,. Doing necessary comparative static yields:

dr,
l);PIj) .hj'

(3.19) -=-
j

dlJ~ c,"(r,)+c;(r,) +L/," (l,;).h',J. Jj

(3.20) if t;j(/,) = 0 then dr, = 0
dll~ ,

(3.21) if t;j(/,) > 0 then
dr,
-0 <0, and
dllj

(3.22) if t~(lIj)<O then
dr,

is ambiguous.
dl,~
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Equation (3.20) says that if marginal transaction costs are constant then the initial

allocation of permits has no effect on the emission controls. If marginal transaction costs

are increasing [Equation (3.21)], increasing allocation of permits to a source will reduce

equilibrium emission reduction deviating from the cost effective equilibrium. Finally,

decreasing marginal transaction costs [Equation (3.22)] has ambiguous effects on cost

effective equilibrium. However, if the total marginal cost of emission reductions is

greater than the weighted sum of marginal transaction costs [i.e.,

«fj)+c;(r,) > ~);j(l,).hjl]' then increasing initial allocation of permits leads to
j

increase in emission reduction that is closer to the cost effective equilibrium. Thus, in the

presence of transaction costs, the initial distribution of permits can matter for non-

uniformly dispersed pollutants as well in terms of cost efficiency. However, in a similar

manner, it can be proved that the enviroumental standards are always met. In addition, we

can also show that in the absence of spatial dimension and transaction costs, the above

model collapses to the existing uniformly dispersed model.

Nevertheless, better information on price of permits both to buyers and sellers had the

effect of lowering transaction costs. In fact, Schmalensee et al. (I998) found that the

spread between the highest bid and the clearing price in the US allowance trading has

dropped considerably from $319 in 1993 to $14 in 1997 indicating the effect of public

knowledge of price information. Montero (1997) confirms that in the sulfur allowance

program in the United States, trading activity can be completely explained by

conventional economic variables, and hence the role of transaction costs seems to be

fairly small. An econometric study (Gangadharan, 1997) on the Regional Clean Air
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Incentives Market (RECLAIM) for NO. suggests that increasing the number of times a

facility enters the market reduces transaction costs.

3.2.3. Tradable permits modelfor non-uniformly dispersed pollutant with market

power

There is considerable literature on the issue of market power in tradable pennits

market primarily focused on unifonnly dispersed pollutants. Two types of market power

may arise: price manipulation either by sellers (monopolists) or buyers (monopsonists) in

pennit markets; and strategic manipulation in product (i.e., emission) markets. The

number of pennits bought detennines a source's cost structure and hence it's strategic

position and manipulation of the pennit price affects rivals' costs. Strategic

considerations typically strengthen incentives for investment in pollution pennits and this

over investment reduces marginal production costs and makes sources more aggressive.

At the same time over investment increases the marginal costs of rivals by driving up the

price ofpollution permits.

Market power in pennit markets has been analyzed by Halm (1984) with respect to

price and by Misiolek and Elder (1989) with respect to competition among the polluting

sources in the product market. Xepapadeas (1992) shows how strategic manipulation by

non-point source polluters render a statistically optimal punishment scheme non-optimaL

Sartzetakis (1997) shows that market power can be used as leverage to gain economic

power in other markets. Fehr (1993) extends Xepapadeas's results using a duopoly model
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of two symmetric sources competing as Coumot quantity setters and found that complete

monopolization will only occur ifpollution pennits are essential for profitable operations.

These studies suggest that the flexibility that regulating authorities have in principle in

allocating the financial burden could be substantially less in practice if market power is a

potential problem. Deviation from cost effective control baseline could cause control

costs to exceed their minimum level with market power. However, even when the

possibility of market power exists, the consequences can frequently be limited by proper

program design (we explore these issues in Chapter IV).

3.2.3.1. Price manipulation

First, we extend our model of Section 3.2.1 by incorporating spatial dimension and

investigate how (and whether) the equilibrium price and quantities will vary as a function

of the initial allocation of pennits among sources. For simplicity and without loss of

generality, we assume 2 x 2 model with no transaction costs and source I as price setter

in receptor I. In other words, source I has the power to set a price PI that will minimize

its expenditure on abatement costs and permits subject to the constraint that the market

clear. Fonnally, the problem is to:

(3.23)

Subject to:

(3.24) Lllj(p,) =LLlij(PI)- Ll'j(p,)
j i j j
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Substituting Equation (3.24) in Equation (3.23) and differentiating yield the following

first order condition:

(3.25)

Equation (3.25) states that the only case in which the marginal cost of abatement

[c;(e,) 1equals the equilibrium price is when source I's distribution of permits just equal

to the amount it chooses to use and for cost effective solution these permits must coincide

with the cost-minimization solution. To explore how the market equilibrium will vary as

a function of source I's initial distribution of permits, we totally differentiate Equation

(3.25) with respect to p, and 1,°, . The necessary comparative static yields:

(3.26) dp, ["() (1')' I' '() I" I" J-'dlo = c, e, . 21 - 21 -c, e, . 21 - 21· p,
11

The expressIOn on right hand side is the second order condition for the cost

minimization and will be positive if the second order sufficiency condition for minimum

obtains. If the demand for permits is linear (i.e., I;, = 0), this expression will be positive.

This suggests that increase in the initial allocation of permits to the source with market

power will increase in the equilibrium price. Also, it can be shown that the number of

permits that the source with market power uses will increase as its initial allocation of

permits is increased. Using the chain rule and the fact that

(3.24)], formally we can show that:
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(3.27)

3.2.3.2. Strategic Behavior

Second, we provide a simple model with strategic behavior of TPs system for non-

uniformly dispersed pollutant. For simplicity we assume 2 x 2 model without transaction

costs to illustrate the basic strategic behavior. Rewriting Equations (3.3 and 3.4) for 2

sources and 2 receptors, efficient emission abatement is then given by the solution to:

(3.28)

Subject to

(3.29) forj = I and 2.

In the notation above, neglecting background deposition (B, =0), and assuming same

deposition standard (Df) in both sources, the set of emissions that attain both sources'

objectives will then satisfy:

(3.30)
h"e, + h,2e2 ~ DO

h21 e, + !l.,2e2~ DO
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We also assume ", >", >Oand h" >h'l >0 to ensure that emissions satisfying

Equation (3.30) are feasible. The following equilibriums may arise:

Non-cooperative Nash Equilibrium: In the absence of cooperation, each source considers

its neighbor's level of emission as given and chooses its best strategy such that its own

deposition does not exceed DO. Given DO, the resulting best response functions in

emissions (el, e2) space is given by:

(3.31)

The characteristics of the solution will be affected not only by the standards DO and

source-receptor coefficients but also by the base levels of emissions (e,) in both sources.

Four possible Nash equilibria are possible: (i) neither sources abate in equilibrium (Case

I), (ii) one or the other abates in equilibrium (Cases II and III), and (iii) both abates in

equilibrium (Case IV). Since Cases I and IV are straightforward and less meaningful, we

focus on Case II (Cases II and III are symmetric) where in equilibrium only source I

abates. As DO becomes increasingly stringent, there are three possible paths of transition

from Case I to Case IV. Either the transition is direct, or there exists an interval of values

of DO for which in equilibrium one source but not the other abates. This depends on the

relative magnitudes of the base levels of emissions (e,) and the transfer coefficients. The
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range and conditions on DO (relative to the base levels of emissions) are summarized in

Table 3.1.

Cooperative Solutions: There will be efficiency gain ifboth sources agree on cooperative

abatement (i.e., each source chooses its deposition level so as to maximize the net

benefits of pollution abatement for all sources including itself). However, this will be

influenced by which case (II, III or IV) characterizes the non-cooperative equilibrium.

For bilateral abatement, cooperation will depend on the sources' ability to agree on

division of gains from trade. If it is for unilateral abatement, any abating source would

require to compensate the non-abating source.

Table 3.1: 2 x 2 Nash equilibria strategic behavior of transboundary air pollution model.

Cases

I:Neither source abates in Equilibrium

Conditions Source I's
emissions

Source 2'8
emissions

e,

II: Only source I abates in equilibrium

III:Only source 2 abate in equilibrium

IV: Both sources abate in equilibrium
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3.3. Design and implementation issues of tradable permits for environmental policy

While the general properties of the TPs system had been correctly anticipated by

Dales (1968) and Crocker (1966), Montgomery (1972) formally solved the problem of

TPs system that could provide a cost effective policy instrument for pollution control.

TPs system however may not maximize the value ofresource if the market conditions are

not right as mentioned in Section 3.2. A sizeable literature on TPs system has followed.9

We focus major aspects ofTPs system not explained in Section 3.2 below:

3.3.1. Defining the aggregate limits

Dealing with non-uniformly dispersed pollutants requires more information than

dealing with uniformly dispersed pollutants. The information required for the DPS

consists of data on emissions, atmospheric transport, cost of controlling emissions and a

cost-minimization model. Several trading rules were proposed (Krupnick et al., 1983),

(McGartland and Oates, 1985) and (Tietenberg, 1985). The common characteristic of all

these systems is that emissions (not depositions) are traded under the constraint that

deposition targets must be met. In other words, the objective ofthese rules is to meet a set

of deposition targets with a more cost efficient allocation of emission reductions between

the sources. There are three rules: (i) pollution offset (i.e., emission trading subject to the

condition that the deposition targets are not violated), (ii) modified pollution offset (i.e.,

subject to deposition targets and the condition that pre-trade air quality does not

deteriorate), and (iii) non-degradation offset (i.e., emission trading subject to non

9 Extensive surveys oftlie literature are found in Kosobud et al. (2000) and Sorrell and Skea (1999).
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violation of deposition targets and the rule that total emissions are not allowed to

increase). Difficulties such as high transaction costs and imperfect markets leading to

market power associated with these trading rules, several alternatives have been

suggested in the literature to attain deposition targets, such as: (i) Trading of emission

permits within one zone, (ii) Trading of emission permits within several zones, and (iii)

Single market deposition permit system. To summarize, several of these trading rules are

as environmentally effective as uniform charges and CAC regulations, but require less

information to be more cost efficient.

3.3.2. Initial allocation ofpermits

The initial allocation of permits is one of the most controversial aspects of a TPs

system. IO In principle, at least two possible ways for allocating these permits exist: (i)

Grandfathering (the permits are distributed free to existing sources according to historical

emissions levels) and (ii) Auctions (fixed number of permits are allocated to the highest

bidders). Although politically the easiest way to allocate permits through grandfathering

this option does not allow new sources for any entitlement of permits creating greater

financial burden than that of an otherwise identical existing sources. Also,

environmentalists might oppose grandfathering because they create the right to pollute.

On the other hand, the auction of the permits without a redistribution of the revenues

might not be acceptable to sources because they would then have to start paying to

10 For theoretical consequences of various initial allocation methods see Lyon (1986). In fact the auction
introduced for the sulfur allowance program in the United States suffers from incentives for strategic
behavior (Cason, 1993).
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pollute. Whether incentive compatible auction markets can be implemented remains to be

seen.

3.3.3. The temporal dimension

Standard theory suggests that TPs system must have temporal flexibility implying

that permits can be both borrowed and banked (Cronshaw and Kruse, 1996), (Rubin,

1996) and (Kling and Rubin, 1997). Banking allows a user to store its permits for future

use while borrowing a permit holder can use permits earlier than their stipulated date. To

our knowledge no existing TPs system is fully temporally flexible. l
! This may be because

of concern involving the potential of creating a temporal clustering of emissions and the

difficulty to impose sanctions for noncompliance. The Unites States lead phase out

program is another type of temporal dimension that involves zero discharge outcome

(Tietenberg, 1998).12 Temporal flexibility to sources is important not only because of the

effect of discounting but also the importance of timing investments.

3.3.4. Monitoring and enforcement

Regardless of how well the TPs system is designed, noncompliance can prevent the

attainment of its economic, social and environmental objectives. Noncompliance makes it

more difficult to reach stated goals. Malik (1990) cast doubt that the efficiency properties

\I The Emissions Trading and sulfur allowance programs in the United States allow banking but no!
borrowing. The RECLAIM system in L.A. has neither.
12 The theory behind this particular system of zero discharge outcome is developed by Toman and Palmer
(1997).
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of TPs system may not be achievable when sources are noncompliant. Keeler (1991)

finds that noncompliance may be greater under TPs system than under uniform standards.

Insufficient monitoring and enforcement may result in failure to keep TPs system within

its environmental limit. Effective monitoring compliance with TPs system requires data

on the identity of permit holders, amount of permits owned by holder, permit and permit

transfers. For smooth implementation, integrated computer system accessible by eligible

users on a real time basis may be used. 13 Likewise, successful enforcement program

requires carefully constructed set of sanctions for noncompliance.

3.3.5. The ethical dimension

Ethical considerations can play substantial role in implementing public polices.

According to Goodin (1994), MBIs for environmental protection are morally suspect

because they share with medieval indulgences several characteristics such as seller is

selling something that seller has no right to sell and many others. However, the moral

concerns that prevented the use of economic incentives policies were subsequently at

least partially overcome by a variety of measures that attempted to respond to at least

some ofthe concerns (Tietenberg, 1998).

13 Technology has played an important role in the US sulfur allowance system (Kruger and McLean, 1999).
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3.4. Summary and conclusions

In recent years, market-based instruments such as tradable permit systems are gaining

popularity among researchers and environmental policy makers for controlling

transboundary air pollution problems. These systems can offer significant advantages

both in terms of cost efficiency as well as environmental effectiveness over conventional

command and control regulations to pollution control. In this paper, we presented a

model of tradable permits for non-uniformly dispersed pollutants (such as acid rain

causing emissions) using deposition permit system. The model explicitly handles spatial

dimension for the pollutants using transfer matrix. The model shows that under certain

market conditions and in the absence of transaction costs, the initial allocation of licenses

do not affect the equilibrium pattern of emissions as well as the price of permits. And

environmental standards are always met. Similar results are reported in the case of model

with uniformly dispersed pollutants that has appeared in the literature.

One aspect that may affect the effectiveness of implementing these systems involves

high transaction costs that may reduce trading levels and increase emission abatement

costs. We extended our model to analyze whether initial allocation of permits affects the

outcome of trading in the presence of transaction costs for the case of non-uniformly

dispersed pollutants. We found that under one specific condition (i.e., the case of

increasing marginal transaction costs), the initial distribution of permits can matter for

non-uniformly dispersed pollutants when transaction costs are present. When designing

and implementing tradable permits for non-uniformly dispersed pollutants, the issues

related to transaction costs should not be ignored by regulatory authorities. Nevertheless,
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with explosive growth of Infonnation Technology (IT) around the globe in the recent

past, the regulatory authority could play an active role to reduce transaction costs by

analyzing the transaction data and circulating summary statistics to participants.

Exploring IT system in these markets that can reduce transaction costs may be an

interesting topic for future research.

Another important aspect that may substantially reduce the flexibility of regulatory

authorities in pennit markets is due to potential market power problems. We then

extended our basic model with market power. In particular, we considered price

manipulation either by sellers (monopolists) or buyers (monopsonists) in pennit markets

and strategic behavior in product (i.e., emission) markets. In the case of price

manipulation, our results show that an increase in the initial allocation of pennits to the

source with market power will increase in the equilibrium price. Also, the number of

pennits that the source with market power uses will increase as its initial allocation of

permits is increased. Next, we developed a simple 2x2 model with strategic manipulation

and discussed the possible outcomes under cooperative and non-cooperative solutions.

Under cooperative solution, we found that for bilateral abatement, cooperation will

depend on the sources' ability to agree on division of gains from trade. If it is for

unilateral abatement, any abating source would require to compensate the non-abating

source. However, even when the possibility of market power exists, the consequences can

frequently be limited by proper program design (we explore these issues in Chapter IV).
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Finally, we provided a cursory discussion on some of the important design and

implementation issues of TPs system, such as defining the aggregate limits, initial

allocation of permits, the temporal dimension, monitoring and enforcement, and the

ethical dimension.
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CHAPTER IV

GUIDED BILATERAL TRADABLE PERMITS FOR REDUCING ACID RAIN
EMISSIONS IN NORTHEAST ASIA

Abstract

Unlike uniformly dispersed pollutants, non-uniformly dispersed pollutants depend both on amount of

emission as well as on location of sources. Emission permits for non-uniformly dispersed pollutauts may

not result in cost-effective emission allocation, while deposition permits on the other hand may result in

cost-effective allocation that meets deposition targets. However, deposition permits may result an increase

in emissions in some receptors and trading becomes increasingly complex. In the literature, several

alternative permit systems are proposed but they do not guarantee the non-violation of deposition targets

and trading process is implicitly assumed simultaneous that may result in higher transaction costs. In this

paper, we present a modified model of guided bilateral and sequential tradable permit system first

suggested by Kruitwagen et al. (2000). Such modified goided bilateral trade system provides large trade

opportunities while at the same time deposition targets are met by allowing trading according to trade

vector. However, each trade transaction has to be profitable, If trades are not profitable, they need to be

compensated in some way. Information on cost-effective emission a\location is necessary and should be

known by the trade institute in order to establish the trade vector.

We use guided bilateral tradable permit model to examine what extent such system contribute to a

cost-effective reduction of SO, emission in Northeast Asia. Both national (Northeast China) and regional

(Northeast Asia) case studies are presented, In both cases, the results suggest that permit trading steers the

trade process towards the cost-effective allocation of emission abatement but it may not be reached fully by

profitable trade transactions. Full cooperation is therefore necessary to realize cost savings from such

system The cost savings of this system amounted to almost one fourth of total abatement costs. This study

rnay benefit for a better insight into tradable permit systems for reaching cost-effective acid rain emission

reductions in emerging economies like Northeast Asia.

Keywords: Non-uniformly dispersed po\lutants; Guided bilateral permit trading; Northeast Asia
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4.1. Introduction

Transboundary air pollution is now a serious problem in many parts of Asia, in

particular, Northeast Asia (NEA hereafter).! NEA is experiencing a rapid increase in

anthropogenic transboundary acidifying emissions (popularly known as "acid rain"r

results mainly from the discharge of sulfur and nitrogen oxides into the air by burning

fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas). Several studies show acid rain are significant in NEA, and

are growing rapidly in several other countries of South- and Southeast Asia.3 Despite

these potential threats, however, limited actions have been taken both at the national and

the regional levels because of limited studies on acid rain abatement strategies, and the

fact that design and enforcement of environmental policies do not receive the attention

required. Projected growth of energy consumption, in particular, coal, and its associated

I Broadly, NEA is defined to include Japan, South Korea, North Korea and Northeast China. Northeast
China includes eleven provinces (Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, Anhui, Hebei, Henan, Tianjin, Shanxi,
Shandong, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang), two autonomous regions (Nei Mongol and Ningxia), and three
nrunicipalities (Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai). For our study purpose, we exclude North Korea due to data
limitations.
2 The term acid rain or acid deposition refer to the product of chemical reaction between acidifying
pollutants and atmospheric water and oxygen, which are deposited on earth's surface in many forms, i.e.,
rain, snow, dew, particles, or gases. Acid rain causes damage to forests, lakes, ground water, vegetation,
agricultural crops, man-made monuments and human health, and do not respect physical or geo-political
borders. For details on acid rain formation and its impact on environment, see US EPA's homepage at
URL: http://www.epa.gov/acidrain.
3 In 1991, in response to the emerging threat of acid rain, a group of researchers from Asia, Europe and the
United States initiated an international collaborative effort to study the problem of sulfur deposition in
Asia. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the World Bank jointly carried out an initial investigation
(project entitled "acid rain and emissions reduction in Asia") of the factors and effects of acid rain and
abatement strategies in Asia that confirmed the seriousness of the problem in many parts of Asia. For
studies related to this project, see (Foell et aI., 1995), (Shrestha et aI., 1996), (Downing et aI., 1997) and
(Shah et aI., 2000). For other independent research studies on acid rain in Asia, see (Hayes and Zarsky,
1995), (Hippel, 1996), (Streets et aI., 1999), (Wang et aI., 2000), and (Streets et aI., 2000).
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acidifying emissions in the region may further deteriorate environment in foreseeable

future.4

In recent years market-based instruments (MBIs) for controlling transboundary air

pollutants have played an ever-increasing role in environmental policy making, reflecting

their perceived superiority over command and control (CAC) regulations.s One of such

MBls, "Tradable Permits (TPs)" scheme is gaining popularity because of recent

evidence, particularly in the USA and Europe, confirming both the environmental

effectiveness and the economic efficiency in environmental policy debate.6 The most

recent example of international interest is the explicit inclusion of TPs approach in the

1997 Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

(UNFCCC). At the national level, some interesting opportunities to expand the use of

TPs are emerging, especially in the USA and Europe, and interesting pilot programs are

initiated in several countries within Asia (OECD, 2000) and (ADB, 2000).

TPs refer to the right of sources to buy or sell the rights to release pollution to achieve

compliance with legal obligations to meet a regulatory standard. If permit markets are

4 If current trends in economic development and population growth continue, energy consumption in
developing Asia (excluding Japan) is projected to more than double between 1999 and 2020 (EIA, 2001).
The projection ofdeveloping Asia's sulfur dioxide emissions follows suit.
, MBls might involve charges, subsidies, deposit-refund systems, tradable permits, and fmancial
enforcement incentives, while CAC regulations might be uniform emission standards, uniform technology
mandates or other traditional regulatory instruments (Klaassen, 1996). For detail on experiences with
market-based enviromnental policy instruments, see (Stavins, 1999).
6 For example, TP system under US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)'s Acid Rain Program led to
cost savings of $ 225 - $ 375 millions, and 5.5 percent reduction of tsrgeted SO, emissions in 1995
(Ellerman et aI., 1999). Csrlson et al. (2000) projected cost savings of $ 700 - $ 800 millions per year for
allowance trading msrket for SO, emissions from electric utilities in the USA compared to CAC program
characterized by uniform emission rate standsrd. For the popularity of MEls in enviromnental policy in the
USA political circles, see (Keohane et aI., 1998). A summsry of recent survey on tradable permit
applications in air pollution control sround the world is provided in Appendix F (Chapter III).
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fully competitive, free trade in emISSIOn pennits result in a cost-effective pennit

allocation among emission sources, provided the aim is to reduce the total quantity of

emissions. The resulting allocation is characterized by emission abatement that meets the

pollution target (defined by the total number of permits) at minimum abatement cost.

Theoretically, for unifonnly dispersed emissions like greenhouse gases, emission permits

are suitable instrument for generating a cost-effective emission reduction, provided that

control costs and transaction costs are not excessive. However, this does not hold for

emissions that are non-unifonnly dispersed. For non-unifonnly dispersed pollutants, the

damage caused depends on the amount of emission, on the location of the emission

sources, and on factors of air chemistry and meteorology. An obvious alternative to

emission pennits is, therefore, deposition pennits which takes into account the location of

emissions. A deposition pennit gives the source the right to deposit a unit ofpollutant at a

certain receptor. Regulatory authorities are able to realize deposition targets by issuing

the number of deposition pennits for each receptor according to its deposition target, and

by subsequently requiring sources to possess the appropriate number of deposition

pennits for each receptor affected.

Montgomery (1972) proved that under certain conditions, the use of tradable

deposition pennits with perfect competition results in a cost-effective allocation that

meets deposition targets. Despite the existence proof and unlike tradable emission

pennits, the concept of deposition pennits has been criticized in the economic literature

because several authors have pointed out toward some practical problems with this

system. For example, it may allow increase in total emissions while controlling the
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deposition targets at the receptors, something that is politically delicate (Atkinson and

Tietenberg, 1982). There may be trading complexity that occurs when sources have to

operate simultaneously in many different markets (Tietenberg, 1985). Also, with the

system's implementation, competitive market conditions may not meet, because

transaction costs might be high, especially with a large number of receptor points

(Krupnick et al., 1983) and (McGartland, 1984). Transactions costs create wedge

between the price the buyer pays and that which the seller receives and reduce potential

cost savings (Stavins, 1995), (Montero, 1997) and (Gangadharan, 2000). Klaassen et al.

(1994) find that high level of fixed transaction costs reduces the number of cost saving

bilateral trades by about 50 percent for sulfur emission trading in Europe. Thin market,

due to depositions in the receptor affected only by local sources which are small in

number, may lead to market power (Hahn, 1986), (VanEgteren and Weber, 1996) and

(Godby and Mestelman, 1999). And markets for deposition permits may not function

well if there exists insufficient monitoring and enforcement (Malik, 1990) and (Keeler,

1991). For a survey of practical problems with the implementation of deposition permit

systems, see (OEeD, 2000).

Since the use of both emission and deposition permits are not considered a very

suitable instrument, several alternative permit systems for non-uniformly dispersed

pollutants are suggested in the literature. Relatively simple alternatives are permit trading

within zones and a worst-case approach. Unfortunately, however, these systems are no

guarantee against the violation of deposition targets. A permit system that does not

violate deposition targets, is perhaps a more advanced system where trading is subject to
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rules. There are three rules: the pollution offset (Krupnick et aI., 1983), the non

degradation offset (Atkinson and Tietenberg, 1982), and the modified pollution offset

(McGartland and Oates, 1985). The pollution offset offers results in a cost-effective

deposition allocation and offers the largest trade opportunities. However, it allows for an

increase in emissions. The non-degradation offset system excludes an increase in

emissions and the modified pollution offset sets no restriction on emissions but protects

pre-trade deposition levels. Whether the non-degradation offset system or the modified

pollution system results in the lowest cost is theoretically impossible to say.

These studies on supposed failures in deposition permit schemes assume that all

trades are made simultaneously at equilibrium prices. However, in reality, trades are

made sequentially, and usually bilaterally instead of a simultaneous and multilateral

process at changing non-equilibrium prices [(Atkinson and Tietenberg, 1991) and

(Kruitwagen et aI., 2000)]. Trading, therefore, has to be constrained if a cost-effective

emission allocation is to be attained. Nevertheless, in a number of simulation studies, it

has been shown that cost savings in bilateral and sequential deposition permit trading are

below what is maximally feasible [(Atkinson, 1994) and (Klaassen, 1995)]. Atkinson and

Tietenberg (1991) simulated bilateral trading for 802 emissions applying the non

degradation offset constraint and found that the outcome does not coincide with the cost

effective solution. As a possible solution to this problem Klaassen et al. (1994), F0rsund

and NDvdal (1998) and Rodriguez (2000) suggested bilateral and sequential permit

trading applying exchange rate. Their results, however, indicated that exchange rate

trading system does not result in a cost-effective solution. It is therefore necessary to find
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other rules of trade, in order to achieve cost-effective allocation. Kruitwagen et al. (2000)

recently proposed new systems for bilateral tradable permits called "guided bilateral

trade" with some desirable properties applicable to Europe. Their results, however, are

based on deposition targets defined in terms of emissions and not in terms of acid

equivalents. This has a limitation for consideration only single pollutant as they have

considered in their model. From the policy point of view, their study offers partial

solution for solving total acidification problem at national as well as at regional levels. In

order for policies for reducing acid rain problem to be practical in implementation, these

issues are important and should be explored. For a brief overview of different trade

systems available in the literature, see Appendix G.

In this paper, we extend the work of Kruitwagen et al. (2000) by incorporating the

possibility of multiple pollutants and define enviromnental policy goals in terms of acid

equivalents. We then present a model of modified guided bilateral deposition permits for

cost effective allocation of acid rain causing emissions. The modified model is then used

to analyze acid rain reduction strategies both at national (Northeast China) and regional

(Northeast Asia) levels. To our knowledge, we are not aware of any model of permit

trading for analyzing cost-effectiveness of abatement strategies considering multiple

pollutants and policy goals defined in terms of as acid equivalents. Also, surprisingly, no

empirical studies exist using any systems of tradable permits that are focused on Asia.

We organize this paper as follows. Section 4.2 elucidates the concept of guided

bilateral trading. The need to restrict (guide) trade is extensively discussed and the
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implication of trade restrictions for a bilateral and sequential trade process is explained.

Section 4.3 presents the mathematical representation of the simulation model. This

section also describes the detailed methodology and the data requirements as well as a

brief overview of pc-based application models used in the study. Results of simulation of

guided bilateral permit trading at national and regional levels are presented in Section

4.4. Results are discussed in Section 4.5. The last section concludes.

4.2. Guided bilateral permit trading

4.2.1. Introduction

Several studies have shown that for non-uniformly dispersed pollutants like S02 and

NO" trading has to be constrained if a cost-effective emission allocation is to be attained.

It is argued that such constrained trading should consider guided bilateral trading (GBT).

The main concept of GBT is to provide large trade opportunities while at the same time

maintains the environmental goal, i.e., deposition targets. However, it is not necessary to

require every single bilateral trade transaction needs to meet the deposition targets. A

subsequent trade transaction might compensate for the excess deposition at a receptor

bought about a previous trade transaction. A sufficient condition in GBT is that

deposition at all receptors has to meet the targets only after all bilateral trade transactions

have been completed. Only after all trade transactions completed, GBT system restricts

trading by a "trade vector" which indicates the number of permits sources are allowed to

sell or buy. The number of permits bought and sold by sources may be controlled by
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"regulatory authority" for national level and by "regional institution" for regional level.

The implementation of similar permit trading programs controlled by regulatory

authorities or institutions do exist in Europe and North America.

One critical assumption of GBT system is that to achieve cost-effective allocation, all

trade transactions according to trade vector are profitable. However, such transactions

mayor may not be profitable depending on source-receptor relationships, the abatement

cost functions, the deposition targets and the initial distribution of permits. Non

profitable trade transactions need to be compensated some way to achieve deposition

targets. Therefore, full information is necessary to establish trade vector for cost-effective

emission allocation. This may render one of the desired characteristics of tradable permits

of not requiring full information and lead policy makers to abandon the system. However,

knowing that such allocation does not by definition imply that it will be agreed upon at

once, an alternative for further cost savings could be considered under GBT system. If

non-profitable transactions are subsidized, this system achieves the cost-effective

emission allocation.

4.2.2. Conceptualframework ofguided bilateral trade system

Consider a GBT system for solving the problem of S02 in a well-defined jurisdiction

(for example, NEA). The first step in the system is to assign pollution permits to

participating sources within the jurisdiction. Next, given an initial allocation of these
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emission pennits, the regulatory authority or the regional institution defines a trade vector

indicating how many numbers of emission permits each source is allowed to buy or sell.

The concept behind GBT is illustrated graphically in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4_1: Bilateral trading permits.

For simplicity, only two emission sources are considered. Emissions of source I (et)

are measured along the x-axis and emissions of source 2 (ez) along the y-axis. Different

combinations of et and ez can meet the deposition target. The polygon AB represents the

combinations of emissions of both sources that do not violate the deposition targets (D*).
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Different emission allocation implies different abatement costs. Total abatement costs are

represented by iso-cost curves CI, C2 and C3. A low emission level implies high

abatement costs. Consequently, moving to the origin, iso-cost curves represent a higher

level of abatement costs. Therefore C3 represents the lowest of abatement costs.

However, the emission combinations corresponding to C3 violates the deposition targets.

The deposition target meets the lowest cost at the cost-effective emission allocation CEo

In Figure 4.1, we assume the initial allocation of emission permits (EP) given but

violate the deposition targets. Permit trading is therefore necessary to meet these targets.

The dotted line (L = I e;P )represents emissions combinations of source I and source
i

2 that correspond with the total emission at CEo If the number of initially issued permits

equals the number of emissions in the cost-effective allocation (CE), then the initial

permit allocation has to be somewhere on the dotted line since the permit trading keeps

the total level of emissions constant. Given the initial allocation and the cost-effective

allocation, the trade vector can be derived. In this graphical example the trade vector

equals:

(4.1)

According to this vector, source I (seller) is allowed to sell (l\EP - e7E) permits

(negative number) and source 2 (buyer) is allowed to buy (e;'E _e;E) permits (positive

number). However, the initial permit allocations correspond to higher costs (CI) than the
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cost-effective emission allocation (C2). It is therefore profitable for both sources to trade

permits. Permit trading according to trade vector therefore results in least cost allocation

of emissions abatement. If permit trading is not guided (i.e., not according to trade

vector), both sources will trade permits up to point S, since S represents the lowest

abatement cost (C3) for emission allocation but violates deposition targets. This illustrate

that permit trading has to be constrained to reach deposition targets for non-uniformly

dispersed pollutants. In other words, this system guarantees environmental goals at least

abatement costs only if all the bilateral trade transactions take place. Obviously, only if

the total abatement costs decrease, i.e., both sources benefit from the trade, the bilateral

trade transactions take place. This raises our central question of whether all GBT are

profitable. The answer depends on marginal abatement costs of the buyers and the sellers.

The GBT is profitable only if marginal abatement costs of sellers are lower than the

marginal abatement cost of buyers. In addition, whether bilateral trade transactions are

actually profitable depends on the quantitative relationship between the abatement costs,

the source-receptor relationships and the initial allocation of permits.

4.3. Simulation of Guided bilateral trade

4.3.1. Simulation model

To investigate whether GBT results a profitable trade transactions, we construct a

simulation model for acid rain causing emissions permits in Northeast Asia. Consider an

economy of n emitting countries (or regions) and m receptor countries (or regions).
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Emitting countries are indexed i (i=1,2, ... ,n) and if a country is a receiver ofair pollution,

it is indexed) ()=1,2, ... ,m).7 The pollutants that are considered are indexed by k

(k=1,2, ... ,K).

Let D; denotes the target deposition in acid equivalent per hectare at receptor j. We

denote c: (r,) as the emission abatement costs faced by country i for pollutant k. We

assume these cost functions are strictly increasing and convex for each country i. We also

assume m x n source-receptor matrix H as given, where the non-negative element hji

denotes the average deposition in receptor) from each unit of emission by source i.

Furthennore, we denote e;.k as initial unabated emissions of pollutant k and ri.k as the

abated emissions. Note that r,.k = e;,k - ei,k for each pollutant k.

Cost efficiency will be achieved if the allocation of emission reductions among the

countries is chosen so that the costs of reaching the desired level of deposition are

minimized. Ifwe assume a full cooperative solution and that the countries minimize total

abatement costs,8 the cost-effective emission allocation that does not violate deposition

targets follows from the optimization problem defined as follows:

7 A country (or region) usually is both a receiver and emitter of pollutants. To make a clear distinction
between source and receptor countries, two indices are used. That is, i for an emitting COWltry and j for a
receiving country. Moreover, if in the source-receptor matrix i=j then an emitting country receives (a part
of) its own emissions.
8 We ignore asymmetric information about control and prevention measures that may lead to strategic
behavior between emitting countries. We also ignore insufficient monitoring and euforcement by the
environment authorities. Furthermore, presence of un-internalized externalities (e.g., controlling one type
of pollutants could increase or decrease of emissions of another unregulated pollutants by switching inputs
or technology) may not minimize total costs. See for example, Hahn (1984), Misiolek and Elder (1989),
and Maler and Zeeuw (1998) on asymmetric information; Armchair and Malik (1998), and Stranlund and
Dhanda (1999) on monitoring and enforcement. We leave these issues for further research.
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Subject to:

(4.4) OS;/j,k S;e;,k

The objective function [Equation (4,2)] is subject to a number of constraints

[Equations (43 - 45)], Equation (43) describes the relation between emissions, energy

sources and abatement, while Equation (4,4) ascertains that emission reduction never

exceeds emission levels. Constraints are imposed on acid deposition in Equation (4.5),

Equation (4.5) determines the acid deposition per unit area in a receiving country using

data on emission and the source receptor relations, the coefficient to calculate acid

equivalents for pollutant type k (ak), and the are of source country i (Ai)'

Independent of what kind of permit trading system is used, emissions permits have to

be distributed initially before permit trading can actually start, The choice of an initial

permit allocation is politically sensitive as this choice involves equity implications and

may have strong economic consequences. The acceptable allocation rule might take

account of historical emissions, GDP and population combined together. Nevertheless,

the total emissions corresponding to the number of initially distributed emission permits

must equal the total emissions in cost-effective abatement allocation.
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When sources trade the number of permits as indicated by trade vector, the result is

the cost-effective allocation. The trade vector can be used for a scheme of bilateral trade

to indicate which sources might be potentially trading partners and to show the maximum

number of emission permits that sources are allowed to trade. The optimization model

that will be used for simulation is specified below:9

(4.6) Min L.~>s(rs,,)+ L.L.cB(rB,t)
S t B t

Subject to:

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

eS,t '" eS,I_1 - L. GS,B,t ' for every S and t
B

eB,1 '" eB,I_I + L. GS.B,I ' for every B and t
S

L. GS,B,I '" M S , for every S
I

L. GS,B,t '" MB ' for every B
t

rS,t '" es - eS,t' for every S and t

rB,t '" eB- eB,I' for every B and t

GS,B.t 5. Min {M,;MB}HS,B,t' for every S, B and t

L.LHs,B" 5.1 for every t
S B

, As we consider only SO, due to dBta limitations, for simplicity, we drop subscript k that represents
different pollutants in this optimization model. The results from this model will not be changed if additioual
pollutants are considered.
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Where,

= abatement cost function ofa seller S

= abatement cost function ofa seller B

Variables:

= emission reduction by seller S at stage t

= emission reduction by seller B at stage t

= emissions of seller S at stage t

= emissions of seller B at stage t

GS,B,I

H S,B.1

Data:

Ms

= traded permits between seller S and buyer B at stage t

= binary variable for every buyer-seller combination at stage t

= maximum permits seller S is allowed to sell

= maximum permits seller B is allowed to buy

= initial emissions of source S

=initial emissions of source B

The objective is to minimize total abatement costs. By minimizing total abatement

costs over all stages t, the trade between sources S and B that generates the largest cost

saving will take place first. A trade transaction causes the emission of a source selling

permits to decrease, and the emission of a source that is buying to increase. The emission

of sources not involved in trade remains constant. The number of permits sold equals the

number of permits bought in every trade transaction between two sources. The total

number of permits that sources are allowed to buy or sell is limited by the trade vector

(elements Ms and MB). To clarify the sequence of bilateral trade transactions Equation
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(4.13) defines that only one transaction takes place in any stage. Variable H s B' is a

binary variable defining the trade between a seller and a buyer at stage t.

4.3.2. Methodology

In order to simulate a system of GBT among the sources in Northeast Asia, we

propose four steps. These four steps are represented schematically in Figure 4.2.

Avoided
emissions

Abatement

b ~ costatement cost '<'--"=_.-1
functions ~

~

Initial unabated Source-receptor Deposition A
emissions matrix targets

Step 1

Step 2

Cost-effective
Initial distribution abatement

,-=:::o:f:e:m:i:ss:i:on=p:erm=:it:...._yocations .-/

D.
Step 3

Abatement cost Initial unabated Trade .....,
functions emissions vector

Step 4
Guided bilateral
permit trading

o nata

o Calculation

Figure 4.2: Schematic overview of methodology for simulation of guided bilateral permit trading.
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First, a cost-effective emission abatement allocation is calculated, given the source's

abatement cost functions, the unabated emissions, the source-receptor matrix and the

deposition targets. In this allocation, deposition targets are met at minimum abatement

costs. The cost-effective emission allocation that does not violate deposition targets

follows from the optimization problem (represented by Equations 4.2 - 4.5). The second

step is to define an initial distribution of emissions permits. To reach cost-effective

abatement allocation by guided bilateral permit trading, the total emissions corresponding

to the number of initially distributed emission permits must equal the total emissions in

the cost-effective abatement allocation. We assume that permits are traded on a one-to

one basis, which implies that the total number of emissions permits is fixed. This

requirement is essential to ensure that number of emissions permits equals the total

emissions in cost-effective emission allocation.

The third step is to derive the trade vector. The trade vector indicates the number of

permits sources are allowed to buy or sell. The trade vector is calculated as the difference

between the cost-effective abatement allocation and the initially distributed emission

permit allocation. A positive number in the trade vector is the maximum number of

emission permits a source is allowed to buy, whereas a negative number in the trade

vector is the maximum number of emission permits a source is allowed to sell.

Obviously, the initial distribution ofemission permits largely influences the trade vector.

Finally, having obtained the trade vector, the fourth step is to simulate GBT for S02

emission permits, assuming that a regional institute restricts the amount that countries are
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allowed to buy and sell, in accordance with the maximum quantities indicated by the

trade vector. The aim of simulating GBT is to clarify the sequence and the volume of

trade transactions between sources, under the assumption that sources generating the

largest cost savings trade first. The model equations of this optimization process are

represented by Equations (4.6 - 4.15).

To ensure the trade that generates the largest cost saving will take place first, the

objective function maximizes the profit caused by permit trading in period t. The profit of

trade is defined as the total reduction in abatement costs that result form the modified

abatement allocation as a result of trading. To reach the cost-effective allocation, a

constraint has been added to the optimization model so that for every source, the permits

to be sold or bought summed over all periods t are restricted according to the trade

vector. For every source, the degree of emission abatement in period t equals the initial

emissions minus the number of initially issued permits and minus the number of permits

bought, or plus the number of permits sold before period t. Whether a source is a buyer or

seller is defmed by the trade vector.

4.3.3. Models considered in the study

4.3.3.1. RAINS-Asia model

In recent years, integrated assessment models developed in Europe and North

America has been utilized for quantifying emission abatement strategies both in terms of
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costs and in terms of environmental benefit. These models provide a scientific basis for

developing and evaluating alternative acid rain abatement strategies and are therefore

useful tool in decision-making. 1O However, most of these models are either global

(focused primarily on broad patterns of deposition or concentration of different

pollutants) or regional (focused primarily on Europe and North America) in nature and

their uses are limited to Europe and North America. In our study, we focus on pc-based

RAINS-Asia modeL!l The model builds on the legacy of its European counterpart

(RAINS-Europe) to provide spatially detailed, comprehensive analysis of all stages of the

acidification phenomenon; atmospheric transport and deposition of acidifying emissions

(i.e., S02); and environmental effects of current and future S02 in Asia.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the schematic diagram of the RAINS-Asia model. The model

consists of three modules each addressing a different part of the acidification process: (i)

emissions and cost (ENEM) module, (ii) deposition and critical loads assessment (DEP)

module, and (iii) Optimization (OPT) module. The model covers 22 countries, 93 sub-

regions and 400 large point sources such as power plants in Asia. Values for sulfur

deposition are based on a yearly average and are calculated at a 1° x 1° resolution.

Aggregate results of source-receptor information on acid deposition patterns for each

10 The Regional Acidification Infonnation and Simulation (RAINS) model is developed at International
Institute of Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) in Laxenburg, Austria, the Abatement Strategies
Assessment Model (ASAM) is developed at Imperial College London, and the Coordinated Abatement
Strategy Model (CASM) is developed at the Stockholm Enviromnental Institute in York, UK. These
models are some of the complete integrated assessment models available. There are also global and
regional models available used specifically for specific purposes, such as MOGUNTIA, GCTM,
STOCHEM and IMPAGE 2.0 as global models; and MATCH and REMAPE as regional models for
estimating atmospheric transportation and emissions.
II RAINS-Asia model (version 7.52) is developed as a tool for the integrated assessment of alternative
strategies to reduce deposition in Asia by International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) and
supported by the ADB and the World Bank.
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sub-region, or at country level can be obtained. Local impacts of acid deposition can be

estimated as well. The temporal range of the model is 1990-2030.

Major Components of RAINS-ASIA Model
Regional Energy
Scenario Generator
(RESGEN) Module

Energy Emissiun
(ENEM) Module

Deposition & Critical
Loads Assessment
(DEP) Module

Figure 4.3: Major components of RAINS-Asia model.

Atmospheric Transport
& Deposition sub
module (ATMOS)

Ecosystems Impact
Sub-module
(IMP1CT)

There are two basic ways of using the model: scenano analysis and optimization

analysis. Scenario analysis examines the implications of an energy pathway and a control

strategy. Optimization analysis uses with goals for environmental protection. The model

determines the lowest cost emission reduction strategy needed to accomplish the

specified goals. In this paper, we will use RAINS-Asia model to calculate cost-effective

emission allocations and to analyze deposition levels resulting from emission allocations.

We chose RAINS-Asia model for two reasons: (i) to our knowledge, it is the most
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complete model for acidification available in Asia, and (ii) the more advanced but similar

European version of RAINS model is broadly accepted in Europe and actually used in the

international negotiations on the 1994 Second Sulfur Protocol.

4.3.3.2. GAMS software

GAMS is a software package to solve systems of equations. GAMS stands for

General Algebraic Modeling System developed by GAMS Development Corporation.

GAMS contains different solvers for different purposes. Various kinds of economic

models can be written down as system of equations, including systems analysis, non

linear optimization and equilibrium modeling. For simulating and optimizing GBT

discussed in the following section (Section 4.4), we will make use ofGAMS because it is

one of the most widely used software across the world among economists, in particular,

in the field of environmental economics. Detail information on GAMS model and solvers

are available at URL: http://www.garns.com.

4.3.4. Data

4.3.4.1. Abatement cost functions

Generally, abatement costs increase as more emiSSIOns are abated. These costs

generally increase sharply beyond a certain emission reduction. This is rather obvious

since the more emission is abated the more expensive are the techniques that are needed.
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For this reason, the abatement cost functions are usually expressed as a convex cost

function. A linear programming model, however, requires linear abatement functions.

Therefore, the convex cost functions may be approached by piece-wise linear functions.

We estimated the functional fonn of abatement costs for each source based ort the data of

total cost of emission control and the amount of emissions avoided. These emission and

cost related data are calculated using RAINS-Asia model.12 These data are provided in

Appendix H. To estimate the functional fonns, we considered two variants: linear (e.g.,

c;(r)=a+!J/i), and non-linear (e.g., c,(/i)=a/iP or C,(/i) =a+!Jr,. +Y/i2), where

c, (li) is the cost of emission reduction, r, is the amount of emission reduction for each

source i, and, a,!J and Y are the coefficients to be estimated.

4.3.4.2. Initial emissions

The initial unabated emissions are based on the official energy pathway (based on

national projections of energy trends and description of energy policies in the year 2010

submitted by individual governments). Given this energy scenario for the year 2010,

RAINS-Asia calculates the corresponding emissions, assuming no emission reduction

takes place. These emissions are summarized in Table 4.1.

12 In this model, the abatement cost functions are already piece-wise linear. These functions are, however,
technologically based and depend upon the energy scenario chosen. Each step in the RAINS-Asia
abatement cost function implies another abatement technique. The step size differs for every technique,
because the ranges of application of techniques differ. Moreover, the step sizes and the number of steps
vary for every source because the installation capacities, the fuels and other characteristics differ for every
source.
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Table 4.1: Emissions ofS02 in Northeast Asia by sector for 2000 and 2010 in kton.

Country/region 2000 2010
Industry Power plant Others Total Industry Power plant Others Total

Northeast Plain 105 167 178 450 118 156 154 439
Shenyang 1,753 1,461 749 3,963 2,054 1,670 883 4,399
Hebei-Henan-Anhui 76 740 77 893 84 675 82 906
Beijing 653 509 146 1,308 777 636 146 1,432
Tianjin 651 531 266 1,448 635 536 283 1,449
Shandong 114 280 55 450 131 354 56 467
Shanxi 62 11 24 97 60 12 23 94
Taiyuan 1,078 959 381 2,418 1,199 1,105 527 2,685
Inner Mongolia 318 701 372 1,391 381 753 367 1,449
Jiangsu 136 84 64 284 156 100 72 312
Shanghai 120 202 91 413 132 270 92 426
Zhejiang 361 236 48 645 451 287 56 744

Northeast China 5,429 5,882 2,450 13,760 6,178 6,555 2,74014,800
Japan 173 893 2 1,069 141 1,516 1 1,036
South Korea 239 386 0 625 366 561 0 752
Northeast Asia 5,841 7,161 2,452 15,454 6,686 8,631 2,742 16,588

4.3.4.3. Source-receptor matrix

Several studies [see e.g., (Arndt, et aI., 1998), (phadnis, et aI., 1998), (Ichikawa, et aI.,

1995) and (Huang, et aI., 1995)] have investigated source-receptor relationships in NEA

but the results are very different. According to Streets et al. (1999) the variations in

source-receptor relationships may be due to differences in assumed rates of removal and

chemical conversion. Clearly, the uncertainty of source-receptor relationships in NEA

must be reduced for useful policy analysis. Besides, these relationships are only useful

for the design and analysis ofpollution control strategies that are based on average annual

deposition targets, not on short-term depositions.
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For the purpose of this study, we use the source-receptor matrix H of transfer

coefficients, [hij] , in NEA from Arndt et aI., 1998. These coefficients indicate the

proportions of emissions from any source country ultimately deposited (in the form of

acid rain) in any receiving country. The regional source-receptor relationship in NEA is

presented in Table 2.3 (Chapter 11). In this table, each row represents deposition in

percent on a specific receptor region, while each column represents the percent

contribution of deposition due to emissions originating from the designated source

regions. So, for example, from the row Chugoku-Shikoku we see that 56% of deposition

is due to emissions from Japan, while 27% comes from Northeast China combined

together, and an additional 13% comes from South Korea. Note that the row sum may be

less than 100 because of contribution from sources that are not covered in NEA (e.g.,

North Korea). We aggregated these region-to-region transfer coefficients to yield

country-to-country coefficients. This is important for our purposes because it allows

assessment of the effect that an emission reduction strategy has on depositions by country

even if the design of the strategy is guided only by depositions in small number of target

regions.

4.3.4.4. Deposition targets

Unlike Europe and North America, there is no conventions or protocols on long-range

transboundary air pollution in Asia. For the purpose of our study, the deposition targets

for cost-effective emission allocation are chosen based on 60% "gap closure" in the case
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of national pennit trading (i.e., Northeast China).13 A gap closure scenario would bring

all sources closer to fully achieving the 5-percentile critical loads with an equal

percentage. This scenario takes into account regional differences in the environmental

sensitivities, the dispersion of air pollutants, and differences between the sources'

economic and energy situations and some notion of economic effort required to achieve

these targets. The 60% gap closure is the difference between the 20I0 deposition level

and the 5-percentile critical load reduced by 60%. For the case of regional pennit trading,

we considered two variants based on the critical loads of Japan and South Korea in 20I0,

respectively.

The gap closure concept seems to be a fair target because it aims at bringing all

sources closer to critical loads with an equal percentage, with the exception for those

receptors where the deposition already meets the critical loads. However, it should be

noted that reaching this target at the binding receptors implies a gap closure of more than

60% at non-binding receptors. Moreover, since the deposition targets are expressed as

percentage, sources that were confronted with high deposition levels in 2010 will suffer

more from environmental damage than countries confronted with low deposition levels in

2010. Although the relative improvement is equal for all countries, the absolute

differences may differ substantially.

13 The concept of "gap closure" is based on 1994 sulfur protocol in Europe. Gap closure is the difference
between the actual deposition level and the 5-percentile critical loads for SO,. The 5-percentile critical load
protects 95% of the ecosystem area against the damaging effect of SO, deposition. In the negotiations for
the 1994 sulfur protocol in Europe, a gap closure of 60% has been specified as the deposition target.
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4.3.4.5. Initial distribution of emission permits

Independent of what kind of permit trading is used, emission permits have to be

distributed initially before permit trading can actually start. The choice of an initial

permit allocation is politically sensitive as this choice involves equity implications and

may have strong economic consequences. We leave these issues for further research. For

the purpose of this study, we use "grandfathering" approach (according to emission levels

in the past) for initial distribution of emission permits.14

4.4. Results

In this section, we apply the concept of GBT that has been developed in Sections 4.2

and 4.3 to S02 emission trading first within Northeast China (i.e., national emission

trading), and second between NEA countries (i.e., regional emission trading).

Recapitulating briefly, the GBT system aims at reaching a cost-effective abatement

allocation, taking into account deposition targets. In order to be able to reach cost

effective allocation by permit trading, the total number of emission permits is based upon

the total emissions in the cost-effective allocation. In addition, the trading of emission

permits is subject to deposition targets. For this purpose, a national/regional coordinating

institute specifies a trade vector that indicates how many permits regions/countries are

allowed to buy or sell.

14 For details on issnes related to initial distribution ofemission permits, see Section 3.3 (Chapter III).
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4.4.1. Guided bilateral tradefor S02 reductions in Northeast Cltina

The cost-effective emission allocation is calculated for the year 2010. Table 4.3

presents the overview of emissions, abatement, costs and deposition in the cost-effective

allocation. The second column shows the projected unabated emissions in 2010 based on

the official pathway. The third column represents the emissions in the cost-effective

allocation and the fourth column is the abatement requirement to reach these emissions.

Emission reduction is the difference between unabated emissions and the cost-effective

emissions. As seen from the table (column 4), no emissions reduction is required for

!MON and NEPL regions while all emissions reduction is required for JINU region.

There are several reasons. First, both !MON and NEPL regions combined together have

the largest area (57% of total area of Northeast China) and JINU region has relatively

small area (4% of total area of Northeast China). Second, source-receptor relationship

shows that 28% of emissions from NEPL region is deposited in !MON region. Third, the

emissions from !MON and NEPL regions are relatively lower and emission from JINU

region is relatively higher compared to other regions in Northeast China.

Using GAMS software, the solution to the optimization problem as formulated by

Equations (4.2 - 4.5) shows that the minimum costs needed to meet the deposition targets

(60% gap closure) is 9.9 billion US$ (column 5). Column 6 shows the actual deposition

without emission abatement and column 7 shows the target deposition based on 60% gap

closure.
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Table 4.2: Overview of emissions, abatement, costs and deposition in the cost-effective allocation in 2010.

Source/
Receptor'

Initial Cost-effective Emission Emission
emissions emissions reduction Abatement cost

(kion) (kion) (kion) (million US$)
(I) (2) (3) (4~3-2) (5)

BEIJ 469 40 429 411
HEHE 4,895 2,771 2,124 3,535
!MON 894 894 0 0
JINU 1,755 0 1,755 1,883
NEPL 1,828 1,828 0 0
SHAN 667 461 206 235
SHEN 107 22 85 108
SHND 3,100 871 2,229 1,562
SHNX 1,656 294 1,362 1,164
TAIY 324 147 177 211
TIAN 557 30 527 619
ZHEJ 880 751 129 143
Total 17,130 8,108 9,023 9,872

Actual
deposition

(kilo ac eqlha)
(6)

11.023
3.350
0.222
6.744
1.722

16.144
16.793

1.600
4.245

19.579
20.757
2.237

Target
Depositionb

(kilo ac eq/ha)
(6)

3.794
0.719
0.617
2.081
0.072
5.841
6.100
0.023
1.081
7.215
7.686
0.278

• Abbreviations of names of the regions are as follows: Beijing (BEIJ), Anhui, Hebei and Henan (HEHE),
Nei Mongol and Ningxia (IMON), Jiangsu (JINU), Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning (NEPL), Shanghai
(SHAN), Shenyang (SHEN), Shangdong (SHND), Shanxi (SHNX), Taiyuan (TAl¥), Tianjin (TlAN), and
Zhejiang (ZHEJ).
b The target deposition is based on 60% gap closure. We use the value of critical load as 1.542 kilo acid
equivalent per hectare based on the national average.

As a first step in trading, regions have to receive a number of emission permits. Since

GBT aims at reaching the cost-effective emission allocation, the sum of all permits over

all regions has to correspond to the total Northeast China emission in the cost-effective

allocation. Therefore, in the 60% gap closure case, the total number of emission permits

is equal to 8,108 kton of S02.15 The total number of initial distribution of emission

permits between the regions is based upon unabated emissions in 2010. The initial

distribution of permits equal to the emission that would result for each region if all

regions reduced emissions by a uniform percentage. In this case, this percentage is 47%.

It should be noted that the emission allocation resulting from this initial distribution of

emission permits does not meet the deposition targets. The trade vector follows from the

difference between the initial distribution of permits and the cost-effective emission

15 Throughout this paper, we assume I permit allows the emission of I kton of S02.
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allocation. The initial distribution ofpermits and the trade vector are represented in Table

4.3. For comparison, the cost-effective emission allocation is repeated from Table 4.2.

Table 4.3: Cost-effective emission allocation, initial distribution of permits and trade vector in 2010.

Region

BEll
HEHE
IMON
JINU
NEPL
SHAN
SHEN
SHND
SHNX
TAIY
TIAN
ZHEJ
Total

Cost-effective emissions
(kton)

40
2771

894
o

1828
461

22
871
294
147
30

751
8109

Initial distribution
(kton)

222
2317

423
831
865
316

51
1467
784
153
264
417

8109

Trade vector
(buyers +; sellers -)

-182
454
471

-831
963
145
-29

-596
-490

-6
-234
334

Assuming that the trade transaction with the greatest profit will take place first, the

sequence of profitable bilateral permit trades is represented in Table 4.4. The first two

colunms show the seller and buyer in a trade transaction. The third colunm shows the

number of permits traded in a trade transaction. The fourth colunm shows the profit

generated by the transaction. The profit depends on both the quantity of permits traded

and the differences in marginal abatement costs. The negative profits (loss) is because the

marginal costs of source JINU, TlAN and TAIY exceed the marginal costs ofIMON. As

a result of permit trading, the increase in abatement cost of sources JINU, TlAN and

TAN exceeds the decrease in abatement cost of source IMON. However this trade

transaction is necessary for meeting the deposition targets. From an individual rational

point of view, three sources JINU, TIAN and TAN will never sell emission permits to
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source IMON voluntarily unless such trade is compensated by a side payment. From a

common point of view, however, these trades are necessary for reaching the cost-

effective solution, given the deposition targets. The total profit resulting from the permit

trading is sufficient to pay a side payment to sources that are disadvantaged by permit

trading. To be able to pay a side payment, funds have to created through, for example, the

trade institute taxing the profit from trading. The fifth column shows the market price of

the traded permits. This price equals the marginal abatement costs of the seller. However,

since the permit trading is a bilateral process, it is reasonable also to assume that both

trade partners will negotiate a permit price so that both have the same advantage with

permit trading. The last column is the implicit permit price calculated on the assumption

that both seller and buyer receive an equal profit share from permit trading. Details on

bilateral trading process is provided in Appendix I.

Table 4.4: Sequence of profitable trade transactions.

Sener Buyer Traded quantity Profit Market permit price Implicit permit price
(klon of S02) (million US$) (minion US$/kton) (mi1lion US$/kton)

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
SHND NEPL 596 1459 0.70 1.93
SHNX NEPL 367 842 0.86 1.93
SHNX HEHE 123 100 0.86 1.26
BEIJ HEHE 182 129 0.96 1.31
JINU HEHE 149 88 1.07 1.37
JINU SHAN 145 10 1.07 1.10
JINU ZHEJ 334 10 1.07 1.10
JINU IMON 203 -36 1.07 0.99
TIAN IMON 234 -66 1.17 1.03
TAN IMON 6 -2 1.19 0.67
SHEN IMON 29 -12 1.27 1.07

Total 2368 2522
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The benefit of pennit trading to the buyers equals the decrease in abatement costs

(/),.CB) minus the pennit price (P) that has to be paid, multiplied by the number ofpennits

bought (Q). Likewise, the benefit of pennit trading by the seller equals the pennit price

(P) that is received, multiplied by the number of pennits (Q) minus the increase in

abatement cost (/),.Cs ). The implicit pennit price can be calculated either from a seller's

perspective or from a buyer's perspective. The following is the calculation from a buyer's

point of view. Assuming both the seller and buyer receive half the profit of trading, the

following equations hold:

(4.16) P*Q-/),.Cs =0.5*IT

The total profit equals the decrease in the buyer's abatement costs minus the increase in

the seller's abatement costs. That is:

(4.17)

Substituting Equation (4.17) in Equation (4.16) and rewriting gives:

(4.18)
P (/),.CB +/),.Cs )

2Q

Consider for an example the first trade transaction. The decrease in abatement costs

(/),.CB ) for NEPL amounts to 1,877 million US$ and the increase in abatement costs
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(L'lCs ) for SHND amounts to 418 million US$. The traded quantity amounts to 596. Ifwe

substitute these numbers in Equation (4.18), the permit price equals to 1.93 million US$

per kton of SOz. The first trade transaction generates a profit of about 1.5 billion US$

(56% of total profit, i.e., 2.5 billion US$). Since SHND is able to sell a number ofpermits

at the lowest costs, the profit from the first transaction is observably large.

The calculations also show that regions do not always trade the maximum number of

permits allowed by the trade vector. This can be explained by the intersection ofmarginal

abatement cost curves. As long as these curves do not intersect, regions will trade their

maximum allowed number of permits. Otherwise, it is more profitable to trade only until

the point of intersection. Since the trade sequence is based solely on the profitability of

trade transaction, these implicit prices do not follow a pattern.

To analyze guided bilateral permit trading, Figures 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate the initial

trade vector and the corresponding marginal abatement costs. Trade is only profitable if

the marginal abatement cost of a buyer exceeds the marginal abatement cost of the seller.

From Figure 4.4, it is clear that this condition does not hold for each buyer-seller

combination. The most striking example is NEPL. The marginal abatement costs of

NEPL exceed the marginal abatement cost of any buyer. Finally, Figure 4.5 illustrates the

marginal abatement costs after all profitable trade transactions have taken place. No more

profitable permits trading can take place because the marginal costs of potential seller

exceed the marginal costs ofpotential buyers.
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Figure 4.5: Marginal abatement costs after all profitable trade transactions have taken place.

For comparison purposes, we analyzed alternative abatement strategies such as non-

guided permit trading and uniform emission reduction. Non-guided permit trading has no

restrictions on buying and selling permits. It is also not clear before trade which sources

are buyers and which sources are sellers. After initial permits have been distributed,

sources can start trading. A source will buy permits so long as the marginal abatement

costs exceed the permit price. A source will sell permits so long as the permit price

exceeds the marginal abatement costs. By simulating non-guided permit trading, we

found that total abatement costs are lower (about 30%) as compared to guided bilateral

permit trading. This is because deposition targets are not taken into account in non-

guided permit trading. Likewise, a second alternative emission reduction we simulated is

uniform emission reduction based on 60% gap closure by requiring an equal reduction

percentage for all sources. Compared to the cost-effective emission allocation, the
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abatement costs increase 2.5 billion US$, an increase in abatement costs of almost 25%.

We summarize qualitatively, the alternative abatement strategies in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Qualitative comparison of alternative abatement strategies.

Abatement strategy
Guided bilateral permit trading
Non-guided bilateral permit trading
Uniform emission reduction

Cost-effectiveness
Yes
Yes
No

Environment-effectiveness
Yes
No
Yes

4.4.2. Guided bilateral trade for S02 reductions in Northeast Asia

In this section, we analyze the GBT in Northeast Asia (i.e., Northeast China, Japan

and South Korea). Following the similar approach of Northeast China, the cost-effective

abatement allocation is calculated and summarized in Table 4.6. In Northeast Asia, we

consider two cases based on critical loads for target depositions. First case is based on a

critical load for all three countries similar to that of Japan (i.e., 0.684 kilo acid eq/hectare)

and second case is based on critical load for all three countries similar to that of South

Korea (i.e., 0.304 kilo acid eq/hectare). Substantial emissions reduction is required in

case two as compared to case one due to relatively strict critical loads. Therefore, it is

obvious that the costs of emission reduction in case two would be much higher than that

of case one.
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Table 4.6: Overview ofemissions, abatement, costs and deposition in the cost-effective allocation in 2010.'

Actual
deposition

(kilo acid eqlha)

Initial
Emissionsb

(million ton)

Source/
Receptor

Cost effective Emission Emissions
emissions reduction abatement costs

(million ton) (million ton) (million US $)
Case I Case II Case I Case II Case I Case II

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

N~r::::st 12.733 1.030 7.847 3.487 4.886 9.246 10.442 42.452

Japan 1.657 11.185 0.101 0.045 1.556 1.612 3.544 3.793
South Korea 0.926 28.843 0.014 0.006 0.912 0.92 1.098 1.114
Total 15.316 7.962 3.538 7.354 11.778 15.084 47.359
• The critical loads calculated using RAINS-Asia for 5 percentile in 20 Io. These critical loads for Northeast
China, Japan and South Korea are 1.542, 0.684 and 0.304 kilo acid equivalent per hectare, respectively.
b The initial emissions reported are based on coal use only.

As can be seen from the table, the actual depositions are much higher that the target

depositions (represented by critical loads) requiring substantial emissions reductions

(columns 6 and 7) and associated costs (columns 8 and 9). The corresponding cost-

effective emissions taking into account deposition targets are shown in columns 4 and 5.

In order to reach the cost-effective allocation by permit trading without violating

deposition targets, a trade vector needs to be derived. Table 4.7 shows the calculated

trade vector and the initial distribution of permits. For comparison, the cost-effective

emission allocations are repeated from Table 4.6. As can be seen from this table, the

market for emission permit can be characterized either as monopoly because Northeast

China is the only buyer and duopoly because Japan and South Korea are the only sellers.
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Table 4.7: Cost-effective emission allocation, initial distribution ofpennits, and trade vector in 2010.

Cost·effective emissions
(kton)

Region

Northeast China
Japan
South Korea
Total

Case I
7847

101
14

7962

Case 2
3487

45
6

3538

Initial distribution
(kton)

Case I Case 2
6619 2941
861 383
481 214

7962 3538

Trade vector
(buyers +: sellers -)

Case I Case 2
1228 546
-760 -338
-467 -208

Table 4.8: Sequence of profitable trade transactions

Seller Bnyer Traded quantity Profit Implicit pennit price
(kton of SO,) (million US$) (million US$/kton of SO,)

Case I Case 2 Case 1 ease 2 Case 1 Case 2
Japan Northeast China 760 338

3.474 2.934 3.3 7.86
South Korea Northeast China 467 208 5.3 7.12

Assuming that the trade transaction with the greatest profit will take place first, the

sequence of profitable bilateral permit trades is presented in Table 4.8. The net profit

from emission trading is 3.5 billion US$ for Case I and 2.9 billion US$ for Case 2

(Columns 5 and 6). However, under Case I, both Japan and South Korea incur combined

losses of 3.2 billion US$ while Northeast China makes profit of 6.6 billion US$. Similar

results also hold for the second case. This suggests that both Japan and South Korea will

never sell emission permits to Northeast China voluntarily unless such trade is

compensated by a side payment. Nevertheless, this trade is necessary to reach the cost-

effective solution given the deposition targets. The total profit resulting from the permit

trading is sufficient to pay a side payment to Japan and South Korea. The results suggest

that it is in the best interest of Japan and South Korea to engage Northeast China in

emission trading both from cost-effectiveness as well as enviromnent effectiveness. If the

trade institute implement such emission trading, the implicit price for emission permit
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would be 3.3 and 5.3 US $ per kg of SOz between Japan and Northeast China and

between South Korea and Northeast China, respectively (For Case 1, column 7).

However, the permit price is relatively higher for Case 2 due to increasing abatement

costs for all three countries.
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Figure 4.6: Profits from permit trading in Northeast Asia under Cases 1 and 2.

4.6. Discussions of results

In the previous section we have presented the case studies of both national and

regional guided bilateral SOz emission permit trading in Northeast Asia. Since SOz is

non-uniformly mixing pollutant, permit trading has to be guided to take care of

deposition targets. Obviously, this guiding limits trade opportunities and makes the

system more complex than that of free trade in emissions permits (for example, carbon

emission trading). The system of GBT aims at reaching the cost-effective emission
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allocation. For this purpose, the number of initially issued permits has to correspond to

the emissions in the cost-effective abatement allocation. To be able to reach the cost

effective emission allocation by permit trading, trade has to be restricted according to the

trade vector that indicates the number of permits countries or regions are allowed to buy

or sell.

First, we simulated national guided bilateral trading in Northeast China. The results

indicate that permit trading steers the trade process towards the cost-effective allocation

ofemission abatement. However, the cost-effective allocation ofemission abatement may

not be fully reached by profitable trade transactions if deposition targets have to be met in

all regions. Some regions may face losses from emission trading and they may not

engage in buying or selling of permits in the market. Several factors, such as the quantity

of permits traded, the differences in marginal abatement costs and the source receptor

relationships, influence the outcome of the emissions trading market. Nevertheless, the

net profit generated by guided bilateral trading is quite substantial. In the case of

Northeast China, the cost saving ofpermit trading amounts to 26% of the total abatement

costs. In order to realize such profits from permit trading, trades that generate negative

profit (loss) should be compensated by a side payment. In fact, the profit resulting from

the permit trading is sufficient to pay a side payment to regions that are disadvantaged by

permit trading. To be able to pay a side payment, funds have to be created through, for

example, the trade institute taxing the profit from trading. However, the results also

show that the impact of the trade sequences on the profit level is small. As a result the

trade institute only has to control whether regions trade according to the trade vector. No
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influencing is necessary to generate a certain trade sequence, since this has a minor

impact on total profits.

An interesting analysis is also to look at what advantages guided permit trading has

compared to other alternative abatement strategies such as non-guided bilateral permit

trading and uniform emission reduction. As expected, a non-guiding abatement strategy

violates deposition targets but is cost-effective, while uniform emission reduction

strategy results in excessive abatement costs but is environment-effective. Only guided

bilateral permit trading ensure both cost-effectiveness and environment-effectiveness.

Second, we simulated regional guided bilateral trading in Northeast Asia. Since only

three countries (Northeast China, Japan and South Korea) are considered, the results are

rather simple but insightful. We considered two cases based on different deposition

targets. The first and second cases are based on critical loads of Japan and South Korea.

The results in both cases indicate that in permit trading market Northeast China is the

only buyer and Japan and South Korea are the sellers. This suggests that the market i~

characterized either as monopoly or duopoly. Cooperation between these countries is

therefore necessary if such guided bilateral permit trading is to be realized. In both cases,

Japan and South Korea incur losses while Northeast China makes profit if these countries

trade according to the trade vector defined by the regional trade institute. As in the case

of national emission trading, both Japan and South Korea needs to be compensated if

they have to be engaged in the trade. And without trade, GBT could not be realized.

However, from both cost-effectiveness and environmental effectiveness point of view, it
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is in the best interest ofJapan and South Korea to engage in trade. The cost savings from

permit trading for Cases 1 and 2 amounts to 23% and 6% of total abatement costs,

respectively. Similar result on alternative abatement strategies of national permit trading

is expected for regional permit trading.

4.7. Conclusions and future research

Unlike uniformly dispersed pollutants, non-uniformly dispersed pollutants such as

acid rain depend both on amount as well as distribution of emissions among the sources.

Accordingly, the environmental goal considered in this study is not to reach an emission

target as often reported in the literature, but rather to reach deposition targets. This has

main consequences for using a system of tradable emission permits for non-uniformly

dispersed pollutants as this system, in principle, only regulates emissions. It does not take

the resulting depositions into account. However, it cannot be concluded, in general, that

emission permits for controlling non-uniformly dispersed pollutants results in the most

cost-effective emission allocation. Deviation from cost-effective allocations may depend

on source-receptor relationships and the marginal abatement costs of controlling the

sources. In the USA, tradable emission permits are actually used for the non-uniformly

dispersed pollutant SOz. Nevertheless, one should be aware that this emission trading

does not focus on reaching a deposition target, but is only emission oriented.
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Deposition permits are an obvious alternative to emission permits for taking emission

location into account. Theoretically, the use of tradable deposition permits results in a

cost-effective allocation that meets deposition targets (See essay III). According to this

system, sources have to own the appropriate number of deposition permits for each

receptor affected. However, several authors argue that this system may result an increase

in emissions in some receptors and complexity in trading that occurs because sources

have to operate simultaneously in many different markets. Since the use ofboth emission

and deposition permits are not considered to be very suitable instruments, several

alternative permit systems for non-uniformly dispersed pollutants are proposed in the

literature. Most of these systems however do not guarantee the non-violation of

deposition targets. A promising permit trading system that does not violate deposition

targets seems to more advanced one where the trading is subject to rules, such as

pollution offset, the non-degradation offset and the modified pollution offset. Since these

systems implicitly assume simultaneous trading process, they are relatively restrictive

and consequently result in higher abatement costs.

It seems more reasonable therefore to consider permit trading as a bilateral and

sequential process. Such GBT system provides large trade opportunities while at the

same time deposition targets are maintained by allowing trading according to trade

vector. However, every trade transaction may not be profitable due to source-receptor

relationships, the abatement cost functions, the deposition targets and the initial permit

allocations. To achieve deposition targets, non-profitable trade transactions need to be

compensated in some way. Full information on cost-effective emission allocation is
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required by the trade institute in order to establish the trade vector. Nevertheless, the

trade institute does not have to play an active role in the matching buyers and sellers, but

has to control whether participants trade according to the trade vector. A main conclusion

is that permit trading for non-uniformly dispersed pollutants has to be restricted in some

way if deposition targets are to be taken into account. The trade process has to be guided

by a trade institute that takes care of the number of traded permits. The main advantage

of the GBT system is that the cost-effective emission abatement allocation can be

achieved if all trade transactions are profitable or non-profitable transactions are

subsidized.

In our empirical example, we have examined the question to what extent the GBT

system contribute to a cost-effective reduction of acid rain causing emissions such as S02

(i.e., non-uniformly dispersed pollutants) in Northeast Asia without violating the pre

specified deposition targets. Our approach does not aim at optimal emission control

levels where marginal abatement costs equals marginal benefits. Determination of

marginal benefits is often too difficult and controversial. Since environmental

effectiveness is the primary goal from policy makers' point of view, this system aims at

cost-effective abatement of pollutants to reach pre-specified environmental targets. The

simulation results indicated that permit trading steers the trade process towards the cost

effective allocation of emission abatement, but the cost-effective allocation of emission

abatement will not be fully reached by profitable trade transactions. To achieve cost

effective abatement both in national as well as international contexts, cooperation among

the participants is necessary. Although full cooperation results in economic efficiency
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and environmental effectiveness, existence of asymmetric information about control and

prevention measures and market power, if exists, may lead to strategic behavior among

the participants. However, in the case of Northeast Asia, countries such as Japan and

South Korea do have some incentives to cooperate as substantial amount of their

emissions are originated from China. Moreover, side payments can be introduced to

stimulate countries to participate in cooperative abatement strategies. The cost savings of

national permit trading amounted to 26% of the total abatement costs, while it is about

23% under regional permit trading. From a policy point of view, these results are

encouraging. However, it should be noted that the simulation results excluded transaction

costs and enforcement and monitoring costs. Therefore, the indicated cost savings can be

regarded as the upper limit of possible savings.

There are some obvious future works. The cost of implementation of a guided

bilateral permit trading system is not studied in this research. However, compared to the

current international practice of negotiations in Europe and the USA, there seems to be

no indication so far that the costs of this trading system will be substantially higher but

needs to be explored. Neither the distributional aspects of this system have been

considered extensively. In general, no country or region will be worse off with permit

trading, since the country or region will only trade permits if this results in a profit which

is Pareto improvement. Therefore distributional effects of this system may be very

moderate in nature.
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This research could be extended to include topics such as banking of pennits and

market power in depth. Additional suggestions for further research include the study of

implications of GBT under the existence of transaction as well as monitoring and

enforcement costs. One interesting area to extent this research is analyzing tradable

pennits for total acidification that also includes NOx and NH3• Such approach would give

more comprehensive environmental assessment of acid rain. However, for this research

several factors needs to be considered such as nature and interactions of among

pollutants, their relative contribution to acidification and associated costs of abatements.

Also, an interesting topic to be explored is to link acidification problem with climate

change. The rational for such study is that both problems are primarily caused from

energy use. We believe, this study will benefit from a better insight into tradable pennit

systems for reaching cost-effective acid rain emissions reduction for emerging economies

like Northeast Asia.
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Appendix A: Estimates of end-of-pipe emissions reduction technologies for power
plants and industries

A.I: Common parameters for all countries

Common parameters Unit
System lifetime 25 Years
Discount rate 10%
Capital recovery factor (CRF)t 0.11017
Electricity plant capacity factor (PCF) 70%
MWh generated per year per MW capacitY' 6132 MWhIMW-year

t eRE (I+r)"r h . th I" . d' th di- ,were tIS e system l1etime an r IS e scount rate.
(I + r)' -I

I Based on calcnlation of365 days '24 hours' 0.7 PCF (~6132).

Source: (lEA, 2000)

A.2: Country specific parameters

Common Parameters Unit Valne
China Japan Korea

Average net heat rate pulverized coal plant (existing) MJIKWh 11.8 8.7 8.7
Average net heat rate pulverized coal plant (new) MJIKWh 10.3 8.5 8.5
Average heating value of utility coal OJ/ton 18.7 24.1 25.6
Average cost ofcoal $/ton 25.0 82.9 57.6
Average cost ofcoalt $/OJ 1.3 3.4 2.3
Average S content ofcoal % by wt 1.0 0.5 0.5
Average NO, emissions from pulverized coal kg/OJ input 0.7 0.7 0.7
Fraction ofS retained in coal ash % 5.0 5.0 5.0
Implied annual uncontrolled SO, emissions per MW capacity-existingl tonIMW 38.3 10.5 9.9
Implied annual uncontrolled SO, emissions per MW capacity-new! tonIMW 33.3 10.3 9.7
Implied annual uncontrolled NO, emissions per MW capacity-existing! tonIMW 51.9 38.1 38.1
Implied annual uncontrolled NO, emissions per MW capacity-new! tonIMW 45.1 37.3 37.3
t Average cost of coal ($/OJ) - average cost of coal ($/ton)/average heating value of utility coal (OJ/ton).
I Annual uncontrolled SO, emissions per MW capacity (existing or new) = [average net heat rate of coal
plant (existing or new) • MWh generated per year per MW capacity/average heating value of coal] ,
laverage S content ofcoal/I00] • [I - fraction ofsnlfur retained in ash/IOO].

Annual uncontrolled NO, emissions per MW capacity (existing or new) = [average net heat rate of coal
plant (existing or new) • MWh generated per year per MW capacity/average heating value ofcoal'
average NO, emissions from coal]/IOOO.
Sources: (lEA, 2000), (World Bank, 2000), (LBNL, 2001), (BMI, 1998).
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A.3: Common SO, andlor NO, reduction measures for power plants and industries for all countries

Technology Additional Operation and SO, NO, Electricity
capital Maintenance reduction reduction requirement
costs cost (%) (%) (%)

($/KW) (Cents/KW)
Pre-ESP sorbent injection 90 0.11 50 0 0.59
Post-ESP sorbent injection 150 0.15 85 0 0.59
Wet-scrubbers 165 1.02 85 0 1.18
Dry scrubbers 136 0.92 80 0 1.18
Selective non-catalytic 7.5 0.15 0 48 0.50
reduction
Selective catalytic reduction 100 0.60 I 80 1.00
combined NO,jSO, control 350 1.40 85 85 1.00
Source: (Tavoulareas and Charpentier, 1995), (IIASA et aI., 2001).

A.4: Control costs and reduction of SO, and NO, per MW of new power plants and industries

Technology Annual Total 0 & M Total additional Total SO, NO,
capital costs costs fuel costs costs reduction reduction

($) ($) ($) ($) (ton) (ton)
I 2 3 1+2+3

Northeast China
Pre-ESP sorbent injection 9,915 5,580 430 15,925 16.6 0.0
Post-ESP sorbent injection 16,526 9,382 430 26,337 28.3 0.0
Wet-scrubbers 18,178 57,028 868 76,073 28.3 0.0
Dry scrubbers 14,983 45,990 868 61,841 26.6 0.0
Selective non-catalytic reduction 826 9,198 421 10,445 0.0 21.7
Selective catalytic reduction 11,017 36,792 842 48,651 0.3 36.1
Combined NO,jSO, control 38,560 85,848 842 125,250 28.3 38.4

Japan
Pre-ESP sorbent injection 9,915 5,580 914 16,410 5.1 0.0
Post-ESP sorbent injection 16,526 9,382 914 26,822 8.7 0.0
Wet-scrubbers 18,178 57,028 1,847 77,052 8.7 0.0
Dry scrubbers 14,983 45,990 1,847 62,820 8.2 0.0
Selective non-catalytic reduction 826 9,198 896 10,921 0.0 17.9
Selective catalytic reduction 11,017 36,792 1,793 49,602 0.1 29.8
Combined NOjSO, control 38,560 85,848 1,793 126,200 8.7 31.7

South Korea
Pre-ESP sorbent injection 9,915 5,580 724 16,220 12.2 0.0
Post-ESP sorbent injection 16,526 9,382 724 26,632 20.7 0.0
Wet-scrubbers 18,178 57,028 1,463 76,669 20.7 0.0
Dry scrubbers 14,983 45,990 1,463 62,436 19.5 0.0
Selective non-catalytic reduction 826 9,198 710 10,734 0.0 21.7
Selective catalytic reduction 11,017 36,792 1,420 49,229 0.2 36.1
Combined NOjSO, coutrol 38,560 85,848 1,420 125,828 20.7 38.4
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A.5: Costs per ton ofS02 and NO, emissions avoided (US $/ton)

Technology China Japan Korea
S02 NO, S02 NO, S02 NO,

Pre-ESP sorbent injection 957 na 3,196 na 1,331 na
Post-ESP sorbent injection 931 na 3,073 na 1,285 na
Wet-scrubbers 2,689 na 8,828 na 3,700 na
Dry scrubbers 2,322 na 7,647 na 3,201 na
Selective non-catalytic reduction na 482 na 61O na 496
Selective catalytic reduction 146,162 1,348 483,038 1664 201,921 1,364
Combined NO,/SO, control 4,427 3,266 14,459 3984 6,072 3,281
na - not applicable.
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Appendix B. Estimated emissions of S02 and NO. in Northeast Asia

B.l: Emissions of SO, in Northeast Asia by sector for 2000 and 2010 (kton)

Country/region 2000 2010
Industry Power plant Others Total Industry Power plant Others Total

Northeast Plain 105 167 178 450 118 156 154 439
Shenyang 1,753 1,461 749 3,963 2,054 1,670 883 4,399
Hebei-Henan-Anhui 76 740 77 893 84 675 82 906
Beijing 653 509 146 1,308 777 636 146 1,432
Tianjin 651 531 266 1,448 635 536 283 1,449
Shandong 114 280 55 450 131 354 56 467
Shanxi 62 11 24 97 60 12 23 94
Taiyuan 1,078 959 381 2,418 1,199 1,105 527 2,685
Inner Mongolia 318 701 372 1,391 381 753 367 1,449
Jiangsu 136 84 64 284 156 100 72 312
Shanghai 120 202 91 413 132 270 92 426
Zhejiang 361 236 48 645 451 287 56 744

Northeast China 5,429 5,882 2,450 13,760 6,178 6,555 2,740 14,800
Japan 173 893 2 1,069 141 1,516 I 1,036
South Korea 239 386 0 625 366 561 0 752
Northeast Asia 5,841 7,161 2,452 15,454 6,686 8,631 2,742 16,588

B.2: Emissions of NOx in Northeast Asia by sector for 2000 and 2010 (kton)

Country/region 2000 2010
Industry Powerptant Others Total Industry Power plant Others Total

Northeast Plain 108 157 236 . 500 122 141 204 467
Shenyang 1,739 1,257 885 3,880 2,038 1,466 1,036 4,540
Hebei-Henan-Anhui 155 671 200 1,025 172 622 210 1,004
Beijing 659 621 219 1,498 783 786 220 1,788
Tianjin 1,319 1,245 645 3,210 1,286 1,315 687 3,287
Shandong 117 362 95 575 134 459 99 692
Shanxi 78 13 37 128 76 14 35 124
Taiyuan 605 599 303 1,506 673 693 402 1,768
Inner Mongolia 300 431 342 1,073 359 466 339 1,164
Jiangsu 183 82 128 392 208 100 145 453
Shanghai 134 233 128 496 147 318 130 595
Zhejiang 367 361 70 798 459 440 82 981
Northeast China 5,763 6,032 3,286 15,082 6,457 6,820 3,587 16,864
Japan 275 1,147 9 1431 224 1,863 8 2,095
South Korea 144 467 28 638 221 669 0 890
Northeast Asia 6,182 7,645 3,323 17,151 6,902 9,353 3,594 19,849
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Appendix C. Costs estimations of abatement technologies for S02 and NO,
emissions in Northeast Asia

C.I: Costs estimation of abatement technologies for SO, and NO, emissions in Northeast China

Technology Unit cost Efficiency Marginal Emissions Marginal Total
emission remaining cost cumulative

($/ton) abated costs
(%) (kton) (kton) ($/ton) (million $)

SO, abatement technologies
No control 12,733 0 0
Post-ESP sorbent injection 931 85 1,732 11,001 931 1,612
Pre-ESP sorbent injection 957 50 1,019 9,983 977 2,608
Dry-scrubbers 2,322 80 1,630 8,353 3,783 8,773
West-scrubbers 2,689 85 1,732 6,621 4,619 16,772
Combined NO,jSO, control 4,427 86 1,752 4,869 7,528 29,961

NO, abatement technologies
No control 13,277 0 0
Selective non-catalytic reduc 482 48 1,698 11,579 931 1,581
Selective catalytic reduction 1,348 80 2,830 8,750 3,814 12,371
Combined NO,jSO, control 3,266 85 3,006 5,743 9,797 41,827

C.2: Costs estimation ofabatement technologies for SO, and NOx emissions in Japan

Technology Unit Efficiency Marginal Emissions Marginal Total
cost emission remaining cost cumulative

abated costs
($/ton) (%) (klan) (kton) ($/ton) (million $)

SO, abatement technologies
No control 1,657 0 0
Post-ESP sorbent injection 3,073 85 225 1,432 931 210
Pre-ESP sorbent injection 3,196 50 133 1,299 431 267
Dry-scrubbers 7,647 80 212 1,087 1,617 610
West-scrubbers 8,828 85 225 862 1,867 1,031
Combined NOJSO, control 14,459 86 228 634 2,546 1,611

NO, abatement technologies
No control 2,088 0 0
Selective non-catalytic

reduc. 610 48 267 1,821 931 249
Selective catalytic reduction 1,664 80 445 1,376 739 578
Combined NOJSO, control 3,984 85 473 903 1,857 1,456
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C.3: Costs estimation ofabatement technologies for SO, and NOx emissions in South Korea

Technology Unit Efficiency Marginal Emissions Marginal Total
cost emission remaining cost cumulative

abated costs
($/ton) (%) (kton) (kton) ($/ton) (million $)

SO, abatement technologies
No control 926 0 0
Post-ESP sorbent injection 3,221 85 126 800 931 117
Pre-ESP sorbent injection 3,324 50 74 726 254 136
Dry-scrubbers 8,028 80 119 607 946 248
West-scrubbers 9,285 85 126 482 1,041 379
Combined NO/SO, control 15,259 86 127 354 1,155 526

NO, abatement technologies
No control 890 0 0
Selective non-catalytic

reduc. 593 48 114 776 931 106
Selective catalytic rednction 1,643 80 190 587 311 165
Combined NO/SO, control 3,964 85 202 385 773 321
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Appendix D. Simulated model formulated in pc-based GAMS software language

• Model of transboundary air pollution in North East Asia

SETS

EMcntry Emitting countries in the analysis
ICHIN, JAPA, SKORI

AC Acid rain related emissions
IS02 sulfur dioxide in MTON
NOx nitrogen oxides in MTON/;

ALIAS (EMcntry,REcntry);

PARAMETERS

REPORT Reporting the results of the scenarios

COEFACID(AC) kilo acid equivalents for I MTON equals
IS02 31500000
NOx 215000001

AREA(REcntry) Hectare of country
ICHIN 299950000
JAPA 37800000
SKOR 9900000/;

TABLE EM1S (Emcntry,AC) Unabated emission in MTON in the year 2010

CHIN
JAPA
SKOR

S02
12.733
1.657
0.926

NOx
13.277
2.088
0.890;

TABLE TRACID(EMcntry,REcntry,AC) transp coef(%) acid emit entry to entry

CHIN.CHIN
CHIN.JAPA
CHIN.SKOR
JAPA.JAPA
JAPA.CHlN
JAPA.SKOR
SKOR.SKOR
SKOR.CHIN
SKOR.JAPA

S02
0.830
0.005
0.004
0.810
0.000
0.000
0.800
0.000
0.100

NOx
0.830
0.005
0.004
0.810
0.000
0.000
0.800
0.000
0.100;

TABLE BETA (EMcntry, AC) BETA (CONSTANT) in cost function billion US$ per MTON

S02
CHIN
JAPA
SKOR

1.578
0.106
0.054

NOx
2.992
0.284
0.111;
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TABLE BETA(EMcntry, AC) BETA in cost function billion US$ per MTON

CHIN
JAPA
SKOR

S02
-1.108
0.063
0.306

NOx
-2.572
-0.455
-0.182;

TABLE GAMMA(EMcntry, AC) GAMMA in cost function billion US$ per MTON

CHIN
JAPA
SKOR

S02
0.598
1.380
0.920

NOx
1.026
1.219
1.183;

POSITIVE VARJABLES

ACDEP(REcntry,AC) amount ofdeposition in S02 and NOx in MTON in receptor entry
ACIDDEP(REcntry) amount ofdeposition in kilo acid eq in receptor entry
EMRED(EMcntry,AC) amount of S02 and NOx reduction in MTON in emit entry
AEMIS(EMcntry,AC) actual emission of S02 and NOx in MTON in emit entry
CEMRED(EMcntry, AC) costs in Billion US$ ofem reduc acid prec per emit type in emit entry
TCEMRED(EMcntry) total costs in Billion US$ ofem reduc acid prec in emit entry;
ACDEP.LO(REcntry,AC) =1/10**10;

VARIABLES

C
Ccntry(EMcntry)

EQUATIONS

total cost in Billion US$ over all countries
total cost in Billion US$ in each emitting country;

EACDEP(REcntry,AC) eq for acid depostion per pollutant in receptor entry
EACIDDEP(REcntry) eq for acid deposition in kilo acid equivalents in receptor entry
EEMRED(EMcntry,AC) eq for emission reduction per pollutant by emit entry
ECEMRED(EMcntry, AC) eq for costs em reduc ACID prec for particle in em entry
ECcntry(EMcntry) eq for cost of emis red per country
EC eq for total cost for using energy and emission all cntr;

ECEMRED(EMcntry,AC).. CEMRED(EMcntry,AC) ~E= ALPHA(EMcntry,AC) + BETA(EMcntry,AC)
* EMRED(EMcntry,AC) + GAMMA(EMcntry, AC) * EMRED(EMcntry,AC) * EMRED(EMcntry,AC);

EACDEP(REcntry,Ac).. ACDEP(REcntry,AC) ~E~
SUM(EMcntry,TRACID(EMcntry,REcntry,AC)*AEMIS(EMcntry,AC);

EACIDDEP(REcntry).. ACIDDEP(REcntry) ~E~ SUM(AC, ACDEP(REcntry, AC)* COEFACID(AC)
)/AREA(REcntry);

EEMRED(EMcntry,AC).. EMRED(EMcntry,AC) ~E~EMIS(EMcntry,AC)- AEMIS(EMcntry,AC);

ECcntry(EMcntry).. Ccntry(EMcntry) ~E= SUM(AC,CEMRED(EMcntry,AC);

EC.. C ~E= SUM(EMcntry,Ccntry(EMcntry»;

MODEL ACIDMODEL / ALU;

SOLVE ACIDMODEL USING DNLP MINIMIZING C;
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Appendix E. Snmmary of resulting acid depositions (kilo acid equivalent per
hectare) under three autarkic programs in Northeast Asia for 2010

Region/country
Northeast China
Japan
South Korea

1.000
2.254
4.042

Case I
0.793
1.000
3.585

0.794
2.061
1.000

0.500
2.142
3.843
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Casen
0.792
0.500
3.280

0.794
5.754
0.500

0.200
2.127
3.799

Case III
0.791
0.200
2.859

0.793
2.035
0.200



Appendix G: Overview of different trade systems of emission trading.

Trade system Offset rate Description Cost effectiveness

Emission Deposition

I UnCOJ15trained I yes no

SimUlraI1e~ 4 Offset rate=1 ~ Non-degradation I no no

Constrained ..
I Pollution I no yes

Offset rat~ 1 K
IModified pollution I no yes
I.....

N
00

I Unconstrained I yes no

Bilateral Offset rate= I Non-degradation no no

Constramed I
Pollution

I 'Ino
Offset ratc.f I

D \. Modified pollution I no ?
violation of deposition larget

D non- violalion ofdeposition target
, O~ct rate=l ~ Guided bilateral I no yes
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Appendix F: Tradable permit applications in air pollution control

Countrv/ArealA2ents Pro2Tlll11 Period Commodity Initial Allocation Banking Effects Savings

Us/AQCR' EPA emission trading 1975- ERC' Actual emissions Yes Mixed 1-12 BS'

US/refineries EPA lead in gasoline 1983-1987 Lead additives Grandfathered (shrinking) Yes' Elimination oflead 226MS

US/firms EPA ODS5 1986-1998 ODS allowances Grandfathered/l986 market No Compliance with Montreal 49%1
share (shrinking) Prot<>col

US S02 allowance 1990- S02 allowances Grandfatheredll985-7 Yes Early reductions 225-375
production (shrinking and MS'
auction) (25%-35%)

US/Los Angeles area RECLAIM' 1994- NO, and So, Grandfatheredlmodified No 8.3% and 6.8% annual Over 40
allowances (shrinking) reductions planned for NOx MS'

and S02

US/engine producers ABT" FEL10 for HC+NO, Production volume Yes 75% reduction planned for ?
HC

US/Northeast/Stationary OTC" NO, budget 1994-2003 NOx allowances Grandfathered (shrinking) Yes 80 MS/year
75% reduction planned (30%)

USINortheastern12 NOx ? NOx budget ? ? ? ?

US/several states" Conventional air ? ? ? ? ? ?
pollutants

SwilzerlandIBasle VOC control 1993- VOCs Emission limit (minus 20%) Yes13 Very few trades ?
Canton

PoiandiChorz6w Demonstration 1991-1992 ERC Grandfathered No Speeding up abatement plans ?
Droiect

I AQCR: Air Quality Control Region. 2 ERC: Emission Reduction Credit. 'Until 1986. 'After 1985. 5 ODS: Ozone-depleting Substances. 'In 1995. ' RECLAIM: Regional

Clear Air Incentives Market. 8 Based on the dollar value of transactions. 9 ABT: Averaging, Banking and Trading. 10 FEL: Family Emission Limit (emission cap for each engine

model produced by a manufacturer).

tl OTC: Ozone Transport Commission. 12 Source: (Farrell et aI., 1999); 13 (Solomon and Gonnan, 1998).

Soun;e: (OECD, 2000).



Appendix H. Relevant data used in the study

Country and regions in Northeast Asia

Country
CHINA
CHINA
CHINA
CHINA
CHINA
CHINA
CHINA
CHINA
CHINA
CHINA
CHINA
CHINA
JAPAN
JAPAN
JAPAN
JAPAN
JAPAN
JAPAN
SOUlHKOREA
SOUlHKOREA
SOUTH KOREA
SOUlHKOREA

Types offue)s

Fuel

Region abbreviation
BEIJ
HEHE
IMON
J1NU
NEPL
SHAN
SHEN
SHND
SHNX
TAIY
TlAN
ZHEJ
CHSH
CHUB
HOTO
KANT
KINK
KYOK
NORT
SEOI
SOUT
PUSA

Regions
Beijing
Anhui, Hebei and Henan
Nei Mongol and Ningxia
Jiangsll
Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning
Shanghai
Shenyang
Shandoog
Shanxi
Taiyuan
Tianjin
Zhejiang
Chugoku and Shikoku
Chubu
Hokkaido and Tohoku
Kanto
Kinki
Kyushu and Okinawa
Kangwon, Kyonggi, and North and South Chungchong
Seoul and Inchon
Cheju, North Cholla, Kyongsang and Cholla
Pusan

Fuel abbreviation

Brown coal/lignite, grade I

Brown coal/lignite, grade 2

Hard coal, grade I

Hard coal, grade 2

Hard coal, grade 3

Derived coal (coke, briquettes)

Other solid-low S (biomass, waste, wood)

Other solid-high S (incl. high S waste)

Heavy fuel oil

Medium distillates (diesel,light fuel oil)

Light fractions (gasoline,kerosen,naphta,LPG)

Natural gas (incl. other gases)

Renewable (solar, wind, small hydro)

Hydro

Nuclear

Electricity

Heat (steam, hot water)

No Fuel use

BCI

BC2

HCl

HC2

HC3

DC

OSI

OS2

HF

MD

LF

GAS

REN

HYD

NUC

ELE

HT

NOF
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Type of sectors

SECTOR

Fuel production and Conversion

- Combustion

- Losses

Power Plants & distr. heat plants

- EXisting with wet bottom boilers

- Existing. other

- New (post-l 990)

Households and other

Transport

• Road transport

• Light-duty vehicles

. Cars) motorcycles. light duty trucks: 2-stroke

. Cars, motorcycles. light duty trucks: 4-stroke

- Heavy duty trucks and buses

- Transport - Other, land-based (rail, inland waterw-ays, agricultural tractors,
machinery)

- Vehicles and machinery with 2-stroke engines

- Other vehicles and machinery

Transport - national sea traffic

- Medium vessels

· Large vessels

Industry

· Combustion in boilers

· Other combustion

- Process emissions

- Oil refineries

- Coke plants

- Sinter and agglomerate plants

- Blast furnaces (pig iron production)

. Non ferrous metals smelters

- Sulfuric acid plants

- Nitric acid plants

- Cement and lime

• Pulp mills

Non-energy use

Other (non-controllable) emissions - Air transport (LTO cycles), waste treatment
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SEC ABB

CON

CON_COMB

CON_LOSS

PP

PP_EX_WB

PP_EX_OTH

PP_NEW

DOM

TRA

TRA_RD

TRA_RD_LD

TRA_RD_LDZ

TRA_RD_LD4

TRA_RD_HD

TRA_OT

TRA_OT_LD2

TRA_OT_LB

TRA_OTS

TRA_OTS_M

TRA_OTS_L

IN

IN_BO

IN_OC

IN]R

IN]R_REF

IN]R_COKE

IN]R_SINT

IN_PR]IGI

IN]R_NFME

IN]R_SUAC

IN_NIAC

IN_CELl

IN]ULP

NONEN

OTHER



Type of control technologies

Control technology for SO,

No Control

Stock not suitable for control

Low sulfur coal

Low sulfur coke

Low sulfur fuel oil

Low sulfur diesel oil - stage 1 (0.2% S)

Low sulfur diesel oil - stage 2 (0.05% S)

Low sulfur diesel oil - stage 3 (0.005% S)

In-furnace control (e.g., limestone injection)

Wet flue gases desulfurization (FGD) for industrial boilers

Wet FGD if installed in power pI. sector in- or before 1990

Wet FGD if installed in power pI. sector after 1990

High efficiency FGD (e.g., regenerative process)

Process emissions - Stage 1 control

Process emissions - Stage 2 control

Process emissions· Stage 3 control
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Technology abbreviation

NOC

NSC

LSCO

LSCK

LSHF

LSMDl

LSMD2

LSMD3

LIN!

IWFGD

PRWFGD

PWFGD

RFGD

S02PRI

S02PR2

S02PR3

Efficiency, %

o
o
Fuel dependent

Fuel dependent

Fuel dependent

Fuel dependent

Fuel dependent

Fuel dependent

60

85

90

95

98

50

70

80



CHIN-BEIJ

Fuel/Sector/Technology Uuit Margnial SO, SO, Total cost
Cost Cost Removed Remaining

USS/ton USS/ton kton kton Million USS
Initial Emissions 0 0 0 374 0
HC3PP_EX_OTHLSCO 457 457 3 371 1
HC3PP_NEWLSCO 457 457 6 365 4
HC3PP NEWLSCO 457 457 6 359 7
HC3PP NEWPWFGD 464 468 11 348 12
HC3PP NEWPWFGD 464 468 11 337 17
HC3CON COMBLSCO 477 477 4 333 19
HC3CON_COMBLSCO 477 477 4 329 21
NOFIN]RS02PR1 519 519 5 324 24
HC3IN OCLSCO 533 533 25 299 37
HC3IN OCLSCO 533 533 25 273 51
HC3DOMLSCO 647 647 57 216 88
HC3TRA_OTLSCO 647 647 1 215 88
NOFIN PRS02PR2 604 817 2 213 90
OS2PP NEWPWFGD 823 823 0 213 90
OS2PP_NEWPWFGD 823 823 0 212 91
OS2PP_NEWLINJ 988 988 0 212 91
OS2PP NEWLINJ 988 988 0 212 91
HC3PP EX OTHPWFGD 980 1273 5 207 98
HFPP NEWPWFGD 1302 1302 0 207 98
HFPP NEWPWFGD 1302 1302 0 206 98
HC3CON_COMBIWFGD 1070 1674 3 203 104
HC3CON COMBIWFGD 1070 1674 3 199 110
NOFIN]RS02PR3 761 1860 1 198 112
HC3IN OCIWFGD 1192 1863 22 176 154
HC3IN OCIWFGD 1192 1863 22 154 195
HC3CON_COMBLINJ 1122 2735 0 153 196
HC3CON_COMBLINJ 1122 2735 0 153 196
HFPP EX OTHPWFGD 2797 2797 6 147 213
HC3IN OCLINJ 1202 2876 1 146 216
HC3IN_OCLINJ 1202 2876 1 145 219
HFIN_OCIWFGD 3378 3378 5 140 235
HFCON COMBIWFGD 3378 3378 1 140 237
HFCON_COMBIWFGD 3378 3378 1 139 239
HFIN_OCIWFGD 3378 3378 5 134 255
HC3PP NEWRFGD 923 15439 1 129 296
HC3PP NEWRFGD 923 15439 1 128 305
HFPP_NEWRFGD 2927 54408 0 128 305
HFPP NEWRFGD 2927 54408 0 128 306
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CHIN-HEHE

Fuel/SectorlTe<:hnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

US$lton US$lton kton kton Million US$
Initial emissions 0 0 0 495 0
HC3PP_NEWLSCO 459 459 0 495 0
HC3PP_NEWLSCO 459 459 0 495 0
HC3PP_EX_OTHLSCO 459 459 3 492 I
NOFIN]RS02PRI 519 519 3 489 3
HC3CON_COMBLSCO 537 537 1 488 3
HC3CON_COMBLSCO 537 537 1 487 4
HC3IN_OCLSCO 600 600 39 448 28
HC3IN_OCLSCO 600 600 39 409 51
HC3PP_NEWPWFGD 613 634 I 408 51
HC3PP_NEWPWFGD 613 634 I 407 52
HC3DOMLSCO 729 729 12 395 60
HC3TRA_OTLSCO 729 729 0 395 61
NOFIN PRS02PR2 604 817 1 394 62
HFPP_NEWPWFGD 1211 1211 1 393 62
HFPP_NEWPWFGD 1211 1211 1 393 63
HC3PP_EX_OTHPWFGD 1306 1426 18 375 88
NOFIN]RS02PR3 761 1860 I 375 89
HC3CON_COMBIWFGD 1625 2007 3 371 96
HC3CON COMBIWFGD 1625 2007 3 368 103
HC3CON_COMBLINJ 1488 2042 0 368 103
HC3CON_COMBLINJ 1488 2042 0 368 103
HC3IN OCLINJ 1611 2200 67 300 251
HC3IN_OCLINJ 1611 2200 67 233 399
HC3IN_OCIWFGD 1812 2295 40 193 491
HC3IN_OCIWFGD 1812 2295 40 153 582
HFPP_EX_OTHPWFGD 2600 2600 I 152 585
HFIN_OCIWFGD 3139 3139 1 151 589
HFCON_COMBIWFGD 3139 3139 1 151 590
HFCON_COMBIWFGD 3139 3139 1 150 592
HFIN_OCIWFGD 3139 3139 1 149 596
MDTRA_OTLSMD2 6466 6466 2 147 607
MDTRA_RDLSMD2 6466 6466 3 145 624
MDCON_COMBLSMD2 6527 6527 0 145 624
MDIN_OCLSMD2 6527 6527 I 144 628
MDDOMLSMD2 6527 6527 0 144 630
MDPP_NEWLSMD2 6527 6527 0 144 630
HC3PP_NEWRFGD 1279 22369 0 144 631
HC3PP_NEWRFGD 1279 22369 0 144 631
HFPP_NEWRFGD 2711 5192 0 143 633
HFPP NEWRFGD 2711 5192 0 143 634
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CHIN-IMON

FueVSectorlTechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

USS/ton USS/ton kton kton Million USS
Initial emissions 0 0 0 352 0

HC3 PP_NEW LSCO 408 408 25 327 10
HC3 PP_EX_OTH LSCO 408 408 5 323 12
HC3 PP_NEW LSCO 408 408 25 298 22
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 466 487 66 232 54
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 466 487 66 166 86
NOF IN]R S02PR1 519 519 2 164 87
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 1 163 88
HC3 PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 983 1199 12 151 103
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1287 1287 1 150 104
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1287 1287 1 149 105
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 0 149 105
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 1988 1988 2 147 109
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 1988 1988 2 146 112
HC31N_OC LINJ 2170 2170 18 127 152
HC31N_OC LINJ 2170 2170 18 109 191
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2764 2764 0 109 192
HC3 CON_COMB IWFGD 2382 3330 1 108 194
HC3 CON_COMB IWFGD 2382 3330 1 107 196
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3339 3339 0 107 197
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3339 3339 0 107 197
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 2658 3831 7 101 223
HC31N_OC IWFGD 2658 3831 7 94 249
MD TRA RD LSMD2 6466 6466 2 92 263
MD TRA_OT LSMD2 6466 6466 2 90 273
MDDOMLSMD2 6527 6527 0 90 274
MD CON_COMB LSMD2 6527 6527 0 90 274
MD IN_OC LSMD2 6527 6527 0 90 276
MD PP_NEW LSMD2 6527 6527 0 90 276
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 926 15509 3 87 321
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 926 15509 3 84 365
HF PP_NEW RFGD 2892 53713 0 84 366
HF PP NEW RFGD 2892 53713 0 84 368
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CHIN-JINU

Fuel/Sectorffechnology Unit Marginal S02 S02 Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

USS/ton USS/ton kton kton Million USS
Initial emissions 0 0 0 1151 0

HC3 PP EX OTH LSCO 439 439 29 1122 13
HC3 PP_NEW LSCO 439 439 0 1122 13
HC3 PP NEW LSCO 439 439 0 1121 13
HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 507 507 3 1118 14
HC3 CON COMB LSCO 507 507 3 1116 16
NOF IN]R S02PR1 519 519 8 !l08 20
HC3 PP NEW PWFGD 499 521 I 1106 21
HC3 PP NEW PWFGD 499 521 I 1105 21
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 566 566 184 921 125
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 566 566 184 737 230

DCDOMLSCK 646 646 0 737 230
HC3 TRA OT LSCO 688 688 20 718 243
HC3DOMLSCO 688 688 44 674 273
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 3 670 276
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 823 823 I 670 277
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 823 823 1 669 277
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 988 988 0 669 277
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 988 988 0 669 277
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1263 1263 1 668 278
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1263 1263 1 667 279
HC3PP_EX_OTHPWFGD 1056 1287 77 590 379
HC3 CON COMB IWFGD 1049 1731 2 588 382
HC3 CON COMB IWFGD 1049 1731 2 586 386
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 2 585 389
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 1168 1925 132 453 642
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 1168 1925 132 322 895
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2712 2712 2 319 901
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3275 3275 8 311 927
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3275 3275 4 308 939
HF CON COMB IWFGD 3275 3275 4 304 951
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3275 3275 8 296 977
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 1108 3361 0 296 977
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 1108 3361 0 296 977
HC3 IN OC LINJ 1186 3511 5 291 995
HC3 IN_OC LINJ 1186 3511 5 286 1012
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 1005 17044 0 273 1096
HC3 PP NEW RFGD 1005 17044 0 273 1096
HF PP_NEW RFGD 2834 52592 0 273 1098
HF PP NEW RFGD 2834 52592 0 273 1099
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CHIN-NEPL

Fnel/SectorlTechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

US$/ton USS/ton kton kton Million US$
Initial emissions 0 0 0 252 0

NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 6 246 3
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 754 754 0 246 3
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 754 754 0 246 4
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 2 243 6
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 940 940 0 243 6
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 940 940 0 243 6
HF PP NEW PWFGD 1275 1275 0 242 6
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1275 1275 0 242 7
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 1594 1594 7 235 18
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 1594 1594 7 228 30
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 1 226 32
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2738 2738 5 222 45
HC3 PP_EX_OTH LINJ 2764 2764 7 214 66
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 2779 2779 3 211 74
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 2779 2779 3 208 83
HC3 IN_OC LINJ 3054 3054 28 180 170
HC3 IN_OC LINJ 3054 3054 28 151 257
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3307 3307 5 147 272
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3307 3307 5 142 288
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3307 3307 2 140 293
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3307 3307 2 139 298
HC3 PP_EX_OTHPWFGD 3465 4665 4 134 318
HC3 CON_COMB IWFGD 3582 5510 1 133 325
HC3 CON COMB IWFGD 3582 5510 1 132 331
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 3999 6267 11 121 398
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 3999 6267 11 111 465
MD CON_COMB LSMD2 6527 6527 0 110 466
MD DOM LSMD2 6527 6527 2 109 478
MD IN_OC LSMD2 6527 6527 1 108 482
MD TRA_RD LSMD2 6527 6527 3 105 502
MD PP_NEW LSMD2 6527 6527 0 105 502
MD TRA_OT LSMD2 6527 6527 4 101 527
HF PP_NEW RFGD 2863 53149 0 101 527
HF PP_NEW RFGD 2863 53149 0 101 528
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 3634 68240 0 101 543
HC3 PP NEW RFGD 3634 68240 0 101 559
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CHIN-SHAN

Fuel/SectorlTechnology Uuit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

US$lton USS/ton ktou kton Million US$
Initial emissions 0 0 0 329 0

HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 449 449 5 324 2
HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 449 449 5 319 5
HC3 PP_NEW LSCO 452 452 2 317 6
HC3 PP_EX_OTHLSCO 452 452 10 307 10
HC3 PP_NEW LSCO 452 452 2 306 11
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 502 502 26 280 24
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 502 502 26 254 37
NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 4 250 39
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 531 556 5 245 42
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 531 556 5 240 45
HC3DOMLSCO 609 609 11 228 51
NOF IN]R S02PRZ 604 817 2 226 53
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 892 892 I 225 54
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 892 892 I 224 55
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 1036 1036 0 224 55
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 1036 1036 0 223 56
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1278 1278 1 223 57
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1278 1278 1 222 58
HC3 PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 1127 1344 30 191 99
HC3 CON_COMB IWFGD 1069 1604 6 186 108
HC3CON_COMBIWFGD 1069 1604 6 180 116
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 1190 1785 27 153 164
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 1190 1785 27 127 212
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 1 126 214
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 1121 2405 0 125 214
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 1121 2405 0 125 215
HC3 IN_OC LINJ 1201 2538 1 124 219
HC3 IN_OC LINJ 1201 2538 1 123 222
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2744 2744 8 115 243
HFCON_COMBIWFGD 3314 3314 1 l!4 246
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3314 3314 5 109 261
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3314 3314 5 105 276
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3314 3314 1 104 280
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 1083 18563 0 99 316
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 1083 18563 0 98 320
HF PP_NEW RFGD 2870 53283 0 98 321
HF PP NEW RFGD 2870 53283 0 98 322
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CHIN-SHEN

Fuel/SectorlTechnology Unit Marginal S02 S02 Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

US$/ton US$/ton kton kton Million US$
Initial emissions 0 0 0 107 0

HC3 PP_NEW LSCO 363 363 0 106 0
HC3 PP_NEW LSCO 363 363 0 106 0
HC3 CON COMB LSCO 451 451 0 106 0
HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 451 451 0 105 1
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 504 504 8 98 4
HC3IN_OC LSCO 504 504 8 90 8
NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 1 88 9
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 537 543 5 83 12
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 537 543 5 78 15
HC3 TRA_OT LSCO 574 574 2 76 16
HC3 DOM LSCO 574 574 4 73 18
DCDOMLSCK 645 645 0 73 18
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 1 72 18
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1280 1280 0 72 18
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1280 1280 0 72 18
HC3 CON COMB IWFGD 1305 1679 1 71 20
HC3 CON_COMB IWFGD 1305 1679 1 70 21
NOF IN_PR S02PR3 761 1860 0 70 22
HC3IN_OC IWFGD 1454 1871 16 54 52
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 1454 1871 16 38 82
HC3 CON_COMB LIN! 1276 1905 0 38 82
HC3 CON COMB LIN! 1276 1905 0 38 82
HC3IN_OC LIN! 1375 2038 1 37 84
HC3IN_OC LIN! 1375 2038 I 36 86
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3322 3322 0 36 87
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3322 3322 1 35 89
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3322 3322 1 34 91
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3322 3322 0 34 92
MD TRA_OT LSMD2 6466 6466 2 33 102
MD TRA_RD LSMD2 6466 6466 1 31 109
MD PP_NEW LSMD2 6527 6527 0 31 109
MDDOMLSMD2 6527 6527 0 31 110
MD CON COMB LSMD2 6527 6527 0 31 111
MD IN_OC LSMD2 6527 6527 0 31 113
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 1097 18824 0 31 117
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 1097 18824 0 30 120
HF PP_NEW RFGD 2876 53416 0 30 120
HF PP NEW RFGD 2876 53416 0 30 120
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CIDN-SHND

FuellSectorlTechnology Unit Marginal S02 S02 Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

US$/ton US$/ton kton kton MiUion US$
Initial emissions 0 0 0 2002 0

HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 277 277 29 1974 8
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 277 277 29 1945 16
HC3 PP_EX_OTH LSCO 459 459 33 1912 31
NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 13 1899 38
HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 537 537 21 1878 49
HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 537 537 21 1856 61
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 600 600 434 1423 321
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 600 600 434 989 581
HC3 TRA_OT LSCO 729 729 6 983 585
HC3DOMLSCO 729 729 333 650 828
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 754 754 0 649 828
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 754 754 0 649 829
HC3 PP_EX_OTHPWFGD 568 783 17 632 842
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 5 627 846
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 940 940 0 627 846
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 940 940 0 627 846
HC3 CON_COMB IWFGD 599 953 3 624 849
HC3 CON_COMB IWFGD 599 953 3 620 853
HC31N_OC IWFGD 665 1038 68 552 924
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 665 1038 68 484 994
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1211 1211 1 483 995
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1211 1211 1 483 996
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 3 480 1001
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2600 2600 11 469 1029
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3139 3139 12 457 1065
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3139 3139 2 456 1071
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3139 3139 12 444 1107
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3139 3139 2 442 1112
MD TRA_RD LSMD2 6466 6466 7 436 1155
MD TRA_OTLSMD2 6466 6466 12 424 1233
MD PP_NEW LSMD2 6527 6527 0 424 1233
MD IN_OC LSMD2 6527 6527 2 422 1245
MDDOMLSMD2 6527 6527 2 420 1255
MD CON_COMB LSMD2 6527 6527 0 420 1256
MD PP_EX_OTH LSMD2 6527 6527 0 420 1257
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 473 6683 1 419 1263
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 473 6683 1 418 1269
HF PP_NEW RFGD 2711 5192 0 418 1270
HF PP NEW RFGD 2711 5192 0 418 1271
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CIDN-SHNX

FuellSectorrrechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

USS/ton USS/ton kton kton MiUion USS
Initial emissions 0 0 0 1052 0
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 295 295 II 1041 3
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 295 295 11 1030 7
HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 449 449 70 960 38
HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 449 449 70 890 69
HC3 PP_EX_OTH LSCO 483 483 81 810 108
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 502 502 85 725 151
HC3IN_OC LSCO 502 502 85 640 193
NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 2 638 194
HC3DOMLSCO 737 737 22 616 211
HC3 TRA_OT LSCO 737 737 I 614 212
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 754 754 0 614 212
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 754 754 0 614 212
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 I 613 213
HC3 PP_EX_OTHPWFGD 607 842 42 571 249
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 940 940 0 571 249
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 940 940 0 571 249
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1323 1323 0 570 249
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1323 1323 0 570 250
HC3CON_COMBIWFGD 983 1567 57 513 339
HC3CON_COMBIWFGD 983 1567 57 456 429
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 1094 1743 70 386 550
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 1094 1743 70 316 672
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 0 316 672
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 1064 2821 2 314 679
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 1064 2821 2 311 686
HFPP_EX_OTHPWFGD 2844 2844 I 310 689
HC3IN_OC LINJ 1138 2954 3 307 697
HC3IN_OC LINJ 1138 2954 3 304 706
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3435 3435 0 304 706
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3435 3435 0 304 707
MD TRA_RD LSMD2 6466 6466 3 302 723
MD TRA_OT LSMD2 6466 6466 2 300 735
MD PP_EX_OTH LSMD2 6527 6527 0 300 735
MDDOMLSMD2 6527 6527 0 299 737
MD IN_OC LSMD2 6527 6527 I 299 740
MD PP_NEW LSMD2 6527 6527 0 299 740
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 516 7511 0 299 743
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 516 7511 0 298 746
HF PP_NEW RFGD 2979 55406 0 298 747
HF PP NEW RFGD 2979 55406 0 298 747
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CHIN-TAIY

Fnel/SectorlTechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

US$/ton US$/ton kton kton Million US$
Initial emissions 0 0 0 272 0

HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 449 449 1 271 0
HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 449 449 1 270 1
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 493 493 15 255 8
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 493 493 15 240 16
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 502 502 16 224 24
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 502 502 16 207 32
NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 0 207 32
HC3 PP_EX_OTH LSCO 568 568 4 203 35
HC3 DOM LSCO 746 746 13 190 44
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 0 190 44
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1323 1323 0 190 45
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1323 1323 0 190 45
HC3 PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 1043 1443 5 185 51
HC3CON_COMBIWFGD 1382 1689 3 182 56
HC3 CON_COMB IWFGD 1382 1689 3 179 61
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 1327 1802 0 179 61
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 1327 1802 0 179 62
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 0 179 62
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 1540 1882 45 134 146
HC3IN_OC IWFGD 1540 1882 45 89 230
HC3 IN_OC LINJ 1432 1935 3 86 236
HC3IN_OC LINJ 1432 1935 3 83 242
HFPP_EX_OTHPWFGD 2844 2844 0 83 242
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3435 3435 0 83 243
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3435 3435 0 83 243
MD TRA_OT LSMD2 6466 6466 0 83 245
MD TRA_RD LSMD2 6466 6466 0 82 248
MD PP_NEW LSMD2 6527 6527 0 82 248
MD PP_EX_OTH LSMD2 6527 6527 0 82 248
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 992 16784 0 82 256
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 992 16784 0 81 264
HF PP_NEW RFGD 2979 55406 0 81 265
HF PP NEW RFGD 2979 55406 0 81 265
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CIDN-TIAN

FuellSedorlTechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

US$/ton US$lton kton kton Million US$
Initial emissions 0 0 0 285 0

HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 449 449 2 284 I
HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 449 449 2 282 2
HC3 PP_EX_Om LSCO 455 455 3 279 3
HC3 PP_NEW LSCO 455 455 0 279 3
HC3 PP_NEW LSCO 455 455 0 278 3
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 502 502 22 256 14
HC3IN_OCLSCO 502 502 22 234 26
NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 4 230 28
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 509 531 I 229 28
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 509 531 I 228 28
HC3DOMLSCO 609 609 27 201 45
HC3 TRA_OT LSCO 609 609 I 200 45
DC DOML8CK 645 645 0 200 45
082 PP_NEW PWFGD 754 754 0 200 46
082 PP_NEW PWFGD 754 754 0 200 46
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 2 ]98 47
082 PP_NEW LINJ 940 940 0 198 47
082 PP_NEW LINJ 940 940 0 198 47
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1299 1299 I 197 49
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1299 1299 I 196 50
HC3 PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 1079 1324 8 188 60
HC3CON_COMBIWFGD 1160 1635 2 186 64
HC3CON_COMBIWFGD 1160 1635 2 184 68
HC3 IN_OC IWFGD 1292 1821 30 153 123
HC3 IN_OCIWFGD 1292 1821 30 123 178
NOF IN]R 802PR3 761 1860 I 122 179
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 1181 2143 0 122 180
HC3 CON_COMB LINJ 1181 2143 0 122 180
HC3 IN_OC LINJ 1268 2276 2 121 184
HC3 IN_OC LINJ 1268 2276 2 119 188
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2790 2790 6 113 205
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3370 3370 0 112 206
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3370 3370 3 109 216
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3370 3370 3 106 226
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3370 3370 0 106 228
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 1030 17535 0 101 258
HC3 PP_NEW RFGD 1030 17535 0 101 258
HF PP_NEW RFGD 2920 54268 0 101 260
HF PP NEW RFGD 2920 54268 0 101 262
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CffiN-ZHEJ

FuelfSectorrrechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

USS/tou USS/tou kton kton MiUion USS
Initial emissions 0 0 0 608 0

HC3 PP_NEW LSCO 446 446 0 608 0
HC3 PP_NEW LSCO 446 446 0 607 0
HC3 PP_EX_OTH LSCO 446 446 I 606 I
HC3 CON_COMB LSCO 449 449 I 606 I
HC3 CON COMB LSCO 449 449 I 605 I
HC31N_OCLSCO 502 502 90 515 46
HC31N_OC LSCO 502 502 90 425 92
NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 5 420 94
HC3DOMLSCO 609 609 21 398 107
DCDOMLSCK 646 646 0 398 107
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 640 650 5 393 111
HC3 PP_NEW PWFGD 640 650 5 388 114
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 2 386 116
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 892 892 0 385 116
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 892 892 0 385 116
082 PP_NEW LINJ 1036 1036 0 385 116
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 1036 1036 0 385 117
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1268 1268 1 384 118
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1268 1268 1 383 119
HC3 PP_EX_OTHPWFGD 1367 1416 23 361 151
HC3 CON COMB IWFGD 1058 1600 1 360 152
HC3 CON_COMB IWFGD 1058 1600 1 359 153
HC31N_OCIWFGD 1179 1781 91 268 315
HC31N_OCIWFGD 1179 1781 91 177 478
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 1 176 480
HC3 CON COMB LIN! 1114 2444 0 176 480
HC3 CON COMB LIN! 1114 2444 0 176 480
HC3 IN_OC LIN! 1194 2577 5 171 491
HC31N_OC LIN! 1194 2577 5 167 503
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2724 2724 2 165 508
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3290 3290 1 164 510
HF IN_OC IWFGD 3290 3290 2 162 516
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 3290 3290 I 162 518
HF IN OC IWFGD 3290 3290 2 160 524
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JAPA-CHSH

Fuel/Sectorrrechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

USS/ton USS/ton kton kton MiUion USS
Initial emissions 0 0 0 295 0

NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 10 285 5
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 580 580 I 284 6
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 580 580 1 283 7
HF CON_COMB LSHF 721 721 I 282 7
HF PP_EX_OTH LSHF 721 721 5 277 10
HF CON_COMB LSHF 721 721 I 277 II
HF IN_OC LSHF 721 721 1 275 12
HF PP_NEW LSHF 721 721 3 273 14
HFDOMLSHF 721 721 0 273 14
HF IN_OC LSHF 721 721 1 271 15
HF TRA_OT LSHF 721 721 0 271 15
HF TRA_OTS LSHF 721 721 0 271 15
HF PP_NEW LSHF 721 721 3 268 17
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 4 264 20
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 847 847 0 264 20
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 847 847 0 264 21
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 1420 1420 31 233 65
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 1420 1420 31 202 108
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1500 1708 10 192 125
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1500 1708 10 182 142
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 2 180 146
HC2 PP_EX_OTH LINJ 2160 2160 7 164 181
HC2 CON_COMB LINJ 2315 2315 0 164 181
HC2 CON_COMB LINJ 2315 2315 0 164 182
HC2 IN_OC LINJ 2315 2315 17 147 221
HC2 IN_OC LINJ 2315 2315 17 130 260
HC2PP_EX_OTHPWFGD 2261 2435 4 126 270
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2358 2794 18 108 320
HF IN_OC IWFGD 2843 3497 4 104 333
HF IN_OC IWFGD 2843 3497 4 100 345
HF CON_COMB lWFGD 2843 3497 2 99 351
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 2843 3497 2 97 357
HC2CON_COMBIWFGD 2732 3734 0 97 357
HC2 IN_OC lWFGD 2732 3734 6 91 381
HC2 CON_COMB IWFGD 2732 3734 0 91 381
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 2732 3734 6 84 404
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 3154 58042 1 63 595
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 3154 58042 1 62 651
HF PP_NEW RFGD 3331 61310 0 61 676
HF PP NEW RFGD 3331 61310 0 61 700
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JAPA-CHUB

Fuel/SectorlTechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

USS/ton USS/ton kton kton MiUion USS
Initial emissions 0 0 0 440 0
NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 22 418 ))

OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 580 580 2 416 12
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 580 580 2 414 14
HF CON_COMB LSHF 721 721 1 413 14
HF PP_EX_OTH LSHF 721 721 12 401 23
HF CON_COMB LSHF 721 721 1 401 23
HF IN_OC LSHF 721 721 2 399 24
HF PP_NEW LSHF 721 721 5 394 28
HFDOMLSHF 721 721 0 393 28
HF IN_OC LSHF 721 721 2 392 30
HF TRA_OT LSHF 721 721 0 392 30
HF TRA_OTS LSHF 721 721 1 391 30
HF PP_NEW LSHF 721 721 5 386 34
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 9 377 41
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 847 847 1 377 41
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 847 847 1 376 42
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 1420 1420 61 315 128
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 1420 1420 61 254 215
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1500 1708 19 235 248
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1500 1708 19 216 281
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 4 2)) 289
HC2 PP_EX_OTH LINJ 2160 2160 )) 179 359
HC2 CON_COMB LINJ 2315 2315 0 179 359
HC2 CON_COMB LINJ 2315 2315 0 179 359
HC2 IN_OC LINJ 2315 2315 4 175 367
HC2 IN_OC LINJ 2315 2315 4 172 375
HC2 PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2261 2435 7 165 392
HFPP_EX_OTHPWFGD 2358 2794 45 120 518
HF IN_OC IWFGD 2843 3497 5 114 537
HF IN_OC IWFGD 2843 3497 5 109 556
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 2843 3497 2 107 562
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 2843 3497 2 106 568
HC2 CON_COMB IWFGD 2732 3734 0 106 568
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 2732 3734 I 104 573
HC2 CON_COMB IWFGD 2732 3734 0 104 573
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 2732 3734 1 103 578
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 3154 58042 2 55 988
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 3154 58042 2 53 1099
HF PP_NEW RFGD 3331 61310 1 52 1147
HF PP NEW RFGD 3331 61310 1 51 1194
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JAPA·HOTO

Fuel/Sectorrrechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

US$/ton US$/ton kton kton Million US$
Initial emissions 0 0 0 246 0

NOF IN]R S02PR1 519 519 11 235 6
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 580 580 1 233 7
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 580 580 1 232 8
HF CON_COMB LSHF 721 721 1 231 8
HF PP_EX_OTH LSHF 721 721 7 224 13
HF CON_COMB LSHF 721 721 1 224 14
HF IN_OC LSHF 721 721 1 223 14
HF PP_NEW LSHF 721 721 2 220 16
HFDOMLSHF 721 721 0 220 16
HF IN_OC LSHF 721 721 I 219 17
HF TRA_OT LSHF 721 721 0 219 17
HF TRA_OTS LSHF 721 721 0 219 17
HF PP_NEW LSHF 721 721 2 217 19
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 5 212 22
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 847 847 0 212 23
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 847 847 0 211 23
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 1420 1420 27 185 61
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 1420 1420 27 158 99
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1500 1708 9 149 113
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1500 1708 9 141 128
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 2 139 132
HC2 PP_EX_OTH LINJ 2160 2160 3 124 164
HC2 CON_COMB LINJ 2315 2315 0 124 164
HC2 CON COMB LINJ 2315 2315 0 124 164
HC2 IN_OC LINJ 2315 2315 8 115 183
HC2 IN_OC LINJ 2315 2315 8 107 203
HC2 PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2261 2435 2 105 207
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2358 2794 27 78 283
HF IN_OC IWFGD 2843 3497 2 76 291
HF IN_ OC IWFGD 2843 3497 2 73 300
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 2843 3497 2 72 306
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 2843 3497 2 70 311
HC2 CON COMB IWFGD 2732 3734 0 70 311
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 2732 3734 3 67 323
HC2 CON_COMB IWFGD 2732 3734 0 67 323
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 2732 3734 3 64 335
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 3154 58042 1 38 545
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 3154 58042 1 37 594
HF PP_NEW RFGD 3331 61310 0 37 615
HF PP NEW RFGD 3331 61310 0 36 636
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JAPA-KANT

FueVSectorrrechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

USS/ton USS/ton kton kton Million USS
Initial emissions 0 0 0 588 0

NOF IN]R S02PR1 519 519 31 557 16
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 580 580 4 554 18
OS2 PP NEW PWFGD 580 580 4 550 20
HF CON_COMB LSHF 721 721 1 550 21
HFPP_EX_OTHLSHF 721 721 12 537 30
HF CON_COMB LSHF 721 721 1 537 30
HF IN_OC LSHF 721 721 I 535 31
HF PP_NEW LSHF 721 721 8 527 37
HF DOM LSHF 721 721 0 527 37
HF IN_OC LSHF 721 721 I 526 38
HF TRA_OT LSHF 721 721 0 526 38
HF TRA_OTS LSHF 721 721 I 524 39
HF PP_NEW LSHF 721 721 8 516 45
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 12 504 55
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 847 847 1 503 56
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 847 847 1 502 56
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 1420 1420 96 405 194
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 1420 1420 96 309 331
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1500 1708 31 278 384
HF PP NEW PWFGD 1500 1708 31 247 437
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 6 241 448
HC2 PP_EX_OTH LINJ 2160 2160 1 211 512
HC2 CON_COMB LINJ 2315 2315 0 211 512
HC2 CON_COMB LINJ 2315 2315 0 211 512
HC2 IN_OC LINJ 2315 2315 4 207 520
HC2 IN_OC LINJ 2315 2315 4 204 528
HC2 PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2261 2435 0 204 529
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2358 2794 47 157 660
HF IN_OC IWFGD 2843 3497 3 154 671
HF IN_OC IWFGD 2843 3497 3 150 683
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 2843 3497 2 149 689
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 2843 3497 2 147 695
HC2 CON_COMB IWFGD 2732 3734 0 147 695
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 2732 3734 1 146 700
HC2 CON_COMB IWFGD 2732 3734 0 146 700
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 2732 3734 1 144 704
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 3154 58042 3 78 1289
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 3154 58042 3 75 1466
HF PP_NEW RFGD 3331 61310 1 74 1542
HF PP NEW RFGD 3331 61310 I 73 1618
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JAPA-KINK

Fuel/SectorlTechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

USSJton USSJton kton kton Million USS
Initial emissions 0 0 0 344 0

NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 19 325 10
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 580 580 2 323 II
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 580 580 2 321 12
HF CON_COMB LSHF 721 721 I 321 13
HF PP_EX_OTH LSHF 721 721 9 312 19
HF CON_COMB LSHF 721 721 1 311 19
HF IN_OC LSHF 721 721 I 310 20
HF PP_NEW LSHF 721 721 4 306 23
HF DOM LSHF 721 721 0 306 23
HF IN_OC LSHF 721 721 I 305 24
HF TRA_OT LSHF 721 721 0 305 24
HF TRA_OTS LSHF 721 721 I 304 24
HF PP_NEW LSHF 721 721 4 300 27
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 8 293 33
OS2 PP_NEW LIN! 847 847 I 292 34
OS2 PP_NEW LIN! 847 847 1 292 34
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 1420 1420 48 244 102
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 1420 1420 48 196 170
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1500 1708 15 182 195
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 1500 1708 15 167 220
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 4 163 227
HC2 PP_EX_OTH LIN! 2160 2160 I 145 265
HC2 CON_COMB LIN! 2315 2315 0 145 265
HC2 CON_COMB LIN! 2315 2315 0 145 266
HC2 IN_OC LIN! 2315 2315 4 142 274
HC2 IN_OC LIN! 2315 2315 4 138 282
HC2PP_EX_OTHPWFGD 2261 2435 1 137 284
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2358 2794 34 103 379
HF IN_OC IWFGD 2843 3497 3 100 389
HF IN_OC IWFGD 2843 3497 3 97 400
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 2843 3497 2 96 406
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 2843 3497 2 94 411
HC2CON_COMBIWFGD 2732 3734 0 94 411
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 2732 3734 1 93 416
HC2CON_COMBIWFGD 2732 3734 0 93 416
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 2732 3734 1 91 421
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 3154 58042 2 54 740
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 3154 58042 2 53 827
HF PP_NEW RFGD 3331 61310 I 52 863
HF PP NEW RFGD 3331 61310 1 52 900
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JAPA·KYOK

Fuel/Sector/Technology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

US$/ton USS/ton kton kton Million US$
Initial emissions 0 0 0 280 0
NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 II 268 6
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 580 580 I 267 7
OS2 PP_NEW PWFGD 580 580 I 266 7
HF CON COMB LSHF 721 721 0 265 8
HF PP EX OTH LSHF 721 721 3 262 10
HF CON_COMB LSHF 721 721 0 261 1\
HFIN OCLSHF 721 721 0 261 II
HF PP NEW LSHF 721 721 4 257 14
HF DaM LSHF 721 721 0 257 14
HFIN OCLSHF 721 721 0 256 14
HFTRA_OTLSHF 721 721 0 256 14
HF TRA OTS LSHF 721 721 0 256 15
HF PP_NEW LSHF 721 721 4 252 17
NOF IN]R S02PR2 604 817 5 247 21
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 847 847 0 247 21
OS2 PP_NEW LINJ 847 847 0 247 22
HC2 PP NEW PWFGD 1420 1420 46 201 87
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 1420 1420 46 155 152
HF PP NEW PWFGD 1500 1708 15 140 178
HF PP NEW PWFGD 1500 1708 15 125 203
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 2 123 207
HC2 PP_EX_OTH LINJ 2160 2160 8 103 249
HC2 CON_COMB LINJ 2315 2315 0 103 249
HC2 CON_COMB LINJ 2315 2315 0 103 249
HC2 IN_OC LINJ 2315 2315 6 97 264
HC2 IN OC LINJ 2315 2315 6 90 279
HC2 PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2261 2435 4 86 290
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 2358 2794 13 73 325
HF IN_OC IWFGD 2843 3497 I 72 330
HF IN OC IWFGD 2843 3497 I 71 335
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 2843 3497 I 69 339
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 2843 3497 1 68 344
HC2 CON_COMB IWFGD 2732 3734 0 68 344
HC2 IN OC IWFGD 2732 3734 2 66 353
HC2 CON_COMB IWFGD 2732 3734 0 66 353
HC21N_OC IWFGD 2732 3734 2 63 362
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 3154 58042 1 36 614
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 3154 58042 1 34 698
HFPP_NEWRFGD 3331 61310 I 34 735
HF PP NEW RFGD 3331 61310 1 33 771
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SKOR-NORT

Fuel/SectorlTechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

USS/ton USS/ton kton kton Million USS
Sit S02 Sit S02 kt/a kt/a MS/a

Initial emissions 0 0 0 410 0
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 280 280 43 367 12
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 280 280 43 324 24
HC3 PP_EX_OTH LSCO 404 404 0 324 24
HFPP_EX_OTHPWFGD 455 455 I 323 24
NOF IN_PR S02PR1 519 519 3 320 26
HC2 PP_NEW LSCO 520 520 2 318 27
HC2 PP_NEW LSCO 520 520 2 316 28
HC2 PP_EX_OTH LSCO 520 520 0 315 28
HC2 IN_OC LSCO 593 593 61 254 65
HC2IN_OCLSCO 593 593 61 193 101
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 605 605 4 189 103
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 605 605 4 185 106
HF TRA_OTS LSHF 692 692 3 182 108
HFDOMLSHF 692 692 7 175 113
HFCON_COMB LSHF 692 692 0 175 113
HF CON_COMB LSHF 692 692 0 174 113
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 764 808 12 162 123
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 764 808 12 151 132
NOF IN_PR S02PR2 604 817 1 149 133
HC3 PP_EX_OTHPWFGD 1055 1136 1 148 135
HC2 PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 1292 1429 2 146 137
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 944 1786 23 123 178
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 944 1786 23 100 220
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 1 100 221
MD TRA_OTS LSMDl 2191 2191 0 100 221
MD DOM LSMD1 2191 2191 2 98 224
MD TRA RD LSMD1 2191 2191 3 95 231
MD CON_COMB LSMD1 2191 2191 0 95 231
MD PP_EX_OTH LSMD1 2191 2191 0 95 232
MD TRA_OT LSMD1 2191 2191 0 94 232
MD PP_EX_OTH LSMD2 4853 6570 0 94 233
MDDOMLSMD2 4853 6570 3 92 250
MD TRA OT LSMD2 4853 6570 0 91 251
MD TRA_RD LSMD2 4853 6570 5 87 284
MD CON_COMB LSMD2 4853 6570 0 87 284
HF PP_NEW RFGD 478 6729 1 85 293
HF PP_NEW RFGD 478 6729 1 84 302
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 1636 29243 0 83 315
HC2 PP NEW RFGD 1636 29243 0 83 328
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SKOR-PUSA

FuellSectorffechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

USS/ton USS/ton kton kton Million USS
Initial emissions 0 0 0 615 0

HF PP NEW PWFGD 280 280 67 548 19
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 280 280 67 480 38
HC3 PP_EX_OTH LSCO 404 404 1 480 38
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 455 455 72 408 71
NOF IN]R S02PR1 519 519 10 397 76
HC2 PP_NEW LSCO 520 520 5 393 79
HC2 PP_NEW LSCO 520 520 5 388 81
HC2 PP_EX_OTH LSCO 520 520 0 387 81
HC2 IN_OC LSCO 593 593 15 373 90
HC2 IN_OC LSCO 593 593 15 358 99
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 605 605 5 353 102
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 605 605 5 349 104
HF TRA_OTS LSHF 692 692 88 260 166
HF DOM LSHF 692 692 47 214 198
HF TRA_OT LSHF 692 692 2 212 199
HF CON_COMB LSHF 692 692 0 211 200
HF CON_COMB LSHF 692 692 0 211 200
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 764 808 28 183 222
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 764 808 28 155 245
NOF IN]R S02PRZ 604 817 4 151 248
HC3 PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 1055 1136 5 146 254
HC2 PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 1292 1429 2 145 256
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 944 1786 6 139 266
HC2 IN_OC IWFGD 944 1786 6 134 275
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 2 132 279
MD TRA_OTS LSMDl 2191 2191 1 131 281
MD DOM LSMD1 2191 2191 3 128 287
MD TRA_RD LSMD1 2191 2191 10 118 310
MD CON_COMB LSMD1 2191 2191 0 118 310
MD PP_EX_OTH LSMD1 2191 2191 0 118 310
MDTRA_OTLSMD1 2191 2191 5 113 320
MD PP_EX_OTH LSMD2 4853 6570 0 113 321
MD DOM LSMD2 4853 6570 5 108 353
MD TRA_OT LSMD2 4853 6570 7 101 399
MD TRA_RD LSMD2 4853 6570 16 85 502
MD CON_COMB LSMD2 4853 6570 0 85 503
HF PP_NEW RFGD 478 6729 2 83 517
HF PP_NEW RFGD 478 6729 2 81 531
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 1636 29243 1 80 561
HC2 PP NEW RFGD 1636 29243 1 79 592
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SKOR-SEOI

FuelfSectorlTechnology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

US$/ton US$/ton kton kton Million US$
Initial emissions 0 0 0 1374 0

HF PP_NEW PWFGD 280 280 84 1290 24
HF PP NEW PWFGD 280 280 84 1206 47
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 404 404 0 1206 47
HC3 IN_OC LSCO 404 404 0 1206 47
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 455 455 35 1171 63
NOF IN]R S02PR1 519 519 23 1148 75
HC2 PP_NEW LSCO 520 520 5 1143 78
HC2 PP_NEW LSCO 520 520 5 1137 81
HF IN_OC IWFGD 605 605 325 813 277
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 605 605 1 812 277
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 605 605 1 812 278
HF IN OC IWFGD 605 605 325 487 474
HF TRA_OTS LSHF 692 692 19 468 487
HF DOM LSHF 692 692 61 407 530
HFIN OCLSHF 692 692 34 373 553
HF TRA_OT LSHF 692 692 3 370 555
HF CON_COMB LSHF 692 692 0 370 555
HF CON_COMB LSHF 692 692 0 370 555
HF IN_OC LSHF 692 692 34 336 579
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 764 808 30 306 603
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 764 808 30 276 627
NOF IN_PR S02PR2 604 817 9 267 634
HC31N_OC IWFGD 1421 1564 1 266 636
HC31N_OC lWFGD 1421 1564 1 265 637
HC31N_OC LINJ 1362 1565 0 265 637
HC31N_OC LINJ 1362 1565 0 265 638
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 5 261 646
HF PP_NEW RFGD 478 6729 3 198 955
HFPP_NEWRFGD 478 6729 3 195 973
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 1636 29243 1 194 1005
HC2 PP NEW RFGD 1636 29243 1 193 1037
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SKOR-SOUT

Fuel/Sector/Technology Unit Marginal SO, SO, Total cost
cost cost removed remaining

US$/ton US$/ton kton kton Million US$
Initial emissions 0 0 0 274 0

HF PP NEW PWFGD 280 280 31 244 9
HF PP_NEW PWFGD 280 280 31 213 17
HC3 PP_EX_OTH LSCO 404 404 I 212 18
HF PP_EX_OTH PWFGD 455 455 I 212 18
NOF IN]R S02PRI 519 519 4 208 20
HC2 PP_NEW LSCO 520 520 I 207 20
HC2 PP_NEW LSCO 520 520 I 206 21
HC2 PP_EX_OTH LSCO 520 520 0 206 21
HC2 IN_OC LSCO 593 593 33 173 40
HC2 IN_OC LSCO 593 593 33 140 60
HF CON COMB IWFGD 605 605 I 139 61
HF CON_COMB IWFGD 605 605 I 137 61
HF TRA_OTS LSHF 692 692 14 124 71
HF TRA_OT LSHF 692 692 I 122 72
HF CON_COMB LSHF 692 692 0 122 72
HF CON_COMB LSHF 692 692 0 122 72
HC2 PP NEW PWFGD 764 808 5 117 76
HC2 PP_NEW PWFGD 764 808 5 111 81
NOF IN PR S02PRZ 604 817 2 110 82
HC3 PP_EX_OTHPWFGD 1055 1136 8 101 92
HC2PP_EX_OTHPWFGD 1292 1429 0 101 92
HC21N_OC IWFGD 944 1786 12 89 114
HC21N_OC IWFGD 944 1786 12 76 136
NOF IN]R S02PR3 761 1860 I 76 137
MD TRA_OTS LSMD1 2191 2191 0 76 138
MD TRA_RD LSMDI 2191 2191 7 68 154
MDCON_COMB LSMD1 2191 2191 0 68 154
MD PP_EX_OTH LSMDI 2191 2191 0 68 154
MD TRA_OT LSMDI 2191 2191 I 67 156
MD PP_EX_OTH LSMD2 4853 6570 0 67 158
MD TRA_OT LSMD2 4853 6570 I 66 166
MD TRA RD LSMD2 4853 6570 11 54 241
MD CON_COMB LSMD2 4853 6570 0 54 242
HF PP_NEW RFGD 478 6729 I 53 248
HF PP_NEW RFGD 478 6729 I 52 255
HC2 PP_NEW RFGD 1636 29243 0 52 260
HC2 PP NEW RFGD 1636 29243 0 52 266
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Appendix I. Details on bilateral trading process in Northeast China

We illustrate the bilateral trading process assuming an offset of I (i.e., one-to-one
emission trading) between a seller (S) and a buyer (B). We assume every trade
transaction has to meet the deposition targets. Consequently, the initial permit allocation
based upon an equal reduction percentage is such that deposition targets are met. The
trade vector is used for a scheme of bilateral trade to indicate which sources might be
potentially trading partners and to show the maximum number of emission permits that
sources are allowed to trade (see Table I.l). Table I.l has to be read as follows. Sources
selling emission permits are represented vertically. The trade vector shows that these are
BED, JIND, SHEN, SHND, SHNX, TAIY and TIAN. Sources buying emission permits
are represented horizontally, i.e., HEHE, !MON, NEPL, SHAN and ZHEJ. The marginal
abatement costs (MC) ofevery source are given in italics. The number ofpermits sold (0)
and bought (Il) according to the trade vector are also given.

To derive the trade scheme an assumption has to be made about the sequence of
bilateral trades. An obvious assumption is that a trade transaction generating the largest
cost saving will take place first. For simplicity, we ignore transaction costs. Table 1.1 has
been filled by applying this rule. Consequently, the sequence of trades is as follows. First,
source SHND sells 596 permits to source NEPL. Next, source SHNX sells 367 permits to
source NEPL. Source SHNX then sells 123 permits to HEHE and so on. These sequences
are shown with number in the circle.

1.1: Trade scheme for bilateral trade in Northeast China

MC 1.664 0.893 3.150 1.140 1.107
Source HEHE IMON NEPL SHAN ZHEJ

454 471 963 145 334
MC Source e;

0.957 BEIJ 182 1820
1.073 JIND 831 1490 2030 1450 3340
1.273 SHEN 29 290
0.701 SHND 596 5960
0.855 SHNX 490 1230 3670
1.194 TAIY 6 60
J.l74 TAIN 234 2340

We then describe the abatement costs and savings caused by OBT represented in
Table 1.2. The pre-trade situation is represented by TO. The abatement costs of trading
sources are given in bold and are underlined. According to the specified sequence of
trades the first trade transaction between SHND and NEPL is the most profitable and the
last trade transaction between SHEN and !MON generates the least profit. The profit in
every transaction depends upon the difference in marginal abatement costs between the
two trading sources. The total profit generated by emission trading amounts to 2,683
million US$. All potential cost savings are fully reached. Every bilateral trade transaction
is rational for each trading partner. Assuming that the emission sources aim at cost
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minimizing, all trade transactions will take place and the final trade result will coincide
with the cost-effective allocation of emission abatement.

However, individual rationality does not necessarily have to coincide with full
cooperation. This is reflected by the fact that the profits during TS-TI 0 periods are
negative. This is because the marginal costs of source JINU, TIAN and SHEN exceed
the marginal costs of IMON in periods T8, T9 and TID, respectively. As a result of
permit trading, the increase in abatement cost of sources JINU, TlAN and SHEN exceeds
the decrease in abatement cost of source IMON. However this trade transaction is
necessary for meeting the deposition targets.

1.2: Overview ofabatement costs after every bilateral trade transaction

TO Tl T2 D T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 TlO TIl
CI 0.236 0.236 0.236 0.236 0.410 00410 00410 00410 00410 00410 0.410 00410
C2 4.290 4.290 4.290 4.085 3.782 3.534 3.534 3.534 3.534 3.534 3.534 3.534
C3 00421 00421 00421 0042 [ 00421 00421 0042 [ 0.421 0.239 0.030 0.025 J!&!l!J!
C4 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.99[ 0.99[ 1.151 1.306 1.665 ~ 1.883 1.883 1.883
C5 3.033 ~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
C6 0.400 00400 Q.400 Q.400 Q.400 Q.400 0.235 0.235 0.235 0.235 0.235 0.235
C7 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.108
C8 1.144 ~ 1.562 1.562 1.562 1.562 1.562 1.562 1.562 1.562 1.562 1.562
C9 0.745 0.745 1.059 1.164 1.164 1.164 1.164 1.164 1.164 1.164 1.164 1.164
CIO 0.204 0.204 0.204 0.204 0.204 0.204 0.204 0.204 0.204 0.204 0.211 0.211
CII 0.344 0.344 0.344 0.344 0.344 0.344 0.344 0.344 0.344 0.619 0.6[9 0.619
CI2 0.512 0.512 0.5[2 0.512 0.512 0.512 0.512 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143
Sum [2.392 10.934 10.09 9.990 9.861 9.773 9.763 9.753 9.789 9.855 9.894 9.869

Profit 1.458 0.844 0.100 0.129 0.088 0.010 0.010 -0.036 -0.066 -0.039 0.025

From an individual rational point of view, three sources JIND, TIAN and SHEN will
never sell emission permits to source IMON voluntarily unless such trade is compensated
by a side payment. From a common point of view, however, these trades are necessary
for reaching the cost-effective solution, given the deposition targets. The total profit
resulting from the permit trading is sufficient to pay a side payment to sources that are
disadvantaged by permit trading. To be able to pay a side payment, funds have to be
created through, for example, the trade institute taxing the profit from trading. In
summary, we found that the trade might not be rational for both trading partners, even
though the final trade is necessary for reaching a cost-effective solution.
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